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Nashville: Negro On Library Board
eMemphis: He Couldn't Enter Door
Arna Bontemps, a distinguished
writer and librarian at Fisk uni-
versity, has been named to the
Nashville Public Library Board.
But should Mr. Bontemps travel
220 miles to Memphis, he would
not be permitted to enter the door
of the main library here because
he is a Negro.
In Nashville, the ramous author
will assist in the administration
of the main library and three
branches, lie will later use his
talents in guiding the direction of
two new branches in Nashville
and several in the county which
Will soon be constructed.
The Nashville system has been
integrated for many years. In fact,
a survey by the Tri-State Defend-
er has revealed that Memphis is
the only major city in the entire
state which maintains segregated
libraries.
There is a suit pending to
force Memphis officials to open
the library to all citizens but sev-
eral persons have expressed the
hope that Memphis sysit Integrate
without the parsuasion of the law.
' As it stands in Memphis now,
Negroes are permitted to use only
Vance branch library. When this
branch dees not have the volume
requestee. the Negro patron must
Wait until the book or books can
PLEASE, DOCTOR!
' The bond of sympathy should be
most strong between a doctor and
his patient.
' It is the seeming Impairment
of this needed and one time - tra-
ditional bond of sympathy which
underlies the current concern
about doctors. The relationship be-
tween doctors and their fellow citi-
zens is becoming more and more
a matter of aroused public inter-
est.
Not only are pople discussing
out loud the plight of Negroes try-
ing to obtain adequate medical at-
tention . but they are also dis-
cussing the plight of Americans
In general, regardless of race, in
the continuing important business
of maintaining a readily avail-
able and efficient corps of medi-
cine men to guard the health of
the tribe.
Anyone who read last week's
issue of Life magazine, with its
circulation of around 10 million
readers, had to note that its fea-
tured article was the first of a
series which that powerful publi-
cation is carrying, treating on
the subject of doctors in the Unit-
ed States.
The article is headed "You and
Your Doctor." And its major
concern is focussed on the weak-
ening of the bond of sympathy
which doctors and the public are
feeling less and less for each oth-
er.
The Life writer pretty clearly in-
dicates that among doctors in gen-
eral, the idea of being scientific
In their work has begun to crowd
out that valuable feeling of sympa-
thetic, human understanding a n d
concern that folk want most in
their doctors.
MARGIN OF LIFE
' And as for Negroes, who in gen-
eral, dwellon all the margins of
life in America, it is most import-
ant that they have that 'uolicl of
/sympathy in their relations with
doctors. Whether it is a whip or
Negro doctor, the average Negro
needs must call on him for more
than most other patients.
Now, it's easy for somebody to
say, "We don't want sympathy
we want treatment." But the
one who says that or holds such
an attitude is unaware of or is ig-
noring an important aspect of the
whole idea of medical care and
treatment. Even the layman should
know that a doctor's best aesist-
ant in the treatment or a pa-
tient is that invisible bond of sym-
pathy and understanding which
they have for each other.
Much of the doctor's best serv-
ice are psychological and emo-
tional. Sometimes the mere pres-
ence of the doctor relieves the
patient. The doctor's presence
0 ill comforts the sufferer most times.It relieves his worst feats. Gives
the patient confidence and hope.
us doctor's Dressage Le often
he transported from the main li-
brary to the branch.
Observers have pointed nut that
this is not only a monumental
waste of taxpayers funds but it is,
in addition, a direct slap at the
dignity of the city's 180,000 Ne
gruel,
more powerful than any of his
pills.
PATIENTS WELFARE
Then, again nothing helps a Pa-
tient more, next to the doctor's
presence, than the feeling that the
doctor is doing all he can .. that
the doctor is personally interested
in his (the patient's) welfare . . .
that the doctor is giving the lit-
tle extra touch of concern, sym-
pathy, and interest, that can make
the patient feel he's getting per-
sonal attention for so personaliz-
ed a matter of sickness.
Perhaps one of the main reasons
for the growing distrust and dis-
gust with Negro doctors for so
many People, is the feeling that
Negro doctors are not personally
interested in the patient. When
they find it hard to obtain the
doctor's services, that starts the
mountain of distrust to growing.
When it's hard to locate the
doctor after his services have
been arranged for, adds a little
more distrust. When the doctor
finally arrives he has to be care-
ful not to seem to abrupt, too im-
personal, loo impatient, too casual
too formal , . . else the sum of
distrust is added to some more.
Folk have a way of distrusting
doctors who seem too "big limey,"
who have reputations as social
lions, who display too much knowl-
edge of big interests other than
the patient's welfare. Rightly or
wrongly, folk are just funny that
way.
All the items mentioned above
and more go to add up to what.
is meant by the bond of sympathy
and understanding that should exist
between the patient and his doc-
tor.
TENDENCY GROWING
In the light of what is now a
growing tendency to look with
increasing criticism on the Negro
doctor . . . despite the smallness
of his numbers and the value of
his services . . . it seems high
time that medical societies, and
medical schools do more in the
area of public relations and train-
ing of doctors in patient-doctor re-
lationships.
Many of the doctors are aware
of the temper of the public mind.
But, no doubt, many don't know
what to do shout it. Many may
feel put upon to be criticized when
they are doing their level best to
please. But too often, it is still
true that hell is paved with good
intentions.
The best way to establish the ex-
istence of good intentions . . .
whether in the case of doctors or
what-have-you . . . is to organize
adequate publicity and promotion.
NO ADVERTISING
May be it's unfortunate the doc-
tors are restrained from adver-
tising. That plank in their ethical
code may well he their undoing,




"As long as there is a Mem•
phis, there will always be a seg-
regated restaurant in the Grey-
hound bus terminal." This was
the way the white cashier put it,
Miss Clemon Crawford of 1965
hunted said in•reporting last Sun-
day's incident in the station when
she was refused service.
Miss Crawford said she had
gone to the bus line in view of a
trip to West Memphis and had a
45-minute wait for a bus. She
went to the front restaurant for a
snack, confident, she said, after
reading in this paper a few weeks
ago that the "colored" and
"white" signs were torn down
that segregation was a thing of
the past, at least as far as this
station was concerned.
After she had sat in the station
restaurant for a while, she said,
with several eyes burning almost
through her clothes, she was told
by the white waitress that if she
wanted to be served she would
have to go to the other side.
EXPLAINED
Miss Crawford bald the waitress
and cashier told her about the
wonderful service and food on the
"other" side. She was finally con-
nected — by phone — with the
manager, Mrs. E. this. Miss
Crawford said Mrs. 'hie told her
that as far as she was concerned,
her eating in the restaurant was
alright but that it was against the
policy of the city. She, also, play-
ed up the good points of the "oth-
er" side.
In the interim before Miss Craw-
ford talked with Mrs. Ihle she
went to the ticket office and got
a refund on her ticket to West
Memphis. She dzsided against the
trip. She also called the Tri-State
Defender and Mr. 0. Z. Evers,
president of the Binghampton civ-
ic club, who did the bulk of work
In pushing for the tearing down
of the discriminatory signs in the
station.
Mr. Evers said "They are not
going to hide behind practices that
say a Negro and white person
can't eat together." He said that
his organization would defer ac-
tion of the incident until he had
an answer from the Civil Rights
Commission and the Justice De-
partment. The civic club mem-
bers have written a letter to these
agencies protesting the discrimi-
nation.
FOLLOW MEMPHIS POLICY
In a conversation with Mrs.
Ilde, who is manager of both res-
taurants, she said "when the oth-
er restaurants in Memphis inte-
grate their eating, then we will."
Miss Crawford said she was re-
fused service in a polite vein.
!KISS (LEMON CRAWFORD
caches in ticket at Greyhound
bus station after she was re-
fused service in the main re'•
taurant. Cashier looks per.
terhed as Miss Crawford
stuffs money into her purse.
Restaurant manager w a s
quoted as saying It Was all
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1959
ATTY, RUSSELL SUGAR-
MON. left, makes a deep
point to Commissioner Claude
Armour as the two continue
discussion on Police brutality
following formal meeting of
Armour with representatives
of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council IV Chic clubs-
Both Armour and the council
committee were firm In t ho
stands they presented. Most
observers seem to feel that
only time will reveal the as
swer to the question: Did the
meeting do any good?
Lynn Dixon Tells Why He Is Waging
All Out Fight Against Teamsters
Who Is Lynn Dixon and why Is
he fighting Teamsters Local 667 so
vigorously?
The 49-year-old Dixon, father of
four children, is the same man
whose letters to court-appointed
monitors In Washington revealed
that auditors had not approved the
local's record books.
Dixon,.Who lives at 1646 Florida,
is the man who says he is now
blacklisted by most trucking firms
and can't get any work. He re-
cently released documents which
proved_ -that Local 667 had paid
part of the personal federal in-
come tax of four of its officers.
Now, Dixon has revealed to the
Tri-State Defender the background
of his fight with the local union
and his reason for coining to
Memphis from Detroit in 1956.
WRITING BOOK
With a partially completed hook
manuscript in his luggage, Dixon
came to the Bluff City to study
the people of the Southland.
"I needed to learn more about
the South and the people who live
here, SO I could complete my
book," he said.
A truck driver for 31 years, Dix-
on has completed his book which
has a religious 'beetle but since
he became embroiled in the fight
with the Teamsters he has to do
some adding and rewriting.
"I have always been unortho-
right with her if Miss Craw-
ford ate in the restaurant hut
said it Was against the city's
policy. She referred Miss
Cranford to the "colored res-
taurant." The president of
Greyhound recently issued an
order killing segregation in
the line's waiting rooms.
During the last city elections,
one man did almost as much run-
ning around in favor of the Negro
candidates as the Negro candi-
dates themselves, hut Zack L.
Bonner was like that. He knew
to get anything done each person
should gel in the fight and do his
all. And so he made his presence
evidenced at most of the meet-
ings.
But for Z. L. Bonner the meet-
ings are over. He died last Sun-
day in E. H, Crumph Hospital
having suffered a stroke two weeks
before.
Z. L. Bonner was an active and
dynamic leader in church a n d
civic circles. Born in Mississippi,
he came to Memphis some 40-odd
years ago and made Memphis Ms
home. He received his education
here.
Ile was a member of the Metro-
politan Baptist church and work-
ed with the Sunday school, the
Baptist Training Union and the
Bible class, and still found time
to be a sparkling part of the
Memphis Baptist Brotherhood,
CLUB PRESIDENT
The 14th Ward Civic club, rec-
ognizing his bent for leadership
and organization named him their
president.
He was employed as an under-
writer with the North Carolina Mu-
tual Life insurance company.
Funeral services for Mr. Bon-
ner will probably be held Satur-
day. Oct. 24, said his wife, at
Metropolitan Baptist. Rev. S. A.
Owen, church pastor, will give the
eulogy. Time is 1 p.m. Interment
will be in Elmwood cemetery.
Survivors are wife, Mrs. Nettie
Bonner; brothers, Malachi a n d
George of Chicago; adopted
daughter, Mrs. Minnie Perry of
Cleveland; and other relatives and
friends.
dos." Dixon told the Tri-State De-
fender. "I don't believe that a
man has to follow a pattern that
has been set down. I get revela-
tions from God and I live by these
revelations."
This, plus a conviction that a
"man has got to live and fight
for what he believes in" are the
reasons for his assault against Lo-
cal 667,
RACE NOT ISSUE
"One thing I uant to make
clear." Dixon said. "The union
has discriminated against me be-
cause of my knowledge of union-
ism and not because I am a Ne-
gro. I've been a union man fur 22
years and I know the labor move-
ment. But when unions are unethi-
cal and don't properly represent
me and other workers, then I just
have to fight in my own way."
What does Dixon mean when he
charges Local 667 with unethical
practices and failure to properly
represent members?
"In a nutshell, I am charging
Local 667 with conniving with
companies against the hest inter-
ests of the members of the union."
Dixon listed the following prac-
tices which he says are now in
use:
1, Some companies are working
men 15-29 days and then laying
them off and using this as a sub-
terfuge to keep from placing em-
ployees on their payroll to avoid
paying the $2.50 a week into the
health and welfare benefit fund.
Union officials, Dixon said, hide
behind the Tennessee right-to-work
laws which "in my opinion, have
no bearing on the situation."
7 Some trucking companies get
around the $2.50 a week payment
by hiring men who already work
for another company. Thus, t h e
first company pays the $2.50 and
other men are knocked out of jobs.
.1. The union is allowing some
cempanies I., diseharge men and
permitting the companies to take
cases before the arbitration board
M foie the empty's, has complied
with orovisions in the contract'
coverirg dis barges.
4. Union oflicials and some com-
panies are potting to use fraudu-
lent means to discharge employ-
ees,
5 'The Unlit, is allowing some
companies to wark men at less
than contract pay rates.
Film Executive Dies
DANBURY, ('onn. — (UPI) —
Willard S. McKay, 64, former vice
president and general counsel of
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., died
Saturday.
300 Refugees Per Day
BERLIN — (CPI) — West Ber-
lin officials said Tuesday that
East German refugees are cross-
ing into West Berlin at the rate of
300 a day. _
meeting, many In fact, have ques-
tioned its very worth.
This writer believeg that these
questions and questions of a simi-
lar nature can not be given a yes
or no answer.
In order intelligently to appraise
the result of the October 15 meet-
ing with Commissioner Armour, it
Is necessary to look at the back-
ground of events which led up to
the meeting, the political climate
of our city, and even the personal-
ity of the nian on whose shoulders
lies the responsibility for main-
taining an environment in which
respect for law and order and Ivy
enforcement processes can be
maintained,
THE OBVIOUS
To begin with the obvious, Mem-
phis Is a Southern City which has
a large Negro minority, a minor-
ity which increasingly is beginning
to express its dissatisfaction with
many of the conditions of tile in
this city; a minority which increas-
ingly is beginning to gain profi-
ciency in the techniques of mass
action; and, therefore, a minority
which increasingly Is becoming a
factor In the political and economic
development of the city.
This being true, there are neces-
sarily many strains upon the fab-
ric of life in our town.
In brief, we live in a community
in transition, a community ,iq
which a dominant majority has en-
- • MISStSSIPPII 7•
= TENNESSEE.
ARKANSAS
By RUSSELL B. SUGARMON
The recent meeting between Commissioner Armour,
members of the police department of the City of Memphis,
end a delegation from the Bluff City and Shelby. County
Council of Civic Clubs on the issue of police brutality has
left many citizens wondering "did it succeed?" In view of
the picture painted by newspaper 
and television coverage of that inyed many prerogatives based rei
irrevelant racial distinctions, anti-
(Walls maintained by law.
These prerogatives are being
eroded by rising levels or educe-
lion for both white and Negro
Memphians, by a population
growth which includes many who
have not been exposed or deeply
influenced by the traditional south,
ern mores vis a vis race; and by
sustained effort for progress by the
Negro community.
SYMBOL OF LAW
The responsibility for enforcing
segregation oriented and all other
laws rests with the Police Depart-
ment, which should be both the
enforcement agent and the visible
symbol of law and order In the
corn munity.
Unfortunately, the truth is that
the personnel of the Memphis Po-
lice Department is drawn from as
area which conditions its inhabi-
tants to accept the doctrine of
white supremacy. Today, the legal
and scientific justification for this
doctrine has been destroyed. This
means that those who persist In
this belief can sustain the doctrine
of white supremacy only on erne-
tional grounds, and conduct stem-
Mg from emotional commitment
alone is not often rational conduct.
Individual police officers, when
carrying out a law enforcement
function, such as an investigation,
See SUGARMON, Page 2
Says Negroes As
Firm As Armour
' By BURL EIGH HINES, JR.
Much has been written about
how Police Commissioner Claude
Armour laid the cards on the line
in his talk with a committee from
the Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs last week.
But the committee, in their effort
to stop police brutality, laid their
facts and convictions on the line
in just as formidable a manner.
Led by Russell B. Sugarmon,
erudite Memphis lawyer, the Ne-
gro contingent, composed of Rev.
Alexander Gladney, Howard Jack-
son, Matthew Davis and Atty. 11,
I. Murphy. didn't mince words as
they talked to the highest official
in Memphis policedom who had
his cabinet with him to hack him
up.
What did it all accomplish? Was
Commissioner Armour all t hi e
more enlightened by what the Ne-
groes told him and gave him in
the form of affidavits? Or will tie
sink back in the slough of disin-
terest after saying the whole thing
is "tinged on a publicity stunt?"
Only time will tell.
Atty. Sugarmon, Messrs. Jack-
son, Murphy, Gladney and Davis
raised the touchy problems of po-
lice brutality, common courtesy,
et al toward Negrofs. Mn. Arm-
our listened, seemingly interested,
even though some of his answers
and comments on some of these
points bordered on the naive.
USE OF '1101*
such was the answer to a ques-
tion from Mr. Jackson president
of the Klondyke Civic club. Mr.
Jackson asked the Commissioner
if white policemen couldn't learn
to drop the term "boy" when
talking tO 3 grown, intelligent Ne-
gro man. Mr. Armour said he
sometimes used the term "boy"
or 'Mac" or "Buddy" chin ad-
dressing someone he didn't know.
The CoMmiseloner smiled as he
said this.
But the Negroes didn't smile.
It W AN a serious point to them
and a highly serious thing to the
thousands, of Negroes they repre-
sented. It was an inappropriate
answer on the Commissioner's
part and it satisfied no one. It
solved nothing.
As for the brutality issues, for
which the meeting wax held in the
first place, after several argu•
merits had been submitted by
Atty. Sugarmon and affidavita
had been produced, the Negroes
listened in concerned silence as
Mr. Armour read excerpts from
two letters he had received from
Negro Policemen Ben J. Whitney
and Rev. M. L. Young.
Officer Whitney wrote of t h •
trouble he had had with Louis
Crittenden, latest victim of al-
leged police brutality. The Negro
officer sald Mn. Crittenden, in cer-
tain terms, was a trouble maker.
REV. M. L. YOUNG
Rev. Young reported that "his
organization" had made an inves-
tigation of the Douglass area,
New Chicago, liornlake r o ad,
Foote Homes and seemingly all
points in East, North, West and
South Memphis and had found ne
evidences of police brutality. The
Commissioner said before he read
a portion of the letter that he
knew the Negro contingent would
not like it. They didn't, They won-
dered, as this reporter did, just
what Rev. Young's motives were
in writing such a letter.
After an hour and a half of par.
ries and feints by the Commisition-
er and the committee several
things were resolved or proposed.
1, The setting up of an hide-
pendent committee to investigate
alleged police brutality incidents,
which the committee repeatedly
requested, is out. Commissioner
Armour said there would be no
such committee if he had anything
to do with it. see
TO INVESTIGATE
2. The Commissioner agreed St
investigate those cases of police
brutality that he had no know!.
edge of after Atty. Sugarmoa
agreed to let Mr. Armour's office
duplicate some five or six Wide,.
its that related to such rases.
3. Discussion was held on wheth-
er to turn the brutality cases ever
to the civil service department for
their inveoigation hilt nothing def-
inite was said when Atty. Sugar-
mon questioned whether the civil
service had the -.machinery" te
handle the cases.
4. Commissioner Armour seem.
ed to gain an awareness that Ns.
groes were deeply concerned over
the actions of Memphis pollee to-
ward their people and expressed II
determination to do somethieg
ward cleaning up the atmosphere
which Atty. Sugarmon bad doscrib.
ed as "unhealthy."...
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDERISuspect AdmitsS.,., Oct. 24, 195P




You *imply can't afford not in
Include cheese dishes In your
menus .... especially, since this is
Cheese Festival Month and your
grocer's dairy bar is just loaded
with cheese of every description.
Another good reason to serve
cheese often is it high nutritional
value. It takes first place as a
meat substitute being rich in pro-
tein. It also has a high fat con-
tent and the same generous quan-
Y of phosphorus, calcium and
fritimin A as milk.
Many cooks avoid cbees dishes
because they have stringy or curd-
them becoming stringy or curd-
ling. The rule of cheese foods is to
sis with all protein foods is to
melt cheese over low heat, stirring
conetantly. It must be removed
from the fire at once when it is
plaited. You may use a double
holier.
ANY OTHER TYPESM
are as many types and
ariefies of cheese as there are
I kes and dislikes. So we are
going to spotlight just one of the
types, "Bonny Clabber." That's
what cottage cheese is called In
Scotland.
Cottage cheese was first made.
Es the legend tells, thousand, of
years ago, Kanana and Arab trad-
er carried milk in a pouch. He
stopped In the cool desert evening
an elective official, and throughoutto eat and found that he had a de-
licious soft curd and a watery liq. his official life he has by word and
tild instead of milk.
This was a primitive form of
cottage cheese.
Today in our local dairies, =tic-
king delicately flavored cottage sire to change that public image,
cheese is an art. Daily, skilled his public reaction to the proposals
cheese makers produce various presented him by the delegation of
forms — from dry to creamed, Negro leaders at the October 1.5
from soft fine grannies to large meeting was easily predicted.
Foamy curds.
FROM SKIMMED MILK
ade from skimmed or pasteto
milk, controlled amounts of
lactic acid, rennet and heat coagu-
late the protein called casein into
it soft curd. This curd is cut, the
whey drained off and after a cold
In this writer's opinion, however,
it is significant that Commissioner
Armour evidenced many signs of
careful and intensive preparation
for the meeting, as witneued by
the presence of the city attorney,
the attorney general, the chief of
police, and several other staffwash salt is added. Last of all, people.
The statistics represented thesweet cream may be blended in, This very preparation is an 1n-- flavor. life-and-death experiences of 26dication that the commissioner did life insurance companies with al-
most five million policy-holders
over a period of almost 20 years.
A committee of the Society of Ac-
tuaries took almost three years in
sorting them, relating them, and
analyzing them,
It was by far the largest statis-
tical study of its kind ever made.
The specialized ineurance statis-
ticians who are called actuaries,
are tops in the profession.
The society which is headquar-
tered in Chicago published the
study Monday in the form of a
268-page book of statistical charts
and technical summaries entitled
' Build and Blood Pressure Study.
1959."
NEW STANDARDS
Its new standards for body
weights according to sex, height,
and age replace standards estah•
I shed by a similar though smaller.
scale study of almost 30 years ago.
Average men are now up to five
pounds heavier than men were
Creamed or uncreamed it hat
bout the same protein and calorie
content. The d fference Is too
*mall to matter unless your doctor
Therefore, the answer to thehas prescribed a fat-fre• diet One-I question — was this meeting a sue.Dial! cup of creamed (4 per cent
fat) cottage cheese yields 120 cal-
,pries, 17 grams protein. One-half
!jruli of uncreamed (dry) cottage
le hese. yields 108 calories ud 23
pima of proteins.
Now, for some "wonderful good"
linad eay to serve ideas —
I Serve cottage cheese as it *r—
aid/ tomatoes with cottage cheese
tend left-over green limas. Season
with minced onion, marjoram, salt
and pepper. Top with French
dressing-pile cottage cheese in cen-
ter of lazy Susan. Circle with rings
of chilled fruit n pleasing color
and combination.
Scoop cottage cheese into lettuce
cups springle with pistachio nuts.
Fill your next omlet with cottags
cheese.
As a dessert, top a large spoon-
ful of cottage cheese with jam,
sweetened apricot puree or tiny
pineapple chunks.
For more cheese ideas send for
our booklet "Cottage Cheese."
Send a card or letter to the
Memphis Dairy Council.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is a
mortice provided to readers of the
TM State Defender through the
cooperation of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a
teacher of Home Economics at
Manatee high school.
cent — can only be drawn after
watching for a period the subse-
quent conduct of Memphis police
officers,
Shadows
(Continued from Page 1)
to the criticism of being negligent
and callous toward their patients
... great numbers of doctors feel
a sympathetic interest in their
patients.
Many doctors have the finest pos-
sible relations with their patients.
They understand the patients and
the patients understand them.
Word should be circulated about
this kind of doctor. As it is, the
non•ethicel quacks are protested
by the general silence.
There's I dead rat on the line
Somewhere. . • as can be detected
by the smell of things in general.
Maybe it's the group of too care.
less, too scientific, too formal, too
high-hat, too unconcerned mem-
bers of the medical profession
which is causing the whole nation
to growl louder and louder about
doctors and their increasing fail-
ure to keep it feeling well. It's
time the "good" doctors rally to
help their profession. More on the
subject next week. Selah!
Try This For Solving
That Leftover Problem
We all have leftovers and they're in moderate oven (350 degrees)
4 problem to most of us. 25 minutes.
BAKED RAM RAILS AND PEAS
(Makes 4 servings)
2 cups ground cooked ham
14 cup fine dry bread crumbs
1-3 cup milk
1 egg, Votes
1 teaspoon eatery seed
3 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1 tablespoon all-purpose floor
Si teaspoon salt
1 cup tat
1 1-posuid can peas. At-Mud
1 Mumma debydraud mint
flakee
Combine ham, bread crumbs,
milk, egg and celery seed: mix
well. Shape into a balls and ar-
range in greased 11/2 quart caster-
Baked Ham and Peas is anoth• ole. Melt butter or margarine over
er easy-to-erePare dish that's mag- low heat. Add flour and salt:
lc for leftovers and can be made blend. Gradually add milk a ad
in a jiffy. Here are the recipes. cook over low heat, stirring con-
RAINBOW PIE stantly, until thickened. Add peas
(Makes 4 servings) and mint; mix. Pour creamed
It tablespoons bettet or peas over ham halls. Bake in
, margarine moderate oven (350 degrees) 30
1 medium-sized oniee, sliced minutes.
1 1 pound can PPM drained
I% cups mashed potatoes
2 curl diced cooked ham
1 canned pimiento. sliced
Salt and presser to taste
11/2 tablespoons grated
Parmesan cheese
I Melt butter or margarine over
low heat. Add onion and cook 5
minutei. Add to peas. Arrange po-
tatoes over bottom and aides of
buttered 9-inch pie plate. Arrange
barn and peas mixture over po-
tatoes. Arrange pimiento strips on
potatoes. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper to, torte and cheese. Bake Fund campaign.
No one in the family wants to
eat the same roast or ham or tur-
key, day after day, and no eco-
nomical housewife wants to throw
good food away.
Therefore. the National Canned
rea Council suggests a new way
te use old leftovers — disguise
them in taste and in form so no
one will know that you're not
serving a brand new dish. For ex-
ample, yesterday's ham can be
transformed quickly and easily
into attractive tasty Rainbow Pie
colorful with its clever arrange-
ment of mashed potatoes, ham,
peas. pimiento and Parmesan
cheese.
Rape Of Girl 13
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Carl G.
Swinburne, 37, faced life imprison-
ment Tuesday for the rope of a
13-year-old girl.
Swinburne, wise was charged
with abducting the girl from a
home in St. Louis county where
she was babysitting, pleaded guil-
ty. He had previously said he
was innocent of the offense.
Swinburne was said to have
taken tie girl from the home to
an area near Jefferson Barracks
in May, 1957. and assaulted her.
In February, 1952, he was found
guilty and sentenced to death. The
Missouri supreme court set aside
the conviction last May and re-
turned the case for a new trial.
Sugarmon
(Continued from Page 1)
or an arrest, frequently find
themselves unable to overcome the
emotional bias against Negroes
which heretofore has been a con-
ditioning factor of life in the South.
Thus, many members of our po-
lice force are psychologically un-
prepared to meet the demands of
justice In this age of change. The
rash of incidents leading up to the
recent meeting with Commissioner
Armour fits this pattern, and the
legitimate concern of many respon-
sible Negro leaders that official
blindness to brutal conduct by In-
dividual officers not be interpreted,
as official sanction of brutality,'
dictated the necessity for such al
meeting.
The local police commissioner is
conduct developed a public image
of himself as a tough, out-spoken
segregationist. Since nothing in his
recent conduct indicates any dw
friNEVERIFAIS
mews& vou
WON rive DOLLIMPH! NOU
SwifleIT LiTTIM 110v — esOva
CAW tIET Pt MEW NPR!
Life Study Gives New
Data On Correct Weight
not consider his position unaseall-
able as the newspaper accounts in-
dicated.
By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A mas-
sive statistical study of life and
death has produced new figures on
what the average man or woman
should weigh and what his or her
blood pressure should be.
This means the weights-for'
heights charts on penny scales and
in doctors' offices are obsolete
More important, the study threw
a statistically authoritative light
on the relation of body weight and
blood pressure to long life.
The study showed that the people
who live the longest are the p0-
pie whose body weights and blood
pressures are below average. It al-
so showed that the chances of pre-
mature death were proportionately
greater as body weights and blood
pressures increase above the aver-
ages.
USE INSURANCE FIGURES
television personality Edward R.
Murree's-raid Monday he doubted
whether Thomas Jefferson or Ab-
raham Lincoln could have been
elected President if television had
covered their campaigns.
Murrow, addressing a lecture
audience at Guildhall, said he
also doubted whether the two
9. Presidents would even have
been nominated to run for the
White House.
Jefferson's abrasive voice and
no-nonsense attitude would have
doomed him to obscurity in a
video world, the commentator
said. Murrow said Lincoln would
have fared even worse.
Honest Abe's ungraceful lanki-
ness, his non-too-handsome face
and his marriage to a woman
who was no political asset would
Spirits High For
Beauticians' Show
The Tennessee Progressive Mg. Beauticians desiring to entet
Beautic Ins' Association is pre- models may contact Mrs. Rose
senting its third annual hair styl•
ins and fashion show Nov. 2, at
Goodman, WH. -0513, chairman of
Hair Style Features. The hairthe beautiful Club Ebony.
Miss Helen Duncan will be the styles will be judged by hlempnis'
Most outstanding hair stylist.
Door prizes and other valuable
prizes plus favors will be present-
ed to the audience, winners and
entrants.
General director of the event is
Mrs. Myrtle White. Mrs. Margaret
Pembroke is president of the
sponsoring Tenness Progressive
Beauticians Association.
The whole affair promises to he
education entertaining and cul-
tural. Tickets are 21.35 advance
i and $1.50 at the door,
featured model along with other
outstanding models who will fash-
ion the latest clothing styles.
There will be a dramatic pre-
sentation of coiffures created for
Milady over the centuries. It is
called "Coiffure Cavalcade." The
models will wear historically au-
thenticated costumes as well as
especially created historical hair
styles of each era.
Hair styles will be representative
of the individual creations of all
Memphis beauticians participat-
than, and women ar• up to five ages. It was also demonstrated sta.
pounds lighter, tisticelly that reducing pays off
This was attributed In part to
better nutrition of people general-
ly and to women dressing lighter
and striving for less weighty fig- sores above the averages was re.
urea. lated to a higher-than-average
Men who weighed 20 pounds death rate, and the higher the
more than the average for their pressures were above average, the
height and age had a 10 per cent higher the death rate from the
higher death rate. Those who were average. As with excessive weight,
25 pounds above the average, had women took excessive blood pres-
s 25 per cent higher death rate sure better than men.
and when the above average weight Moderate over-weight was asso-
got up to 50 pounds, the higher ciated with diabetes and a group
death rate shot up to 50 and 75 of digestive diseases, in women as
per cent, well as men. As overweight in-
AFFECT WOMEN, TOO creased, so did deaths from heart
This was true of women, too, but disease. The combination of execs-
to a lesser extent. In both men and sive blood pressure and excessive
women, the lowest death rates weight sent the mortality rate
were among those whose weight higher than either condition did
was 15 to 20 pounds below aver- alone.
In increased life expectancy.
Even a small rise in blood pres-
Feels TV Would
Have Nixed Abe
LONDON — (UPI) — American have nixed him as a television
campaigner, Murrow said.
"It is true the voter may elect
to purchase the second rate,
shopworn or shoddy idea. He may
mistake a mobile countenance for
an agile mind. He may vote for
a profile rather than for a princi-
ple; an unruly lock of hair may
be more effective than a disci-
plined mine," Murrow said.
"Television offers no guarantee
that demagogues can be kept
from political power. It merely
provides them with wider and
more intimate, more immediate
circulation," he said.
Murrow said television was to
have revelutioned politics. "But
it hasn't," he said.
Murrow, commenting on this
month's British election, said the
best television performance was
by Liberal Party leader Jo Grim-
mond and one of the worst by




SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Dl.
— (UP!) — The Military Air
Transport Service Tuesday boast-
ed of the lowest flying accident
rate in its 11-year history.
Officials of MATS said it had 1.9
accidents per 100,000 flying hours
so far this year as compared with
an accident rate of 3.8 for the




I Manassas High News
The officers for the year are
Lucy Barber, president, Carol
Jackson, vice president; R os it 0
What happened on Madison ave. three top Manassas students WOG ; 
litilY. (Benjamin Lanier), treas-
Lee Blanchard, secretary; yours
On last Friday week, Oet. 9,
ast Saturday at about 4 p.m., 
prizes in various parts of the fair. 
attrger
r,
 ;, CrligairtillasjaPlol, nb,us
parliament-
Itwas attended by many, it', 
Er. I arian; Georgette Bland, chaplain;




wan third and Shirley Crawford and Ruby.proves to a degr e
emergency and someone is in' prize is the
trouble. • classical classic
An unidentified Negro woman
collapsed and fainted on the street
in front of Kraus cleaners. While
bystanders milled around t h
woman trying to see what was go- -
visor of the cleaners quickly went
to the woman's aid, had an am-
bulance summoned and helped






Mr. Speer said later that 1 h e
woman seemed to have suffered
a stroke and couldn't even tell
her name. He said the ambulance
driver was alone. "so I just pitch-




The nicknames children use for
each other — Fatty, Shorty, Four
Eyes, Freckles — are a clue to
how much importance we humans
give to physical perfection.
It's a measure, too, of the emo-
tional impact of sudden physical
disability, according to Dr. Harold
M. Visotsky, Chicago director of
mental health and psychiatrist at
the University of Illinois.
He spoke before the annual
meeting of the American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association Tues-
day at the Palmer House in Chi:
cago.
"A physical defect has unique,
personal and often deep uncon-
scious significance for the ells-
abled person," Dr. Visotsky said,
"for physique is one of the prin-
cipal raw ingredients of the per-
sonality."
Physique also has social signifi-
cance, for "it is one of the grounds
upon which class and class dis-
tinctions are made," he said. He
cited not only the nicknames used
by children, but the fact that plays
and films have long utilized physi-





KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)—
A man who said he was the banditwho robbed the First WesternBank of San Francisco of about
$2,800 Sept. 18 surrendered volun.
tarily to FBI agents here.
He identified himself as HarryMartin Oaks, 52, who has been
employed in recent years in the
San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Reno, Nev., areas.
Oaks telephoned the FBI office,
said he desired to surrender, and
later went to FBI headquarters.
He had been drinking heavily, ap-
parently over a considerable
period, the FBI said.
His statement regarding the
hank robbery included "a few
things that don't quite piece to-
gether,'' W. Mark Felt in charge
of the FBI office here, said. They council this year are George D.included a slight diference in the Clark and Mrs. Ruby T. Jack'
amount of money taken, and a son,
discrepancy involving a note hand- 1 ST. CECELIA GLEE CLUE
ed by the bandit to an employe of Officers serving the St. Cecelia
the bank, Felt said. Glee club this term are Franey
Dancy, president; Beverly Mc-
Donald, vice president; Glenda
Faye Harvey, recording secretary;
Alvin Purnell, corresponding secre-
tary; Sylvia Buntyn, assistant
secretary; Emma Grandberry, fi-
nancial secretary; Bobbie Ray-
burn, chaplain and Jewel Berry,
sergeant-at-arms.
YEARBOOK STAFF
In a few weeks the photographer
will be mapping pictures for our
NASHVILLE — Seventeen Hem- The staff has been organized for
Annual.
phians who were awarded academ- three weeks. The '60 Warrior Staffin scholarships TSU are among consists of Louvenia Clayton, edit-the university's 1300-strong fresh. or-in-chief; Markhum Stansbury,man class of 1959-60. co-editor; Beverly Kirklon, picture
editor; Mildred Brown, literarySeventy-nine graduates of Ten-
tary; Hattie Williams ind
editor; Mary Richardson secre-
Hodges, typists; Mary May-
hue, artist, and Beverly Taylor,
sppeoUiRTsCiarnikg, viresporters.
The Manassas Tigers will go
division, of W. action against the Washington
She sang "L e t Warriors Friday night, Oct. 23. We
There Be are looking to come out on top
Music," and in this game. Be on the look out
very well. John ,for our Star players, we will be
Carlos Harris,1 there, what about you? Let me
also a senior and see you cheering for the best
president of the team, which is the Manassas
senior class, woe




We, the students of Manassas
He presented a would like to congratulate Miss
Ernegine Harrilmodel liquid fill- Carler Thomas for being selected
ed rocket, based on his own princi-
ple. He received $15 and a scholar-
ship to Tennessee State university.
William Herd, a Seventh Grader,
won third place in the musical di-
vision with his instrument.
We are very proud ogfoonuar ocoliasiso-
mates. for they have
hold 'the name of biatassas high- 
wishes to you.
MR. MATH TOP TEN GENTS
We, the students and faculty,
still have something to crow about.
Our very awn Napoleon R. Will-
iams, a senior, Won Out as a semi-
finalist for the National Men's
Scholarahip test that was given
in the spring. He is the first Ns-
gro to win Scholarship Honors
Napoleon B. William, Albert
Thompson, Walter Plummer, Wil-
liam Walker, Robert Simpson,
John Carlos Harris, Charles Pool,
Clinton Taylor. William Talley and
Edward Stewart.
TOP TEN CO-EDS
Ernestine Harris, Daisies Cooly,
such as these. Faith Jackson, Sureata Toy, Bar.
Napoleon has won first place in ban a Payne, Lucy Barber. Addis
the mathematics contest sponsored Holmes, Edna Madison, Doretlis
by Tennessee Mathematics Teach-. Davis, and Joyce Gatlin.
era Association at LeMoyne col.' CITYWIDE TEN
Robert Walls (Manassas), Ken-
neth Cox (Melrose) Walter Hooks
(BTW), James Polk (Hamilton).
Ural Williams (Man aaaaa ), Noble
Earl (BTW), Robert Carpenter
This week's spotlight turns to an (Hamilton), Booker T. Wade (B.
tine Harris. Ernestine recides at and ??? (Douglas.)
18 year old senior namely, Ernes-,T. W.), Louis Guess (Man ) C
the home of her parents, Mr. and TOP TEN CITYWIDE COEDS
Mrs. Joe Town, of 3441 Brantly, Freddie Williams (Manassas),
Ernestine is also at the top of her Carolyn Love (Melrose) Caner
senior class and has won several Thomas (Hamilton), Mildred
prize. She is an active member Miles (Manassas), Santa Patton
of the Riverside Baptist church. (BTW), Dorothy Burnett (Melrose)




majoring in science and
plans to become a nurse. After
graduation she plans to further her
education at E. H. Crump. At
lege testing center for three
straight years. You will hear
more about Mr. Math in a later
issue.
SPOTLIGHT
Kilgore (BTW), Hattie Smith, (Ma-
 )-
SOCIAL NEWS
The Maquetts Social club sate
a private party last Friday weekschool she is an active member that was considered 
way out. Itof the Personnets, FBLA, and a was given at the home of Mrs.member of the Newsette staff. She Porter. Persons seen at the par.also participated in the Fair, In ty were Walter Hooks (BTW)5mentioned above.
Freddie Hooks (BTW), Gerldine
Taylor (Man sssss ), Tyrone Pat-
Wien, (BTW), Arthur Hull (Mel-
rose), Kenneth Cox (Melrose), Vir-
ginia Roman (BTW), and many
Keep an old nylon stocking Memphis Has 1/
the ear glove compartment to
clean off windshields and head-
lights. The abrasive nylon will do 
Award Winnersthe job in a hurry.
Marion Anderson
Will Be Honored
NEW YORK — Miss Marian An
derson will be guest of honor
at the third annual NAACP Free
dom Fund dinner in the Hotel Com-
modore here, Sunday. Dec 6
Announcement of the celebrated
singer's particles lion in the gala
$100-per-couple dinner was made
by Jackie Robinson, co-chairman
with Mrs. Margurite Belafonte, of
the aseociation's 19611 Freedom'
GETTING READY — In a
happy mood as they plan for
the Ebony Falsities Fair are
thew members of the Memphis
%inmost, chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theta sorority. The show
Is scheduled for Nov. 12, at
p. in., in Ellis auditorium. Left
to right are Mrs. Mashie
Smith. president; Mrs Har-
riette VI alker, chairman of
housing and transportation;
Mite Eurline Couch, tickets
chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Ev-
ans, chairman of ushers; Miss
Gwendolyn McElwee, secretary
and Mrs Ann Willie. s I
chairman of the fashion show.
In A&I Frosh
nessee high schools accepted the
annual academic scholarships ear-
marked for 118 top-ranking Ten-
nessee students entering Tennes-
Most everyone says she is a re-
markable young lady.
FBLA HOLDS ELECTION
The Future Business Leaders of
America held their elution last
week. They have selected their of- others.
finer. for '59-'80. Everything ls
Itteldng off grand this year. We
have quite a few goals to reach so
look out for the FBLA.
The advisors for this club are
Mrs. M. Graham, and Mrs. M.
then, the commerce teachers here
at Manaus.
as the Football Queen for this
year.
ATTENTION MELROSE:
like to congratulate you on your
The students of Manassas weld('
achievement also, namely, Miss
Carolyn Love, Miss Melrose. Best .
BOOK REVIEW
Dr. Clifton if. Johnson, profes-
sor of history at LeMoyne, will (
review Harry Ashmore's book,
"Epitaph for Dixie." He will give
the revtew in the college library on





STUDENT COUNCIL rose Smith sang "Someday."
The Student Council has finally The Four Kings, lead by DON.
organized. A meeting was held aid Bryant sang "What'd I Say."
Monday evening with all home David Porter and his group sangroom presidents, who make up the "If It Wasn't For Love." A corn-
council. edy skit was provided by William '
Serving as advisors for the Huggins and George Pipkin.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
This week, Herbert Marshall,
the 17-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Briscoe had been se-
lected as student of the week.
Herbert, who lives with his par-
ents at 169 Gaston won first place
in WDIA's Tri-Stete Fair Talent..., ;•
search last Sunday evening by'."'-
singing "Everybody's Got A Horne —
But me."
Herbert. accompanied by Mrs.
Catherine R. Johnson at the piano,
just picked up singing six year.
ago.
He said he was inspired by Mn.
Catherin Johnson and A. C. 'Moo-
hah" Williams to display his tal-
ents in the contest.
Mr. Marshall a popular young
senior at Booker Washington is
chaplain of the 12-15A home
room class and a member of the
Senior Glee club.
He is very active young Chris-
tian, sings in the choral group at
the Church of Chrisi.
After graduating he plans to
enter George Pepperdine college
assistant secretary. in California and become a lab-see State University this Fall.
TALENT SRO W oratory technician.These 79 freshmen are potential Our first talent show was held CURRENT COUPLESrandidates for TAHOF. the univer- last Wednesday. Nat D. Williams James Tutnrer and Vivian Ow-sity's Academic Hall of Fame, ; was the producer. Working with ens; Hattie Wright and Sam Thom-which will be housed in the re- Myrtle Greer and Richard Town-cently-completed $500,000 Student adi
Union building. 
Tyrone Smith, togged in whiteThe 17 Memphians are distribut- pants and a red sport coat, andad thusly: Beatrice Cooper, Phil- David Porter upset the audiencelis A. Hyter, Thurman Lester, with "It's Too Late." Ruthie leeBooker T. Washington High school; Mulligan sang "Yes, I've BeenGeorge Holmes, Grade Lawson, Crying."Ella Practher, Geeter High school:
James Alexander, Douglass High
school; Zuma Jones. Ledors Mas-
sey, Hamilton High school; Ber-
tha L. Shields, Eunice M. Test•
ter, Leiner High school; Barbara
A. Bailey, Sandra BranscoMb,
Ann E Mitchell, Melrose High
school: BOW!! Burns, Julius MAY-
horn, Shelby County Training
school Tom Shannon, Mt. Plash
High school.
One time that was highly ac-
cepted by the audience was "Need
Your Love," sang by Myrtle Cobb.
Jimmy Cattron, freshman,
sang a beautiful number that was
written especially for him by an
older brother. The tune was titled
"Just to Prove My Love to You."
Others es the program were
Barbara Floyland singing "Love's
Burning Fire," Sylvia Bunten sing.
lag "Come Back My Love," Ty-
as; Edna Smith and Tommie
Smith; Wilbert Parker and Pa-
tricia Roman; Sallie Ann Bonds
and Lucious Purdy; LeAndrew
Cunningham and Janice Fitzjer-
ald; Lucille Kennedy and Lowell
Winston; Zenobya MtClora and
James Reed; Ilymelie Walker aed
Booker T. Wadi- and Vivian
Bonds and Y. K. W. R. P.
WIT OF THE WEEK
A man worries about what the
future has in store, but a lady
worries about what the stets has
in future.
LAUGH OP' THE WEEK
Girl's father: Se yea want to be.
my sea-in-law, eh'
Suitor: Net sweetly. I Mel wait














































































































































































































Livi▪ ng Is Killing Me
By L F. PALMER, JR.
somebody - anybody - tell
me
bill for two whole days without
- e
Why a woman will meet a. How 1 can get five dollars to
end of the same species at a
arty, take a good, good look t. 
hide.
. . . 'sneaking back and filching it.
Sr and then gush: "Oh, Mary,
• ows Perfectly well that Mary
look just divine," when she
j a just like a purple people
fla. eater.
How this horrendous invention!
called Rock 'n Roll can be classi-1
1 lied as music.
What a woman who lives all by
jierself does when she tries to put
n a dress which buttons all the
ay down the back.
Whey so many waitresses (ex -
pt those in my favorite eating
lace) sling the hash at you as
ough you were the collector of in
mil revenue or some other men-
cing creature.
What kind of a chemical reac-
on starts gurgling inside a he-, GIFT OF THE 
MONTH
an whenever he spies a pretty We hear so much 
now about hi'
sung miss and especially one who fi and s
tereophonic and what
s daring enough to tint tier hair seems to be a 
twin brother, "Rock
some outlandish (but engaging)1 and Roll,' until 
we sometimes
shade of the rainbow. 'feel that the 
instrument is an evil
Why lots of women look at me1of the American home. 





with scorn when I pop a stogie in 
d their evenings now that the
attraction in West Memphis has
ended its season and the tricky,
animals have settled down to what-
ever dogs settle down to after the
track closes.
The reason that big, attractive'
Mid-South Fair sign was hanging
o-cw Sniseli atit htErli eetaoi au-gi
in front of Handy Park when ev-,
erybody and his brother knows that
the folks who sun in Handy Park
weren't allowed to darken the
box-office of that particular event.
What's wrong if I want to pro-,
nounee "either" eee-then instead
of eye-ther.
Why some smart razor blade
manufacturer doesn't realize he
could make his one millionth mil-
lion if he would just come up with
a blade that cuts the beard instead'
1of 
the face.
Why women have to wear hats
• • most of ny readers r
ememberd
my mouth. The ads say women when an attempt 
%AS made to
or men who smoke cigars. 'buy 15 minutes of 
absolute silence





I can hide a five dollar
TheDERUNKER
fr .1011n Haney tur.dy, r..D.
Dr Morns Fishbein editor of
}Inlets, says this is only one of
many current superstitions relatang
to headaches. In ancient times,
holes were drOled Into the skull tee
let out the imprisoned evil sprite
w were believed to eauee head-
Dr. Flshbein sews the ordy
po le good that could come front
pressing the roof of the mouth with
the thumb might be lk producing
another pain that would it' -^
mind off the headache.
WANTED
tin YAM., (hod, n oek en , Sal.,..,. ts-taa.
Company men or anyone capable of meet.,
the publoc To make appointments for sole,-
men.
TOP EARNINGS
Apply at 255 Wien". from
9 A.M. to 5 P.M
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, i rregul a ri ty often be-
comes a problem. What you need in
something that Ws nature and helps
establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use Of 11E11117API
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took SEIUTAN daily
under medical supervision. In cam
after case SFLUTAN, taken daily,
helped establiih regularity So, for
1 relief from constipation after




lions as an escape from the ton
stant heat of "rock and roll"
tempo. Well, that's one way of do
ing it, but Rev. L. Nelson has
come up with another way which
brings us around to the point of
the "Gift of the Month."
He presented his wife with a!
hi-fi alright, but with a library of
sacred music. Now wait a minute'1
Wait-ta-minet!! before you flip
your lid, I know just what you
are thinking. I had to hear it
myself before I was convinced.
We are far too frustrated now
and our nervous tension has us!
dangling out in space not know-
ing exactly where we are n or
where we started. We need some- °
thing to calm our feathers andlput
us back into our natural orbit. The
MUSIC 
has invaded some of our sanc-
tuaries, but it is the kind that
lifts us out of the ordinary and
makes us feel that there is still
something to live for.
The volumes include, The Hal-
lelujah Chorus," "The Holy City,"
holyNi ht " "The Lost
Chord," 'Let Us Break Bread To-
gether," "In The Garden,' "Fair-
est Lord Jesus," ''Sweet Little Je-
sus Boy,' and many more along
with selected readings from the
Bible. You don't have to get in a
frenzy to enjoy it either, just turn
it on and as much as it differs
from the modern trend, you'll nev-
er wish for anything more sweet,
Starts SUNDAY!
One Big Week!
VICE VIOLENT DRAMA! NEW JUNGLE OF CRIME!
ti • it • ... is e.s,






ill ALBERT 1113SMITH PRODUCTION
Si CNISIMASCOPS
Starring Mamie Van Doren, Steve Cochran
Louis Armstrong and His All-Stars
. kind that. 
KLONDYKE PTA - In the
Interest oi its neighbeoomod,
and its citizens ill general,
the Kiondyke PTA held a de.
lightful meeting last week to
emphasize the process of makt
ing better schools for mak-
ing better communities. T I •
affair featured the introduc-
tion of Ile% (rather and the
duty of the Kiondy ke PTA,
whisk has set a membership
goal of 1,0110. Seen above seat-
ed are (IT) Mesdames Katie
Sexton, Mary Edwards, pian•
1st; Erma Jean Boyd, corre-
spondence secretary; Willis-
ran Tyler, secretary; Annie
COPE Releases Performiiiii
in Civil Rights Of 860 tongress
WASHINGTON - The AFL-C10
Committee on Political Educa-
tion (COPE) has released a "per-
formance" record on civil rights,t
by the 1959 (first) session of the
86th Congress.
,
Calling civil rights the big issue'
for 1960, COPE said: "Becauseet
1960 is a Presidential election year,1(
both parties will be makfile ex-
travagant claims of tl ir ac-
eomplishments in this area.
"For this reason, it is well to
xamine the record of perform-
nee by both sides and keep this
n mind as the campaign oratory
mounts." The report listed the!
allowing key actions by both par-i
ties:
DEMOCRATS
Jan. 111, 1959 - The first civil.
ighta test came in the Senate
proposal by Clinton Anderson
N. M.) to enange Rule 22, the
filibuster. This was defeated, 6047.1
Democrats voted 40-22 to table the
Anderson motion. Of the 4o who
voted against a filibuster change,
24 were from Southern and bor-
der states. Of the 22 who voted
for change, seven were newly-elect-
ed. They were Clair Engle, Calif.;
Frank Moss, Utah; Harrison Wil-
liams. jr., N. J : Edmund Mus-
kie, Me; Phil Hart, Mich.; Su-
bill. a• ate the South could sup
July 15 - A Senate Judiciarylpor .
subcommittee approved a "skele- , 0 pill 27, 1959, Nixon held a
on" bill after lengthy hearings.1secret caucus with GOP party
Its sole provisions extended threchairman from 12 Southern states
ife of the Civil Rights Commig-lin Jacksonville. Fla., that lasted
sion and required the preserve-, for two and a half hours, lie was
ion of voting. The full Judiciary:reported to have made a "satis
'committee, chaired by Sen. James factory" impression and won the
Eastland (align.), shelved the bill support of a majority of them,
and no further action was taken. On May 29, 1959, Mrs. Clare Wit.
Aug 4 -- The Senate Judiciary'liams, assistant chairman of the
Constitutional Amendment sub- Republican National Committee,
committee heat down a motion predicted at a press conference
by Herman Talmadge (Ga.) to let I that the South would vote Republi-
he states have exclusive control' can in 1960 because Southerners
of schools can't take the strong civil rights
Two Democrats. Thomas -frelt. Platform of the Democratic Par-
sing. (Mo.) and Thomas Dodd ty. She said there was no evi•
(Conn a joined with Everett Dirk. dunce that there would be any
sen (R III 1 against Eastland and change in the GOP policy on civ-
Estes Kefauver (Tenn.) who favor-ill rights and added that, while this
ed the motion. The measure is not all the Southerners want,
would have let the states decide they realize it is closer to their
when they would integrate or keep' hearts.
their schools segregated. On Aug. 21, 1959, the New York
LABOR REFORM BILL Times reported that the Republi-
Aug. 13 - The most important C111111 wanted a delay on civil rights
bill o action because they didn't wantf the session was on labor re-:
form. The Administration inadeito upset the effectiveness of the
this top priority" Tee Ater .gool Republican-Southern Democratic
supported the Shelley hill. Anoth- l coalition which pushed through the
er yersion was the Elliott hill, butlantilabor Landrum-Griffin bill.
the harshest of all the bills up for
consideration Was the Landrum-
Griffin Mil. President Etsen-
On Sept. 9, 19.59. the U. S. Civil
Rights Commission sharply criti-
cized the Justice Department in
Able, president: Pearl Evans.
publicity chairman; Anna F.
Jones. Kiondyke school print
cipal: and 11ttio 11. Milan. vice
president of the PTA. In the
pix at right are standing, il-ro
LeMOYNITE AT FAMU-Miss
Lila Belle Smith, a Meniphian
and graduate of LeMoyne col-
lege in 1957, is teaching PhY•
sirs at Florida A. and M. 'mi.
vereity. She holds the bache-
lor of science degree front lo.
Moyne and the masters of act'
ence degree from !toward uni-
versity.
IRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Sat., Oct. 24, Mt
r a,
alesdames Earlier Wats h. Miss ennie M. Williams, Mn.
smith, Naomi ri. Davis, Mar- Velnia Jean Blackwell and
Sam-el Bolden. Sallie Ferguson. Mrs. Willie regime. cafeteria
Seated iron( (1-r) Meadamee manager, all new teachers
Cotter Martin. Maxine Brad' and new members of t I •
Icy, Miss Maxine Broom, Klondyke family. (Staff P is'-
Mrs. Royal E. Cunningham. lures by Billy Duncan).
LeMoyne Going All
Out' For Art Series
The LeMoyne College Dance
Group. under the direction of Miss:
I ucinda Edwards, assistant pro-
fi•ssor of physical education at the
1 college. is going all out in train-
'ins fo the presentation of the
third in the "Art Series" sponsor-
ed by the alemphis Pan Hellenic
Council. The presentation will he
Wednesday', Oct . 28, at 730 p. m.,
in Brownlee Hall on the LeMoyne
college campus. The public is in-
vited.
In as much as one purpose of'
Greek letter organizations is to,
build finer men alld women, t h e .
Pan Hellenic Council, through the
Art Series, in attempting to give
to the public something on the
cultural side.
In the fall of 1958, Reginald
Morris. associate professor of art
at LeMoyne, gave the first in the
series, presenting a visualized lec-
ture on "Art in Our Everyday
•-- -
Got Any Boobytraps In
er%
••••
Lives." At this prngrain there
was standing room only. The next
in the series was given by John.
W. Whittaker, associate professor
of music at LeMoyne. Mr. Whit-
taker kept the audience spellbound
with his lecture on the topic
"From Bach to Brubeek."
Since the week of Oct. 26-111 is •
'Help Week' on the LeMoyne col- '•
lege canipus, all Greeks are in-
vited to go, after the program IS
the Lecture Hall, to the Sigma
House on Saxon for the third Aril
nual Greek Night. ponsored by the
Campus Pan Hellenic Council. At -
this lime the Greeks will be enter-
tained by the Probates of the var-
. ions Greek-letter organizations.
Willie 1.indsey is serving as gen-
eral chairman of the Art Series; •
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, chairmaa
'of publicity; Mrs. Bernice Cello. :
' way, chairman of the Memphis •"
Pan Ilellenic Council.
Memphian Wins IronThe Horne? Better Check In National Contest
Reminder to rooms and dads
from the National Safety Council:
The highway isn't the only has- commends:
lar, suggestions, the Council re- an electric steam and dry iron
gene McCarthy, Minn.; and $te- ardous spot for Halloweeners. The 1, Light your porch if there's
If you could find a little time phen Young, Ohio. bower went on radio and '0145'13km
:its report for lagging on the in-
off from your busy schedule to March It - The Senate voted 
to 
°talc- a
• plea for it. it wasrvestigation of voting rights de- just as big a boobytrap.
home and its surroundings can be any chance of a visit from trick-
or-treaters Faturday evening. An
listen for just one hour, you'd have pegged 229-201. Democrats in the Mahe Said the Commission: "In , .statehood for Hawaii, MI5. 'Me . . .. . . . . 1 hat tip from the Council - excited youngster is ripe for a
. a deeper appreciation for this House voted 95- 184 against the bill, terms or securing and protecting
1 wonderful invention, the "him-ti." Democrats voted overwhelming-• the right to vote the record of the'ci*Ition to keep the trick-or-treaters 2. Make sure your yard isn't an
which feels adults have an oblige- tumble in the dark.Democratte vote Was 46-14.
e March 12 - The House., approv-
Iv to override both vetoes by the 1 Department of ' Justice's , safe as they tramp from house to obstacle course for children.Ask them for a 
listening hour.
d tatehood for HilWall. 1c29-89. -
Saturday night served Cover eXeaV ' .ations. Tie stripe ofOUR SHUT INS TheDemocratican 
203e15 President on housing but each' Rights Division under the Civil house -
that the annual observance of All around shrubbery or newly seed•
as advance warning to parents white cloth to temporary fences
laundry rinse.
drawing near.
Saints Day (Halloween, to you) Is ed eras,.
3. If you have a dog, keep it -------
MANACIERS AND SALM ?SOME"Most motorists," the Council secured. The strange sights 1and',
said. ' know' you can't ceunt on
excited youngsters to play it safe,
so they exercise extra caution
when driving on Halloween.
"Many homeowners, t h o it g h,
haven't learned their . lesson leas accident spoil some child's'
quite so well.
"Homeowners have a moral re  
i
sponsibility to keep yeung3ters
safe at Halloween. Furthermore, I
in many instances homeowners
can he legally responsible if 1
someone is injured on their prop-
erty."
GUARD AGAINST TRAGEDY
How can you guard against a
tragedy that may mar a child's
Mr. J. C. Jones underwent sur-
gery at Crump's Memorial hos-
i pital in Memphis recently. We
1 all wish him a speedy recovery,1
Also, Mr. J. C. Brent is much ins-
proved after minor surgery at
the Lauderdale County hospital.
THE STORK VISITS
Born at the Lauderdale Coun-
ty hospital recently, a baby girl,
to Mn, and Mrs. Henry Estes. The
new arrival checks in as "Tony."
Cute isn't it.
CHURCH NEWS
The Rev, J. R. Halliburton and
his congregations were host to
the ministerial Alliance last Fri-
day night at the Morning Star
Baptist church. Rev. Tonsil, a new
corner to Tennessee. and one of
our local ministers, was the guest
speaker.
Presiding Elder C. W. Allen held
his last quarterly conference for
this conference year at Miles
Chapel CNIE church last Monday
night. With a bit of pathos in the
air, it was one of those meetings
Civil Rights hills: Early in the
session, a flock of civil rights
measures went into the hoppers
of both houses. The strongest of
those offered were H. R. 3147, aiu.
(bored by Rep. Emanuel Cellar
(N. H.1 and 5,810 in the Senate,
proposed by a hi-partisan group
of liberals led by Paul Douglas
(Ill.).
Both measures empowered the
Attorney General to file civil suits
on his own initietive to end segre-
gation in schools and to secure
other rights outside the voting
field.
June 17 - A House Judiciary
subcommittee approved the Cellar
time a solid majority of Republh Rights Act of 1957 is hardly any
cans teamed tip with Southerners more encouraging than it was be-
to bloek the necessary two•thirds fore.
margin needed to override a veto. -Nearly two years after the
from the Southwest supported the pasage of the Act, the Depart-
anti-labor measure. Intent of Justice. had brought only
Western States voted for the 1.an- three actions tinder its new pow-
drum-Griffin bill. Only two Demo-1ers to seek preventive civil re-
'carts from the Midwest and one rather than criminal movie-
17 from border states. Significant- lion against any interference with
ly, no Democratic Cengressman'the right to vote."
from New England, the Midclle1 On Sept. 29, 1959, after pro
Atlantic, Rocky Mountain or Far testing the Commission report
House voted 95-184 against the hill. Wilson White, chief of the Civil
Of the 95 who voted for the hill. Rights Division in the Justice De
78 Came from the Deep South and partment, resigned his post to re
a veto. turn to private law practice.
REPUBLICANS
dawning. Rev. B. F. Harris preac
ed his last sermon for this year
last Sunday and he is now in the
annual conference at Womack
Temple CME church, Dyersburg,'
Tenn.
Your scribe laid down her pen
and pencil and took eft to the
Jan. 9, 1959 - Republicans vot-
ed 20-14 in the Senate against a k
Restrictedchange of Rule 21.March 11 - On Hawaiian state-
hood, Republicans in the Senate
voted 30-1.
March 12 - Republicans in the
House voted 130-24 foe Hawaiian
statehood. 1
June 17 — Republicans on thel
or
Not Needed For
H •Church Expansion Banquet given full Judiciary Committee joined eart Patientswhere the faithful of our church at the Hippodrome by' the Tennes• with Southern Democrats to strip
shared a common feeling in their see Christian Methodist Laymen, the civil rights bill of the sec- Many cardiac patients no loag-
hearts, as the year's work was Thursday night, Oct 8, Seems Hon giving enforcement  to power - er need to he rigidly restricted
reerded once more for a church that everybody was there and AttY the Attorney General. Early in the in the amount of work they are
year (rat passed so swiftly. Donald L. Hollowell of Atlanta, session, Atty. General William allowed to do, according to Dr.
With our Presiding Elder Allen.'Gs., the speaker, made at.tery one F... Rogers, speaking for the Ad- Edward E. Gordon, clinical as
possesses a distinct degree feel that our time was well spent. ministration, said it did not favor soda..c professor of physical
of intelligence, and our far-siehted But whether our time was spent haying the added authonty.
energetic bishop, we closed the well or not, our money sure was, Aug. 11 - House Republican
year with the greatest assurance because the plates were only Leader Charles Halleck (Ind.) sue-
that another glorious year ix ale. Believe it or not, more than cessfully revived the old coalition
medicine at the University of
Illinois.
Speaking at a meeting of the
Amencen Occupational Therapy— ---------,300 were there. (Ait a pencil handy . of Republicans and Southerners to Association in Chicago, Dr. Gor-
lto do sonic multiplying' My only pass the Landrum-Griffin bill. Re- don said there are many cardiaccomment is. it was an enjoyableipublicans in the House voted 134- patients who can
perform work
evening. Affairs of this kind giver, in favor of it.
where there are intermittent
us something basic to talk about., Aug. 13 - Senate Republicans
We are gradually losing the art voted 30-210 uphold the President's'
patties for rest.
of conversation because we have veto of the first housing bill. 1 
completely run out of converse- Aug. 23 - Rep. Emanuel Cel-
tional subject matter. others at- ler (D., N. Y.) charged that as
tending from here were Mrs. 5, part of the payoff for Dixiecrat
E. Moore and Rev. B. F. Harris,
THIS WEEK'S QUOTATION
'Many a man sees his duty, but
shirks it by seeking advice." 'four Democrats to bottle up ely-
Gotta run now, but I'll see you il rights legislation. The eight III.
next week. 1volved were:
Our outstanding personality last, Democrats:
week was A. H. Lockard. who Howard Smith - Vo•
was very much surprised when his William Colmer - Mies.
James Trimble Ark.church, Old Canaan Baptist, gave
Homer Thornherry - Texasan honorary program for him last
sunday afternoon. The program: RePublicsns•
was to compliment him for his de- Lee Allen -
votion to his church and to duty., Clarence Brows - Ohio
1 Carroll Reece - Tena.Charmed by his loveable manner,
, the occasion drew many of his ac- Hamer Budge - Idaho
$ept. 4 - Republicans In theI quaintances from Ripley as well
as members of his church to SeOlIe voted 27-6 to uphold the
president's veto of the secondshare thin honor with him.
There were many gifts and mon- housing Mil-
ey for the honoree plus ;timely pub- On April 18, 1959, Barry Gold'
tic chairman of the Sen-ile comments in his behalf, gook- water
ate Republican Campaign Corn-
him 
by persons who have known
through the yeere. miller, told an audience in Jack.
J. C. Brent has been discharged:son. Miss., that Chief Justice Earl
pital 
. Warren wax unfit for the Supreme
Court and that Republicans should
from the Lauderdale county hos
Alford Bowers was admitted trynot be hlemed for the 19.34 school
Kennedy Vetereng hospital last .desegregation decision. He prais- 1
week with her aunt Pauline iyho l ed vice President Richard Nixon.




3114 Node. ea leorreedwas
Phew* La 1-6341
support of the Landrum-Griffin hill,
the four Republicans on the House
Rules Committee joined with the
wometeet•
HEADACHE
Esse PAINS OF HEADACHE, NEURAL-
GIA. NEURITIS with STANBACK
TAEREIS or POWDERS STANBACK
combines MVP'S' MC:kalif proven pale
relievers . The added effectiveness
el these laULTIPIE ingredients brings
faster, more complete relief, easing
moiety and ',neon usually worn-










. Mrs. C. Ferguson 1407 Atte-iialloween! Follow these, and simi-Ilin at , Memphis is the winner eve
as the result of a resent contest
promoted by the A. N. Straley
Manufacturing company of Decat-
ur, Ill.
She narowly missed being site
of 10 luckier women each of whoa
won two Studebaker Larks. The
contest called for the cootpletion
of"i jultdle WWI a label
from either of the Staley products,
"Sta-Flo" liquid starch or Sta•Pmf
Words of the Wage
B, wbo pleases eigkirees
will be remembered arta
plesseam by mew-
-Owosso Bowe.
.for gn:orans haesounds of youngsters dressed tip to
look like ghosts and goblins could1 e" V11.7„..ay:
excite it - with dire results.
en nq,,cii-fvientirit•orivo“er,o. 
''Keep Halloween happy, •• t h e ntiti .i1T"triaiV1ii nrParwets,"raa"1 tnt.rt.17°'State Manager,
Council advised, "Don't let a need-1684
Zemo Great for
Miner Bums, Cuts
ganto, a doctor's formula, liquidar oontment, soothes, help, healminor buena, cuts, bruises. Family a
antiaepue. easel itch of surface
athlete's foot. Stops serrate SD •aids resew healing. Foe stub •
rashes, miasma, teen-age inr, nilee.







Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET I WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN








VIGENE PRODUCTS, SOX 5737 Chg.. 80, 18.1
assiesve is it 00 (plus 20e ter stailiSs). •
Pleats send Vises' Peep Teals ee —
NAdusin7ors(eri""
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Rev. 0. C. Crivens is pastor of
the church.
MACEDONIA BAPTIST
An occasion to be remembered
. . .was the recent observation of
Annual Woman's Day at the Mac-
edonia Baptist church of 2159
Griggs ave. Making it SO was
Mrs. Hattie Culpepper, the guest
• ell is an active member of the speaker, and a bevy of others rep-
Trinity CME church where a 11 s resenting their respective church-
:nerves as associate superintendent es located in various sections of
REV CHARLES GUOf the Sunday School and assist- the city.
ant secretary of Church Public Visiting Sunday school teachers e
Relation Board. She is a public were Mrs. Lucy Roach. Mrs. Jo-
School teacher and an ardent sephine Williams. Mrs. Lillie Bold-
member of the Memphis Alumnae en, Mrs. Louise Joyner, Miss Si-
Chapter of the Delta Sigma Theta rah Jackson, Mrs. it. Shelton, • •
sorority. Miss Elizabeth Virse, Mrs. Hazel FeiiowshipThe congregation will hear Miss Brown, and Mrs. Lillian Carr. The,
McDowell at 3 p.m. Supplement- lesson review was given by Mrs.!
leg Miss McDowell's address will Annie B. Julius.
be renditions by some of the most Adding greatly to the success of Meet Hereunusual talent of the city, the program at 3 p.m., were these)
Mrs. Dora Harris, chairman, gracious and talented participants
and Mrs. Margaret Young, co- , .Mrs. Bernice Harris, Mrs. G.
chairman, invite the public to be B. Tuggle, Mrs. Greta Owens,
present when this most interesting Mrs. Bobbie Ivory, Mrs. Moddie
program unfolds before an expect- Tharp, Mrs W. P. Scott, Mother
ed capacity crowd Sunday. Oct. 25 Beulah Basser and Mrs. It. C.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the Pas- Strong, mistress of ceremony.
tor. Captains who served untiringly
▪ LUKE BAPTIST were Mrs. Laura Moore, Mrs. Jes-
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Set., Oct. 21, 19$11
BRAULAR BAPTIST
The final touches are being
placed on plans for one of Beau-
lah Baptist church's most out-
standing and enjoyable celebra-
tions. . .Annual Woman's Day.
For their principal speaker, they
have secured MSS Maggie L. Mc-
Dowell. Personable Miss McDow-
The St. Luke Baptist church of sic Reese, Mrs. Maggie Wiley,
1280 N. Stonewall has in store for Mrs. Ruth Matson, Mrs. Marie
Its members and friends a "Pre- Funches, Mrs. Mary Williams,
Appreciation Evening" on Sunday Mrs. Hattie L. Woody, Mrs. Her-
Nov. g. It will begin at 3 p.m. tha Wyatt, Mrs. Lucy Roach, Mrs.
Rev. J. W. Williams, dynamic Arvester Fairley, Mrs. Annie B.
minister of the Lane Avenue Julius, Mrs. Alpha Ferguson, Mrs.
Baptist church, will deliver t h e
message. Rev. L. R. Butler will
be master of ceremonies. Mr. But-
ler is a member of the New Sal-
em Baptist church. The Lane Ave-
nue and New Salem Baptist choirs Those who served on the corn-
will furnish the music. mittees for Woman's Day were
The pastor of the St. Luke Bap-
tist church is Rev. T. R. Buck-
ner.
The young people of the sanc-
tuary are presenting this "Pre- Mrs. Carrie Bland was chain-I
ppreciation Evening." man and Mrs. G. H. Tuggle was;'A 
qitT. STEPHEN BAPTIST co-chairman.
A play entitled "Traveling Fall Rev. L. M. Morganfield is the:
i
of the Seas' will open the day's pastor.
Worship at the St. Stephen Baptist AMK "INFAS 1
,:church, Sunday, Oct. 25. The pres- The Memphis AME ministers
entation which gets underway at who attended the AhrleEceCnonfe 
were1 p.m., is under the auspices of in Lexington. KY— tly,
the young people of the church. Rev. W. L. Powell, Presiding El-
, Miss Helen Bowen, Miss Jessie der of the North Memphis Dia-
l'ratcher and Miss Virginia Hop- Viet, Rev. H. L. Starks of the
kiris are among the ones who are Clayborn Temple church, Rev. F.
7orking diligently with the cast, W. Williams of Reeves Circuit and
. An inspiring sermon by the pal. Rev. E. M. Alcorn of St. James
--tor will highlight the morning chnren•
hour. Senior deacons will bin in CENTENARY METHODIST
charge of the devotion. Male vitll Of particular interest at the Cen-
Ate rendered by the choirs of use tenary Methodist church, Sunday,
church. is Men's Day. The annual cele-
Willie B. Biggs, Miss Bossie Gar-
ner, Mrs. Mary Eddings, Mrs.
Willie Mae Caldwell, Mrs. Callie
Talliferro, Mrs Candy Price and
Mrs. Blanche Luster.
A fellowship and inspirational
meeting will be sponsored by the
Baptist Industrial college and semi-
nary of Hernando, Miss , at the
First Baptist church, SOO N. 4th,
Memphis, Sunday, Oct. 25. The
confab, which will see the various
schools and colleges throughout the
Mid-South participating will g e t
underway at 3 p. m. Rev. P. L.
Row is pastor of First Baptist.
Music wilt be provided by the
Rust college A'capella choir as-
sisted by the Union Baptist choir
and other aggregations.
The guest speaker is Rev. E.
M. Alcorn. ,
Fruit will be served at the meet-
ing which will be lead by Rev.
Charles W. Guy, ambassador of
Baptist Industrial.
The public is asked to bring
canned goods to help stock the
The steering committee for this Mesdames Elms R. Leigh. Louiselcolleges Pantry.
event consists of Miss Lyenia Mos- Robinson, Annie B. Fleming, Mod.' 
by. Charlie Morris. Jr., Miss Dom die Tharp, Bessie Patton, Lillian;
thy Willett, Mrs. Josephine Boyd, Harris, Lucille Townsend, Matilda
Eugene McClarin and Her b e r t
: ,I,
Nason, Irene Burrell, Mollie Bent.' t
Kneeland. ly, Maggie Wiley, S. Dixon, Willie 11 en s Hear
Mae Caldwell, Jessie E o r b e s,!
Greta Owens, Daisy Finnie, Nellie
Cloper, Annie B. Fleming and Hel-, ev Varnadoiien West. ,
Rev. Joseph F. Wilson will con-
duct the Baptist Training Union
It 6:30 p.m.
bration promises to be one of the
most outstanding ones ever held
at the stately sanctuary.
LeMoyne college students pack-
ed Second Congregational church
last Wednesday for chapel hour
to hear the ReV. W. L. Varnado,
pastor of Cummings Street Bap-
tist church Ile was the second
speaker in the 'I Believe' series
now being conducted by the college
Rev. Mr. Yarned°, a graduate
of Alcorn college and vice chair-
man of the board of directors of
Owen college, developed the sub-
dect: "The Art of Self-Improve-
Felton Earls, an energetic and
amiable member of the church,
will be the principal speaker. Mr.
Earls is a member of the Metho-
dist Men auxiliary of the church,
president of the civic club of Wal-
ker Homes and a postal employee.
The general chairman of the ob-
servation is H. C. Ray.
Baptist S. S. Board Hy-ily Puts Out
Gets New Secretary Directory Of
By ROBERT CHURCHWELL
A new executive secretary, the
Rev. D. C. Washington, has taken
over direction of operations at
the Sunday School Publishing
Board of the National Baptist Con-
vention.
His installation became official,
it was learned last week during
an assembly attended only by
SSPB and workers last week at the
Morris Memorial building, which
houses the publishing unit. Dr. J.
H. Jackson, Chicago, president of
the NBC, Inc., came here to add
to the weight of his personal en-
dorsement to the Rev. Washington,
it was reported.
It was Dr. Jackson's first visit
to Nashville in several years, ob-
ervers pointed out, depite the
fact that national bases of three
of his 5,000,000-member organiza-
tion are located here.
SELECTED WASHINGTON
Jackson is credited with per-
sonally selecting Washington for
the well-paying post at the conven-
tion's 1959 session in September.
To do this, it is said, he passed
over the Rev. Charlies L. Dinkin,
veteran of many years of experi-
ence in the local publishing unit.
The Rev. Mr. Dinkins, it is re-
liably reported, was abruptly un-
seated after a month in the post
in Memphis last July by the oon-1
vention's Board of Directors.
He was ordered to resume the po-
sition of assistant secretary until
September, at which time a full
secretary was to be named. '
In San Francisco, however, Dink-
ins read the SSPB's annual report
to the convention then announced
his resignation. Published reports
say he took the unexpected step
after being offered number two;
spot in direction of the SSBB.
Washington, pastor of Seven-,
teenth Street Baptist church, An-,
niston, Ala., has had no previous
experience in directing a large'
publishing unit like the SSPB, the
report adds.
$6,0011 A YEAR
His salary as head of the unit
will be $9,000 yearly. As director
of religious education, a post he
held for more than 10 years, Dink-
ins would have received $8,000.
Dinkins has served as editor of
the Sunday School Informer, edit-
or-in-chief of all SSPB literature,
ment."
He told his listeners to "take
advantage of the opportunities of-
fered you today for you will not
have tha same opportunities tomor-
row "
"Live a life in which you will
be needed and a life that will clam
you to be missed when you are
gone," he said.
The Rev. Lionel A. Arnold, col-
lege pastor and professor of
philosophy and religion, Was first
speaker in the series. The Rev.
John Mickle, pastor of Second
Congregational church and person-
net counselor at LeMoyne, will
discuss "I believe in Christ" on
Oct. 26.
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artnedpoarst:istna: ehlaevceutihytem secretary.y„-, Negro Pubis.
Memphis as president of S. A.
Owen Junior college.
His report to the convention said
the SSPB Is $275,000 in debt.
A reporter in last wek's edition
of a nationally distributed Negroi
weekly newspaper called Jackson's
handling of the Dinkins matter "a
dirty deal."
Meanwhile, Jackson, who was
elected to an unprecedented fifth
term at San Francisco, left Nash-,
ville after giving Washington of-
ficial backing as quietly as he
came.
The other NBC., units here are
the Baptist Training Union Board,
C. It. andsecretary,
American Baptist Theological'
Seminary, Dr. Maynard P. Turner,
president.
By BENNJE R. McCORKLE
The executive meeting of the Tests OHome Demonstration club met inpen
Forrest City Oct. 16. It was the
"Area Home Demonstration Mern-
bership and Leader Training"
meeting. Presiding at the session
was Mrs. Lugenia Stephens, past
president of t he State Council,
Mrs. Silviano R. Mays gave a talk
on "A Look at Leadership."
Mrs. Margirite P. Williams talked
on increasing the membership.
The members present from Earle
were Mrs. Pearl Hunt, Mrs. Addle
Strong: Mrs. Mabry from Marion,
Mrs. Jones from Lansing, Mrs.
Bennie Ruth McCorkle of Earle;
Miss 51. Turner, county agent of
Crittenden.
Mrs. Idella Bedford visited her
mother, Mrs. Rosa Bedford and
two sisters, Mrs. L. E. Henderson
and Mrs. Ruby Cal for a week.
She was accompanied by Mrs, Sar-
ah Scott, both of St. Louis.
NEW YORK, N. Y. -- A 1959 di-
rectory of Negro newspapers, mag-
azines and publications in the Unit-
ed States has been published by
'HY-HY, Inc., International Bus!.
l oess Advisory Service.
Edgar G. Harper, executive di.
rector of HY-14Y, Inc., reports that
the directory has been widely dis-
tributed to manufacturers. adver-
Using and publicity agencies, and
ordermail 
reaching the 20 BILLION dollar
American Negro consumer market.
"An increasing number of firms
are tapping this growing market
and finding it very profitable.
Many of them are realizing the Ne-
gro consumer potential for the first
time and there are constant re- 1
quests for additional information,"
he concluded.
The directory list 240 publica-
tion in 129 cities and 37 states,
and is available at a nominal fee
of 61.00 from HY-HY, Inc., Suite
469, 55 W. 42nd st., New York 36,
New York,
To Males Only
Male high school students in the
Memphis area who wish to com-
pete for scholarships under t h e
,Storehouse college Tomorrow's'
Scientists and Technicians p r o-
gram may take the examination
,on Saturday morning, Dec. 5, in,
,Bruce Hall at LeMoyne college.'
The testing will start at 9 a.m.,
In order to take the test, stu-,
dents must send in applications
before Saurday, Oct. 31, and in-
clude an examination fee of $2.50.
The Tomorrow's Scientists and
Technicians program is one of the
youth incentive programs sponsor-
ed by the National Urban League.
"And Nathan said unto David,
'Thou art the man!' Thou salth
the God of Israel, I anointed the
king over Israel and I delivered
thee out of the hands of
Saul " 2 Sam 12.8
To say that the world today is
in a bad condition is to state an
undeniable fact. This is not some-
thing that has just happened there
has been had men among us all
'the time. There has always been
those who have failed to come to
grips with the highest moral neces-
sary for the better life. Some-
where on the very brink of hu-
man activity there must be some-
one — a Nathan to speak out to-
day in the name of the Lord.
Today millions of people are re-
cipients of God's goodness. It stops
there. Here we find God sending
his servant to David and remind-
ing him that it was Ile who had
saved David from the hands of
Saul. How it must have made
God's heart bleed when one in
LeMoyne Frosh
Display Talent
LeMoyne college freshmen en-
.ertained students with a talent
show Friday morning and most
of the observers agreed that they
came up with some pretty good
acts.
Top honors went to John Ray
Buntyn, jr., a young man who
put over a song like a veteran
performer. Emcee for the occasion'
was Rozelle Fields, class presi-
dent. He, too, proved capable.
Ida Mae Jones was versatile at
the organ and Mary E. Shelton!
was quite adept in her solo rot&
as a dancer. Elizabeth Anne Lacy,
was at ease in her singing of Sum-1
mertime, white a dance trio con-
sisting of Mary Anne Chaney, Thir-
kell Stovall and Juanita A. Bridg-
es won the plaudits of the audi-
ence. James Earl Withers and
Mae Dee Williams were up to par
in their dance routine.
whom Ile had placed so much con-
fidence would allow himself to
sink so low. But it happened and
and unfortunattly it is happening
every day.
There are now and in all prob-
ability will always be those among
I us who just cannot stand prosperi-
ty, It was at this point that David
• had to be reminded that what-
ever gains he had made God was
behind him. In light of all the
benefits we receive we are indebt-
ed to God to the point that we
should do something for His cause.
Each of us must be ever mind-
ful that world conditions today
are partly our responsibility. Pe-
ple who come in contact with
us will be no bigger or no better
than we are. Our every action in-
fluences someone. When Nathan
pointed at David we are also
, 
made to know that world co
lions today are our responsibi
The moral or immoral state of our
world today can be pointed to each
of us.
Today each of us face a day of
accountability. We like David
have been given certain favor by
God. 5fany of us are or should
he aware of the fact that an all-
seeing eye watches our every
move we make and judges us ac-
cordingly. We can not at a n
point fail to do less than our best.
When David was so rudely awak-
en he realized that we should put
, forth our best in each action to
!make those we influence better.
Life will never be enrichened
:for those we influence until we en-
irichen our own lives. In propor-
tion that we live on the highest
plane we will influence those
who come in contact with us to
live just that type of life. Some
where down the paths of life(
must make our own lives mean
ful and in the same token of ac-
tion we will make someone's
life meaningful. There is a man
of God standing in our paths tell-
ing each of us that we are not
doing our best.
REDEEM YOUR COUPONS
WORTH 600 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR.
THIS week bring us Coupon No.3 - Good for 100 Free Stamps—
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps
Yes Madame,
It is really amazing all of the
wonderful dainties that can
come from a bag of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour delicious
breads, crunchy. tasty cookies,
tender pastries and other de-
sirous delights.
Then too, your favorite recipe
will be just about twice as
good when you use Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour.
It is specially blended from
the purest of wheat flour, such
as you yourself would choose.
Perfect for dainties for every
occasion.
TOP CALIBRE ENTERTAIN-
MENT — as the order of
the day as these stars of to-
morrow took the air over
MDIA's 53,000 powerful watts.





2 lightly beaten eggs
1 cup mashed bananas
2-*.i cups sifted flour
3-4 teaspoon soda
3-4 cup sour milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
16 (ti lb) marshmallows
44 teaspoon baking powder
Cream butter and sugar well.
Add eggs and bananas: beat
thoroughly, add sifted dry In-
gredients alternately with sour
milk. Beat batter until smooth
chow presented by Big Star
Food Stores of Memphis and
the Mid.South always proves
most enjoyable. Sig Star ig
glad to give Mid-South you
this opportunity to perform be
after each addition. Stir in
vanilla. Pour into well greased
8 inch layer pans. Bake in oven
350 degrees F. for 35 to 40
minutes. Remove from oven,
let stand 5 minutes. Turn out
on cake rack. Cut marshmal-
lows on press cut-side down
on top of bottom cake layer
while cake is still warm. Put
cake layer over marshmallows.
Frost with chocolate frosting.
You too will say Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour is the
best.
fore the v ast audience that
comprose the hugh liatenershiP
tuned to the Mid South's most
powerful radio station. Seen
shove among those perform
Mg on a recent show are Mary-
lyn, Anita, N'ertis Scott, Ver-
dell Jackson, Tommie Brad-
ford, Sidney Ebenls, Cattier.
ine Peyton, Lenora Thomas,
































































Attendants and Escorts — Left to right, John Rhodes, escort of Edith Barber, foot-
ball Queen Catherine Avery and escort, Charles Parrish, Lucille Moten and esc
ort,
William Brown,
Miss Junior, Patricia Standard and escort, Ike Robi
nson.




Miss Douglass and Mr. Douglass, Ernestine 
Henderson and
Robert Manning.
fill STAR lEiENDER 5
Set., Oct. 24, 1939
Miss Senior, Bobbie Jean Robinson, and escort, James Irevard
Miss Sophomore, Freddie Rooks end
escort, Jarnos Bradford.
setts since the Constitutom was was twice decorated for valor and
signed by the thirteen original courage a n d received serious
states. wounds when his PT boat was
The crowning political glory (tit in half while attacking a .tap
came for him in 1958 when he destroyer. He was retired from
won reelection to the Senaty by the Navy in March of 1946 because
a margin of more than 870,100 of the injuries received in combat.
votes!! This was the largest ma. He has been a foreign and do-jority ever given any candidate :nestle correspondent for manyfor any office of any party in the leading newspapers and magazinesentire history of Massachusetts! induding the New York Times and.A majovity of almost 3 ha 11 the Saturday Evening Pos.. He
He was the first political candi• has achieved notable distinction as
date in Massacnbsetts who ever an author of many published ant-
carried rat only every city but cies and his recent book PRO-
also esery county in his stace FILES IN COURAGE was award-
- this, irrespective 3! political ed the Pulitzer Prize as the out.
party, religious belief or economic standing work in the field of bin-
complexion. He narrowly missed uaphies in 1956. This batik re-
the nomination for Vice President inained at the top of the national
of the United States at the Nation- best seller lists for more than a
at Democratic Convention in 1956, year.
coming within 201/2 delegate votes. ACCEPTS INVITATION
EdpRESSIVE RECORD The Senator is one of a family
This impressive record and the of nine children, is married and
wide public acceptance and an- the father of a three-year-o I d
daughter, Carolyn.claim he enjoys have mad* him
"The Man to Beat" for the
Democratic. Presidential nomina-
tion. Consistently he has maintain-
ed top billing over all other possi-
ble candidates in all reputable
polls.
Sen. Kennedy has an enviable
war record. He served as a PT
boat commander in the South Pa-
cific. during World War Ii. He
has completed a two-year con-
tract with WA. Generating
power, en long unknown in Li-
beria, has now been introduced
to many interior points. Stu-
When Senator Kennedy was in-
vited by President Ralph Brad-
ley to participate in the Midwest
Firm Conference, the invitation
was immediately and enthusiasti-
cally accepted because of his stat-
ed desire to learn firsthand of the
farmers problems and to discuss
with them the possible solution,
for
dents at Booker Washington
Institute were taught the mech-
anism of the power plant which
was under Lamb's supervision.
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U.S. Educators End Work
With ICA In Liberia..
MONROVIA. Liberia.—Dr. Emiel taught horticulture at P r a i r ii students carried out all the elec- tual Security Program, he spentW. Oviiins, who has spent the past View, tricot construction and mainte- three years in building construe-two years in Liberia serving with w--- El ECTRICITT TECHNICIAN nance of the Institute under the tion work in Little Rock and taughtthe IriCernational Cooperation Ad- Another American, Earnest L. supervision of Lamb and his Li- applied electricity for four yearsministration, has returned to Prat- Lamb of Little Rock and Pine herian counterpart. At this time at the Agricultural and Mechanicalroe View A. it M. college to head the curriculum for the electricity Normal college, Pine Bluff, Ark.Bluff, Ark., has completed a two-
- course was completely revised by A former metal working instruc-
the Agriculture School's Depart- .year contract with the Internation-Inept of Horticulture. place emphasis on voca•.al Cooperation Administration in Lamb t° tor at Lincoln High school. PortDr. Owens went to Liberia in preparation for gainful em- Liberia, where he has served as "nal Arthur, Tex., Walter J. Hall, hasJune 1057 to join the staff, as an ployment, rather than for collegean electricity technician at Booker also recrptly returned to the 
.
Unit-agricultural technician' of the Washington Institute. Mrs. Lamb, preparatory. All nutlines for the ed States from Liberia, where heRooker Washington Institute at courses were written by Lamb.the former Geraldine Wilson of has spent the past two years sere-kakata, some 45 miles from I..i- Shreveport, La., accompanied her EXPLORATORY COURSE ing with the International Coop-heria's capital city, Monrovia. He husband on his assignment. In the absence of an industrial eration Administration.was agcompanied by his wife, the Lamb was assigned to teach ap- a r t a program, an exploratory Hall was a machine shop tech-former -Hattie Balfour of Houston, plied electricity to the school's four course is now offered the first yearTex., and their three children, nician at the Institute. Mrs. Hall,electricity classes composed of P. students; two courses in funds-Begun in 1921 as a private school fourth the former Julie Woods of Kansasyear students, four third mentals of electricity are offeredchartered by the Republic of Li- City, and their four children ae-year students. nine second year the second year students: a courseberia. Booker Washington Institute companied Hall on his assignment.and some 20 odd first year stu in residential wiring and rotatingwas transferred to the Liberian dents machines are given third year stu- METAL WORKINGGovernment in 1953 to become a When he arrived at Kakata in dents; and a course in electrical Hall, along with two Liberianvocational boarding school. A Uni- September of 1957. Lamb found a appliance repair complete the associates, has succeeded in rais-versity contract was signed ni- very limited amount of tools and fourth year of study. log the metal working course of1954 between the International 
 
Co- equipment, no textbooks, and no Lamb, son of Mrs. Q. E. Lamb, the Institute to the first positionoperation Administration and the classroom nor shop in which to 3203 Battery at., Little Rock, re- in West Africa. Efficiency hasPrairie View Agricultural and Me- assemble the students. ceived his B.S. degree at Tuske- come as the shop was divided intoehanical . college, Prairie View, The construction of the shops gee Institute. Prior to his assign- five sectors: bench work, sheet-Tea.. Jo 'develop a modern coca- was anderway, however, and the ment to Liberia with the U.S. Mu- metal work, machine shop practice,tional education school and Amer-
ican technicians were assigned to
the staff of the Institute.
NEW PROGRAM
The new program of vocational
education at Booker Washington is
one of the projects of Liberia's
President William Tubman's ad-
ministration to accelerate the dc.
velopment of the nation's human
and natural potential. The Institute
has been charged with the re-
sponsibility of training the future
builders of Liberia' mechanics,
farmers, home economics, busi-
nessmen, secretanes, artisans and
homemakers.
Treating is given that results in
all around development of the stu-
dent with a view to successful liv-
ing in a democratic society. From
its small beginning. Booker Wash-
ington Institute has grown to a
MO enrollment of more than 450
students participating in vocational
studies in 16 different categories.
As one of a staff of 26 Americans
on the Institute's faculty, Dr.
Owens not only had the responsi-
bility of assisting in the training
of Liberian technicians, but also
of setting up a development pro-
gram for students, so that they
might become leaders in the field
of agriculture. This led to visits to
all high schools where vocational
agriculture is taught in Liberia
and the formation of a chapter of
Future Farmers of Liberia. or-
ganized in January 1959.
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
Along with regular classroom
Instruction, demonstration projects
were afforded each student from
the preparation of the land to the
selection and planting of seeds,
eultivetion, fertilization, insect and
disease control, harvesting and
marketing .
Dr. Owens also assisted in as-
sembling information in bulletin
form on citrus and oil plants, which
has been made available to all
growers desiring to have it. Rubber
plants", indigenous to Liberia, also
received attention, instruction be-
ing given on the preservation of
latex. testing and marketing of
coagulum. Students were further
taught how to build swine houses
and chicken brooders in connection
with the swine and poultry im-
provement program.
Dr. Owens. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Owens, VA Washington at.,
SmithVillo, Tex., received his B.S.
and /A S. degrees at Paine View
A. it. M college, and his Ph. O.
degree from Ohio State university.
Prior to his assignment with the IL
& NOW goovidtg Program. Im
WAITER J. RAIJ„ second
from right. supers Ines in the
bending isf wrought iron in the
mschine shop at Rooker Wash
1144416 Intents at Monrovia.
Liberia, where he hila been
serving under a contract with
the international Cooperation
idministr
DR. EMIEL W. OWENS. of
Prairie View A & M college at
Houston, Tea., discusses plants
tested with students and staff
at Rooker T. Washington insti-
tute at Kakata. some 45 miles
from Liberia's capital city,
Monrovie. Dr. Owens, who has
returned to the Prairie View
campus as head of 'he Agricul-
ture School's Department of
Horticulture, spent the past two
)ears in I,ibtria serving with
the International Cooperation
Administration.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
like to correspond with young
men between 25 and 37 — any
race. I am 23, 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, medium brown complexion,
weigh 120 lbs, have three sons -
like sports and music. Will ans-
wer an letters and exchange pho-
tos. I am divorced. Mrs. Glort.
dine Gay, 1121 10th N. E., Ard-
more, Okla.
• • •
DEAR MM? CHANTE: I would
like to correspond with gentle-
men between 27 and 33 who are
ambitious, unattached, intelligent
and interested enough to be a
companion to a young lady and
her son. I am 5 feet, 4 inches
tall, weigh 125 lbs, brown com-
plexion, nice personality. I am a
beauty operator. Love music,
church and sports. Please send
photo in first letter. Will answer
all letters, Miss B. A. Dimitriss,
e-o Miss W. A. Bell, 4710 S. Ellis,
Chicago,
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE : I would
like to become a member of
your pen pal club. I have darkskin, black hair. I am short andfat. Hoping for early replies. Alice
Conine, 23 McArthur ave.. HalfWay Tree, P. 0. Kingston, Jamai-
ca, B. W. I.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
• . •
like to meet a young lady between25 and 37 years age. I am 37,5 feet, 6 inches tall, brownskin.I sin very lonely. James Brown,
welding and heat treatment.
"My work was directed toward
preparing students for entrance in-
to the metal working trades at a
level commensurate with their
abilities, which would be profitable
to themselves and their employ-
ers." Hall explains. "We prepared
students to do pra ^I work in
the metal working • ; with the-
oretical knowledge c,, trade infor-
mation and skills in the efficient
use of tools, materials, machines
and working drawings."
After the completion of the ma-
chine shop building, equipment
provided by ICA was assembled
and put into operation by the stu-
dents under the supervision of Hall.
During the past year, due to the
Institute's rapidly expanding pro-
gram, many opportunities were of-
fered the students to do practical
and useful work, permitting them
on-the-job training while assisting
with the construction work of neiw.
campus buildings.
Hall, son of Mrs. A. J. Hall, 223
E. First at., Fort Scott Kant., is
a graduate of Kanias StateTeach-
ers college, where he received his
B.S. degree. He has done graduate
study at Prairie View A. & M. col-
lege where he was also machine
shop instructor prior to his ap-
pointment to Port Arthur.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
John Phillip .Krouse of Mobile,
Ala., has completed a two - year
contract in Liberia with the ICA
at the Booker Washington Insti-
tute. Although Krouse was assign-
ed to the Institute to teach tailor-
ing, he found himself filling a num-
ber of positions on the school's
faculty, including that of coordina-
tor of industrial education.
Krouse, along with a Liberian
counterpart, was assigned to teach
courses in tailoring instruction, in-
cluding the theory and practice in
the art of taking measurements for
garments, designing and drafting of
patterns, modern methods of con-
struction and finishing garments,
and this proper use and care of
tailoring tools, supplies and equip-
melutn addition, the course covered
fundamental hand stitching, sewing
machine operations, pressing and
finishing. Krouse not only taught
in the class room, but also set up
the tailoring laboratory, designed
the floor plans for the shop layout,
purchased tools, equipment and
supplies, assisted in the installa-
tion of machinery and prepared
course outlines and teaching aids
for instructional AM.
SUPERVISES ACTIVITIF.S
In the capacity of coordinator of
industrial education, Krouse super-
vised activities of the courses in
the trades of arts and crafts, auto
and heavy duty mechanics, cabinet
making and carpentry, Plumbing,
masonry and refrigeration.
848 Per at., Cincinnati, Ohio.
• •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I've
heard of the wonderful things you
have done for so many lonely
people and now I would like for
you to help me if you can. I am
very serious, Would like to hear
from young ladies who are also
serious minded and want the better
things in life. I would like very
much to hear from nice young
ladies between 19 and 23 years of
age. I am 24, 6 feet tall, 198 lbs.
with brown skin. Like all kinds of
music and sports and I love chil-
dren. Will answer all letters
and send photo. Please send pho-
to in first letter. Wilbert Moore,
6501 S. Drexel, Chicago 37,
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: Upon
reading your column, 1 thought I
should write to you hoping you
may be able to relieve me of my
loneliness I am 33, 5 feet, 91/2
int.gies tall, 210 lbs. brown curly
hair, brown eyes, reddish brown
complexion. I am seeking a com-
panion who has experienced some
of the better things in life. I had
three years of college. Race or
religion is no standing factor. Jon.




like to correspond with Christian
ladies between the ages of 25
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and 35. I am 34, a widower (no
children) 5 feet 81/2 inches tall,
light brownskin, nice features and
hair. Will answer all letters. C.
Kimbrough, 6251 S. Cottage Grove,
Apt 3-308, Chicago 37, Dl.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I'd
like to correspond with folks all
over the country and tell them of
my experiences as an employee of
one of our leading department
stores. You see I am considered
100 per cent disabled. Rev, S. B.
Ward, 10907 Breed ave., Oakland,
Cal.
Sen. Kennedy To Address
Midwest Farm Conference
SPRINGFIELD — Sen. John F.
Kennedy of Massachusetts, one of
the most colorful and popular con-
tenders for the Democratic Pres-
idential nomination, is a featured
speaker at the Third Annual Mid-
went Conference which is spon-
sored by the Illinois Farmers Un-
ion.
The Conference Is scheduled for
Oct. 24, at the State Fairgrounds
in Springfield, The discussion pro-
gram will begin at 9:30 a. m. in
the Illinois Building, and Sen. Ken-
nedy will speak at 3 p. m. in the
Coliseum.
The youthful senator (42 years
old) has already amassed a
formidable record of political and
legislative accomplishment that
most political leaders are unable
lo,,equal in a lifetime. He has en-
tered five election contests and
has emerged a winner each
time.
'ALL-TIME UPSET'
He was first elected to the Unit-
ed States House of Representatives
in 1946 and served with distinction
until 1952 when he scored all "all-
time upset" by defeating Sen. Hen-
ry Cabot Lodge by more than
70,000 votes in the Republican
landslide during President Eisen-
hower a election, thus becJming
the third Democrat to ever be
elected senator from Nlassactu.
EARNEST L. LAMB, second
left rear, as electricity techni-
cian who has been serving in
Liberia with the International
Cooperation Administration,
simity vairceit swam...mut mama
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S1RVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN TH1 TRI-STATI ARIA
The Republican Task
0 In a wide-ranging report on "Human
11 Rights and Needs," a task force of the Re-publican Committee on Program and Prog-
' roes called for the complete elimination of
racial segregation in public places. It set
this as a high priority goal requiring a co-
operative effort by government at all levels.
Other recommendation, of national
I scope came within the purview of the task
force. The Committee, however, lay partic-
ular stress on the need for the develop-
ment of a program that would assure equali-
ty of opportunity to members of minority
groups.
The emphasis was on recognition of the
rights of racial minorities to compete for
jobs and upgrading on the job, to receive
the best in education and obtain health
etice and financing.
"We look forward to the day when seg-
regation is completely eliminated in public
places," the Republicans declared. "This
goal is one of high priority. To achieve it
a co-operative effort by government is
needed at all levels. The Federal govern-
ment must never allow the peaceful a n d
orderly transition that must take place to
lag."
The report called for "effective action
to deal with persons who Use force or
threats of force to obstruct court orders in
school desegregation cases."
Failure of the Committee to make sped-
tie recommendations for a new civil rights
legislation, creates serious misgivings as
to the ultimate meaning and effectiveness
of the report. A strong legislative measure
in this field is of paramount importance to
ONegro people, and is essential to theNegr and propagation of democratic
principles.
These massive recommendations are
periodical restatements of the position of
the Republican Party on foreign and domes-
A, full public television service will be
inaugurated in Western Nigeria by the end
of this month; transmissions started this
week. Thus Western Nigeria will be able to
claim that It is the first African state to
have not only a radio but also a television
service; both are commercial and the prof-
its on radio will have to balance the initial
losses to be expected on the screen.
It is, however, a landmark when an Afri-
O
government decides that television is
cticable, desirable and economic in Afri-
can conditions. Premier Awolowo has so de-
cided, partly on the grounds of educational
expediency, and has brought into existence
the Western Nigerian Radiovision Company,
owned fifty-fifty by the government and
Overseas Rediffusion, Limited.
The government is itself installing 1,000
receivers, and licenses have been given to
Importers who are ready to set up servic-
ing units; they forecast that 15,000 sets
will be installed in the next two or three
months.
Considering that in many African ter-
ritories sound broadcasting to the local
African audience is still in its infancy, And
furwspapers are often equally immature,
is is grasshopper jump forward. Western
aria is, however, in a favorable position
tic policy. How far they represent the think-
ing of the party's active leadership in the
national setting is another matter. Though
it is probable that the present set of rec-
ommendations, as in the past, may be a pre-
view of the GOP's platform formulation for
1960, the question still remains: How far
will the Republicans be able to bind their
national leaders to the resolves of the Na-
If we may prejudge the future by the
record left by the Republicans in the first
session of the 86th Congress, there will be
no earth-shaking reformation of the GOP's
traditional preservation of the status quo.
Certainly, it was the distressful align-
ment of Republicans with t h e Dixiecrats
that blocked consideration of new civil
rights proposals in both houses. True, the
so-called liberals on the Democr.;.tic side
were scandalously guilty of desertion, they
had an excuse. They were technically bot-
tled up by their majority Leader Lyndon
Johnson in the Senate, and Speaker of the
House Sam Rayburn—the two Texans who
control the destiny of the Democratic Par-
ty.
On the other hand the Republicans were
expected to stand together and uncompro-
misingly on the all-inclusive question of
civil rights. They didn't. Unless the recom-
mendations of the GOP Committee can be
translated into an action program on both
the legislative and executive levels, the so-
called task force report must fall in t h
category of empty rhetoric which will no
longer be swallowed by an awakened Negro
electorate. Statements of policy on the eve
of a Presidential election are seldom re-
membered after victory is won. There is
time yet for the Republican* to prove that
they mean what they say. The election is
not until November 1960; let's see what hap-
pens in the meanwhile!
to pioneer television in Africa, for it can
serve two large towns, Ibadan and Lagoa,
with a combined population of 750,000.
These conditions are not repeated ex-
cept in South Africa. Yet a large number
of African states are actively investigating
the prospect of following Western Nigeria's
example. Dr. Azikiwe has promised the
Eastern Region a television service soon;
Northern Nigeria feels it cannot be outdone.
Liberia, which is only introducing sound
commercial broadcasting at the end of this
year, is to have an educational television
service in 1960. Ghana is making inquiries
in America. Kenya has wisely appointed a
commission to report. In Central Africa, a
British company is said to be preparing
plans for a service. The economics of Afri-
can television are based on sharing adver-
tising revenue with radio broadcasting, and
on the fact that imported film programs
can be rented at a comparatively low cost.
Television has caught the imagination
in Africa much as local airlines became the
rage in Middle Eastern states. But it may
be more significant, because African TV
involves the import of culture, It is now a
very relevant question whose culture and
whose image will be put over to Africans
in the years ahead.
Use Medics Study
In Child Work
The work of Dr. Arnold L.
Gesell. who has devoted a lifetime
to the study of behavior of normal
children, can contribute substan-
tially to the work of the occupa-
tional therapist in dealing with the
abnormal or disabled child.
Miss Carol Schad, instructor in
r
pational therapy at the Uni-
sity of Illinois Chicago Protei-
ns' Colleges addressed the an-
nual meeting in Chicago of the
American Occupational Therapy
Association
Dr. Gesell has outlined the kinds
of behavior to be expected of nor-
mal children at various ates.
However, according to Miss
Schad, he believes the basis for
accurate appraisal of child de-
velopment is "practice in observ-
ing or experience in working with
children and learning through this
experience what to expect of chil-
dren."
"Knowing the rate of develop-
ment of a given child is more valu-
Mlle than the comparison of that
child to the schedule of norms,"
she said
LOUISVILLE. Ky — The full children leading us new?
text of Chester Bowles' address to "In almost every city and town
the genial Health, Welfare and in the South when school into
Recreation Conference has recent- gration has begun, the childrea
Iv come to my attention are makieg out aii right together.
Bowles, the termer governor "If the grownups would Just leave
of Connecticut and U. S. Amble. is alone there would be no trou•
seder to India, in discussing a Me," said a white student in Little
"Fresh Look at Race Relations" Rock.
listed seven guidelines which are .,5. White and Negro moderstei
worthy of review, both have an historical role to
10 sizing up the situation, Bowles play.
observed:
"Many white southerners are"After several years of opti- still content to say the problem
mism also complacency, it is now will take a long time to solve andclear that integration is a bigger, 
that the Negro Must be patientmore stubborn, more universal "No thoughtful man expects aand more important problem than
quick solution. But we cannot atany of us imagined."
- ford 
to forget that a lot of time
"1. We must recognize the prob 
lems of discrimination as a na• 
has ,  , already 
passed.
"Half of all American Negroes 
It is now 96 :,ears since entan-
tional, not a sectional one.
i 
cipation, years since a south-
wch
now no northern city without its „
erner wrote the declaration to
now live in the North. There s hi the Nation is dedicated.
tensions and its theme. 
But the Negro has been an out-
cast longest, has suffered most.
"I, The Constitution as inter- 
owed by the Supreme Court 
f reientgre e
h




"The Constitution, after all, is "This argument Is indeed a good
color-blind. The 14th Amendment reason for doing more than simp•
does require the end of racial ly integrating the schools. It un
discrimination in all arts of our derscores the need for getting at
public life. The universal declare- the very conditlens which pro•
lion of human rights, endorsed ov duce the demoralization in t It e
erwhelmingly by the people of the first place.
world, affirms this is one of the "The demoralization of the Ns-
first principles of world order. gm does endanger southern white
Moreover, our Constitution will society, just as the demoralize-
be enforced. tion of any member of a cons-
"The great hope, however, is not munity endangers that communi-
for a reluctant and grudging ac • ty.
ceptance of the inevitable force of "6. I believe that the Christian
the law. Rather, the hope is that church must take the initiative
recognition of historical necessity
will encourage an increasing ef-
fort to bring the various elements
in each community into harmony.
'3 We must supplement litiga-
tion with persuasion.
"Of course the law itself is a
powerful teacher. The end of seg-
regation in the Armed Forces, in
the Nation's Capital, and on inter-
state trains did more to convince
many skeptics that integration in
these areas made sense.
"There appears to be a tempts- citadel against the public relations
tion, however, to rest on the oars approach that has infected so
of lawyers and judges. much of American life.
"But court orders alone will o
not suffice to change the minds the South have spoken against
and hearts of people. Somehow, violence and in favor of law and
those who seek to end racial prejti-, order. But is this enough?
dice must ge, deeper than sta. "Is 'this not the time for white
tutes and court decisions.. and • Negro ministers of every
"The task of our political lead- southern community to form a
ers and of all who want to estab- continuing roundtable conference
lien equal rights is not only that dedicated to finding Christian
of invoking and carrying out court solutions to racial problems?
decisions, but also of convincing "Our religious and democratic
people that they are right, faith tells us to get on with this
"4, The new generation, white job like men.
and Negro, must rise above the "7. Our capacity to deal with
deep-seated prejudices of their el- discrimination in America is a
dere,
coming alive again? Are not the dom."
measure of our capacity to lead a
"Yet It not the old prophecy worldwide revolution for free-
in advancing a racial reconcilla•
tion.
"Let's face it. In many churches
a minister who goes against the
prevailing sentiment Of his con-
gregation risks his job as much
as the politician who alienates his
constituents.
-But from the beginning of the
Christian era, it has been t h e
church's duty to prevail against
erroneous opinions. Surely, t h
church today should be the last
Agency Worker
Gets New Post
SAN FRANCISCO — Lee A. Mer•
riwother, a former industrial rola-
lions field secretary for the Los
Angeles Urban League, has been
appointed public information and
education officer of the Division of
Apprenticeship, it was announced
recently by John F. Henning, di-
rector of the State Department of
Industrial Relations.
Merriwether, 43, graduated front
Tillotson College, Austin, Texas,
where he majored in social science.
A veteran of World War II, he was
a public school principal in Texas
prior to service in the Army Med-
ical Corps.
In addition to his Urban League
experience, Merriwether also serv•
ed as executive secretary for the
National Association of Colored
People and owned the public rela-
tions firm of Merriwether & Asso•
In working with the handicap-
ped child, the speaker declared,
many factors must be taken into
consideration. Psychological prob-
lems may distort or prevent ex-
pected performs:ire.
"Physical problems may dis-
guise; social factors may pose a
problem; hospitalization, illness
or handicap may inhibit optimal
behavorial performance, "Miss
Schad said.
The use of developmental sched-
ules helps the therapist to see the
child's performance in relation to
what Dr. Gesell considers norms,
the U, nfl, teacher added.
A schedule of the child's rate
of development provides "a con-
cise means of getting a picture of
the child'i overall performance in
which any deviations will be made
apparent"
ciates.
His appointment was made with
the approval of Governor Brown.
Merriwether will be stationed in
San Francisco and work directly
under Charles F. Hanna, Chief of
the Division of Apprenticeship
Standards.
The function of the Division of
Apprenticeship is to develop oppor-
tunities for the profitable employ.
ment of young job seekers in the
skilled trades.
Words of the Wise
The reason wergy kiue
mere people thaw week I.
that mote people worry then
work.
—(Robeet TAO newt)
bring my wife to the party? • .. Would you
Warden with you when you go huntin'?"
John Brown, martyr of the raise
of freedom, was born on May 9,
1800 in rural Connecticut, the
grandson of a soldier of the Ameri-
can Revolution, John Brown was
executed at Charleston, Va., Dec.
2. 1359, charged with treason. His
crime, ill, seizure by force of a
government arsenal with intent to
arm and free the slaves. His son,
Oliver Brown, born UM, was
killed fighting with his father at
Harpers Ferry, and a second son,
Watson Brown, wounded there,
died on Nov. le, 1859. Two of
Brown's Negro followers were kill-
ed in his famous raid of October
16, and two others were captured
and executed. John Brown's Raid
did nt,t immediately free the
slaves, but it shook the slave hold-
ing states to their very founda-
tions, startled the nation, and stir-
red the consciences of decent
men and women around the
world.
Just before he went to his death
on the scaffold, John Brown wrote
this very cleat prediction of the
Civil War to come between the
slave states and the Union: "I John
Brown, am now quite certain that
the crimes of this guilty land will
never be purged away but with
blood. I had, as I now think, vain-
ly flattered myself that without
very much bloodshed, it might be
done." When Brawn gave his own
blood and that of his sons and
LAGOS, Nigeria — The hand
that rocks the cradle, according
to the legend, rules the world. Cer-
tain13 Jilt women in Nigeria rule
the world of petty trade and com-
merce. •
The wocalled "market women"
represent a powerful force in
West African society. They not
only have money but they are
highly atomized and constitute a
politica. force which no political
candidate dares ignore.
The business of buying and sell-
ing, which is dominated by the
male in most countries, has ex-
panded in receet years and some
of the women at the top here
have grown fabulously wealthy. A
few buy big American cars and
invest in expensive homes, but the
majoroy, Wm good business men,
plow tin ir profits back into their
businesses.
Women traders with a basket
full of merchandise, from soup to
nuts, perched on top of their heads
walk sedately, hawking their
wares in the residential districts.
Those who have a little capital
take over stalls in the vast market
areas of the cities and some open
usaparsemrsall shops and become store-
in Lagos t h e principal item
if I ties. women shopkeepers is
textile, bolts of colorful cottons,
followers, in reality the Civil War
that abolished slavery had begun.
At his trial, the wounded John
Brown made a speech in which
he said, among other things, the
following: "I have, may it please
the Court, a few words to say,
In the first place I deny every-
thing but what I have all along
admitted: of a design on my
part to free the slaves. Rid I so in.
tethered in behalf of the rich, the
powerful, the intelligent, or the
so-relied great, and suffered and
sacrificed what I have in this in-
terference, it would have been all
right. Every man in this Court
would have deemed It an act
worthy of reward rather than pun.
ishment. I see a book kissed which
I suppose to be the Bible, which
teaches me that all things whatso-
ever I would that men should do
mite me, I should do even so to
them. It teaches me further to re-
member them that are in bounds
as bound with them, I endeavor-
ed to art up to that instruction. I
say I am yet too young to under-
stand that God is any respector of
persons. I believe that to have in-
terfered as I have done in behalf
of His despised poor, I did no
wrong, but right Now, If it is
deemed necessary that I should
forfeit my life for the furtherance
of the ends of justice and min.
gle my blood further with the blood
of millions in this slave country
wool and velvet. Here the pre-
dominant color of the cloth is blue,
some of which is dyed locally
with a native blue dye.
Tribal differences are reflected
in color of the textiles which are
used in making the sweeping gown
and capes of the men and the
women. The favorite of the Yo-
ruba is called "Yoruba blue."
The lbos who live principally iii
the Eastern region of Nigeria do
not like fancy blue but the lighter,
more lively colors, red and .yel-
low.
One of the strange spectacles
here is to see large groups of
women dressed identically alike,
the same bright blue headties, 2
bandana-like hat, the same skirts
and blouses. When they attend a
social affair, such a group will
come in together, all dressed alike
as if in uniform. From head to
foot, all their clothing seems to
be cut from one bolt. Usually they
are members of one family and it
may be said to be a family uni-
form.
The famous KInte cloth of Ghana
is seldom seen in Nigeria, but there
is the same passionate interest in
unusual designs and colors in the
textiles. Whereas a Kinte cloth out-
fit of Yoruba blue in Nigeria, with
a cape and trousers instead of a
toga, can be purchased much
cheaper. 
whoserights are disregarded by
wicked, cruel and unjust enact.
ments, I say, let it be done."
Wrote the great Negro lead-
er, Frederick Douglass, "Vir-
ginia had satisfied her thirst for
blood. She had executed all the
raiders who had fallen into het
hands. She had not given Cap-
tain Brown the benefit of a reamer
able doubt, but hurried him to the
scaffold in panic-stricken haste.
She had made herself ridleutone
by her fright and despicable fury.
Emerson's prediction that Brown's
gallows would become like t Is e
cross was already being fulfilled.
The old hero, in the trial hour,
had behaved so grandly that men
regarded him not as a murderer
but as a martyr. All over the
North men were singing the John
Brown song. His body was in the
dust, but his soul was marching
on. His defeat was already assum-
ing the form and pressure of vie-
tory, and his death was giving
new life and power to the princi-
ples of justice and liberty. He had
spoken great words in the face of
death and the champions of slav-
ery. He had quailed before
neither. What he had lost by the
sword, he had more than gained
by truth." Today his truth goes
marching on One hundred years
after the Raid at Harpers Ferry,
now this October, 1959, we remens-
her John Brown and in our hearts
give him honor.
The fact that women dominate
the trade in these textiles and
many other consumer items, ea-
pecially foodstuffs, has some 411-
feet upon the social life of the Ni-
gerian.. The women traders at,
n. I based in the home, but m
thi streets. Thi enildren often ac-
company their mothers and the
babies are most times carried in
a cloth saddle on their mothers'
hacks. The baby is eternally rock-
ed as the mother mmei about
all day long.
The place the woman in this
society is far more important than
that of hae sisters in some western
countries. often it is the worn-
.1 who cats the shots at home
•nd in the tamily debates. The
naile echos. wile is a successful
',atter or busieets woman cannot,
of course. posh her around.
This does not ?rein, however,
'hat the men do not know how to
make .hemselvcs felt to dm social
order fiey i-s-er to gravitate to-
ward politics like the women to-
ward trade. If I can be permitted
a generalization it might be said
that the male' are born politicians
and the women born traders.
They certainly have the basic
endowment for progress in a mod•
ern democratic society. Further
they seem to enjoy exercising their
political and commercial talents.
It is not work but fun.
'One Man' Show Features Works Of Wcman
GREENSBORO CHAPTER (N. C.,) of the Links, Inc., sponsors a "one
man" art show which features the works of Mrs. Eva Hamlin Miller
(4th from left) a member of the chapter. In this group, comprising the
Sponsoring committee are (from left) MM. V. H. Chavis, Mrs. Elreeta
British Scientists Track Lunik III
MANCHESTER, England. — (UPI) — Jodrell bank radio-tele-
scope scientist said they hoped to track Russia's Lunik III as it
starts its swing around the moon later Tuesday.
Dr. John Davis, acting chief of the project, said the Russians were
planning to turn on the moon rocket's transmitters at 10 a. in. EDT.
But that there almost certainly would be a break in the I ignals when
the probe passes out of view behind the moon,
French Assembly May Halt Algerian War
PARIS — (UPI) — The French National assembly Tuesday be-
gan a session which could determine whether the five-year Algerian
war that has cost France so heasily in men and money may finally
end.
President Charles De Gaulle's Algerian policy is certain to come
under bitter attack from rightwingers during the full-scale debate on
the issue which tumbled the fourth French republic.
But most political observers agreed that any bid by the op-
ponents to Do Gaulle's "self-determination" plan for Algeria to over-
throw Premier Michel Debre will fail.
Many rightwing party leaders hoped that the government will
approve a vote on the issue following the debate. The cabinet is
expected to decide Wednesday whether a vote will be held.
Elizabeth To Request New Government
LONDON — (UPI) — Queen Elizabeth II will ask Harold Macmil-
lan or Hugh Gaitskell to form a new British government after the
Oct. 8 general election. But she can't vote for either one.
In Britain, the right to vote is reserved for the common man.
The Queen's duties are limited to dissolving Parliament by royal
decree and naming the new prime minister after the election.
She will be told the election results at her summer residence In
Balmoral, Scotland. She is expected to end her vacation and return
to London some time after the election.
Stage 24-Hour Food Strike In Paris
PARIS — (UPI) — Most grocers here staged a 24-hour strike
Tuesday to protest efforts by President Charles De Gaulle's govern-
ment to curb inflation.
The grocers hoped their daylong refusal to sell fresh fruit or
vegetables would discourage government efforts to fix their margin
of profit particularly in areas where recent droughts are forcing
prices up.
During the past week, butter from drought-parched dairy farms
has been selling at a record price of 90 cents a pound. Prices of
vegetables like carrots, cauliflower and string beans have increased
10 per cent or more.
Typhoon Amy Spares Okinawa Island
NAHA, Okinawa. — (UPI) — Typhoon Amy, downgraded in in-
tensity to the status of a tropical storm Saturday spared the vulner-
able U. S. Island Bastion of Okinawa.
Comparatively mild winds of 23 Mph slapped at the southern fring-
es of the island, although Amy still packed winds up to 50 mph in a
narrow area near the storm's center.
Okinawa had been put on an urgent typhoon alert shortly after
midnight, when the official military radio service began flashing
warnings to the 50,000 U. S. servicemen and their oependenis on the
island.
Seeks Separation From Wife Over Age
FLORENCE, Italy. — (UPI) — A 48-year-old man identified in
court only as "F. F." Tuesday sought legal separation from his wife
on grounds she waited until after their honeymoon to let him know
she was 60.
The husband said he and "Mrs. F. F." were married in Rome
in August, 1958, and spent an idyllic honeymoon on the Adriatic coast.
But he said his happiness soured when he asked his wife for
her birth certificate to register their property and from it learned
she was 12 years his senior. She had told him she was 48.
Toronto Masterpieces To Be Restored
TORONTO — (UPI) — Toronto Art gallery officials called in
their experts Tuesday to restore six masterpieces stolen and then
abandoned in an unlocked suburban garage.
The art theft, the largest in Canada's history, took place Sept.
14. The treasures, insured for 8640,000 but valued at upwards of
81.000,000, were found rolled up like wallpaper at the rear of a build-
ing in west Toronto Saturday night.
The painting were recovered after police received an anonymous
call. Police kept the recovery secret until Monday while watching
the garage over the weekend in hope of trapping the thieves. No
arrests were made.
Says Army Has Only Half Funds Needed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Assistant Army Secretary Courtney
Johnson said Tuesday the Army has only half he money it needs to
replace and modernize it equipment
Courtney, whose specialty is supply manaitement, said the re-
placement and modernization program was on an "extremely austere
basis" because of lack of funds.
Blames U. S. Space Race Lag On Funds
BOSTON — (UPI) — The United States is developing a rocket
at least twice as powerful as those believed used by Russia in its
space efforts but the American project is lagging a year behind be-
cause of insufficient funds, rocket expert Dr. Wernher Von Braun
said Monday night.
Von Braun, chief of the Army's rockets and missiles program,
told newsmen before addressing a business group that the nation's
penny-pinching policies were killing the United States chances of
overtaking Russia in the apace race.
Von Braun said the rocket under development, called project
Saturn, would have engines capable of developing thrust of 1,500,000
(M ) pounds.
Atomic Physicist Is Seriously Ill
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) -- Dr. Arthur H. Compton. Nobel Prize
winning physicist and one of the creators of the atomic bomb, re-
mained in serious condition in Barnes hospital Monday.
Compton, former chancellor of Washington university, became
MI at his summer home in Mirhigan and was flown here Friday. Th.)
gause of the illness has not been determined.
Compton, who is 61, underwent surgery July 1 at the hospital.
Alexander, Miss Geneva Holmes, Miss Georgia Latimer, Mrs. W. M.
Hampton, Mrs. W. A. GoldshOrough and Mrs. W. A. Street. Showing of
59 paintings by Mrs. Miller was held in Taylor Galleries Of Bluford li-
brary. Collection included 33 oils, five water Colors, and several items
Of sculpture and ceramic pieces.
Says Manned Aircraft Best Air Weapon
LOS ANGELES — — (UPI) — Aviation expert Maj. Alexander
De Seversky said Saturday that manned aircraft system such as the
B-70 intercontinental bomber would be America's "best air weapon"
for approximately the next decade.
'Because of the advanced defense measures now being develop-
ed, weapon systems cannot rely solely on speed and altitude," De
Seversky said.
''They need man's brains and the function of choice to make de-
pendable penetrations of today's sophisticated defenses. Nothing is
more sophisticated than man."
Raps Official For Philippine Relations
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Philippine ambassador to the
United Nations Saturday accused former U. S. Assistant Secretary of
State Waiter Robertson of contributing to the decline of U. S.-Philip-
pine relations.
Ambassador Leon Guerrero, who recently engaged in a heated
argument with Robertson during a luncheon here, said that rela-
tions between the two nations reached "a most delicate stage" during
the six years that Robertson supervised Philippine-American affairs
in Washington while assistant secretary of state for Far East affairs,
"After meeting Mr. Robertson, I am not surprised," Guerrero
said in a letter to the New York Times. The, letter was an answer
to a letter from Robertson published in Saturday's times.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — (UPI) — Theft of 825,000 worth
of furniture and personal belongings from the Bel Air hornet of
actor Broderick Crawford was disclosed Saturday with the arrest
of a 28-year-old striptease dancer and her boyfriend.
Police Said a Beverly Hills moving van company loaded the
belongings into a truck at the star's home and delivered them to •
North Hollywood house on Wednesday under the impression Mrs.
Crawford had ordered the move.
Crawford, currently in London, knew nothing about it.
Police held Mrs. Virginia Wrangle, who dances professionally
under the name of Linda Doll, and Andre S. Brumrner, 43, both of
North Hollywood, on suspicion of burglary.
Envoy's Sister Shocked At Spy Charge
COMPTON. Calif. — (UPI) — The sister of the U. S. embassy
security chief in Moscow said Saturday she was "shocked" to learn
he had been ordered out of Russia on charges he was a spy.
Mrs. Marie Sellman said she heard nothing of the report regard-
ing Russell A. Langelle, of Long Beach, Calif., until a friend called
to tell her what had happened.
All his letters have been on family matters, or general informa-
tion on life in Russia," said Mrs. Sellman, who was particularly
concerned about her mother hearing the news. She said the mother
had been ill and Langelle's father had died on Aug. 13 of this year.
Hold American For 2 Mexico Slayings
NIoNTERREY, Mexico. — (UPI) — Police held an American
Saturday for the murder of a young Mexican girl and her brother
and the wounding of their sister on the Laredo Monterrey highway
last Wednesday.
The wounded girl, Hilda Perez, 21, identified Dykes Asken Sim-
mons, a 30-year-old Fort Worth, Tex., mechanic, as the assailant
from her hospital bed here Friday.
Simmons, who has been a mental patient in three U. S. hospitals
and has a record of hold-ups in Texas and Oklahoma, immediately
was spirited out of the city by police who feared the possibility of
a lynching attempt, lie denied the shootings upon his arrest near
here Thuriday.
McElroy Denies Soviet Missle Report
IION(LULIT (UPI) — Defense Secretary Neil McElroy Satur-
day told newsmen here he had no knowledge of a report that the
Russian fired a missile into the Pacific ocean west of Hawaii.
McElroy was asked about the report when he landed here en
route to Washington from a tour of western Pacific defenses.
A report from Baton Rouge, La., quoted Rep. Overton Brooks
(D-La.) as saying the Russian shot which landed in the Pacific had
a 6,000 to 8,000 mile range.' He said it was known to U. S. officials
for several months.
Meat Prices Increase 25% In Poland
WARSAW—an ,—Communist leader Wladyslaw Grentilka Sat-
urday night announced stiff increases in meat prices to combat a
looming food crisis in Poland.
Gomulka told an unheralded plehum of the Polish United Work-
ers (communist) party central committee that meat prices would
go up an average of 25 per cent immediately.
Rumors of the action touched off near-panic buying of meats,
fats and sugars earlier Saturday. Shops were forced to close an
hour ahead of schedlile.
7 Killed In Japanese Train Wreck
NAGOYA, Japan. — (UPI) — Seven persons were killed and
more than 100 injured when a speeding express train crashed into a
truck and was derailed at a crossing 20 miles north of here Sunday
night.
Two of tire dead were among six persons on the three-wheeled
Japanese pickup truck The others aboard the truck, including the
driver, were seriously injured. The four other dead and scores of
tinrajud re. were among passengers aboard the crowded six-coach electricin
Eleven of tIp injured were in serious condition.
Formosa Braces For New Typhoon
TAIPEI, Formosa. — (UPI) — Residents of Formosa's storm -
battered eastern and southern coasta were warned Wednesday to
brace for a flew onslaught from a 161-M.P.H. typhoon bearing down
on this Chinese fortress island.
At 2 P. M., the howling storm was 312 miles southeast of Form-
osa, drawing nearer at a rate of about 6 M.P.H.
There was still a chance that the typhoon would veer north on a
course carrying it well out of range of Formosa. But the U. S. arm-
ed forces radio station warned Formosa's 10,000. Residents to take
precautions.
' STANDING BEFORE the
certificate of incorporation le-
ased to the Scbenley Whole-
salers Foundation by the State
of New York, Miss Lorre Cur-
ry, a recipient of a grant-in.
aid from the foundation, was
able to extend her personal
thanks during a brief confer-
ence with Sidney E. Frank,
(second from right) honorary
chairman of the foundation
and a vice president of Schen,
ley Industries, Inc., and Stan-
ley S. Casden, counsel and a
director of the organization.
The University of Lausanne
medical student was in this
country for a clerkship at Sy.
denham Hospital in New
York.
Says Reds Serious About Disarmament Hurricane 'Judith' Scares Tampa Area
DENVER, Colo.—(UPI)—Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.)
said Saturday night he believes the Soviet Union is now willing to
"talk seriously" about a sound disarmament past and the United
States must prepare to deal with problems coming in the wake of
such an arms cutback.
Humphrey, in a prepared speech to a Young Democratic dinner,
contended that the Eisenhower administration "by default, permitted
the Russians to seize the initative on disarmament and to score a
great propaganda victory in the eyes of the world,"
Apaches Aid In Capture Of Convict
SHOW LOW, Ariz. — (UPI) — A posse of Apache Indians joined
lawmen Tuesday to capture a Kansas state reformatory escapee who
had shot and wounded a sheriff's deputy.
Johnny Duayne Burrell, 21, of Enid, Okla., surrendered without a
struggle when Indians on horseback and in jeeps along with deputies
from two counties closed in on him in the rugged country of the
Apache Indian reservation southwest of this eastern Arizona moun-
tain community.
Burrell, who escaped from the Hutchinson, Kan., institution last
Friday with another man, was sought here since wounding a deputy
last &May. Bloodhounds also were used in the traekdown.
African City Under Marital Law
MATADI, Belgiaa Congo. — (UPI) — Martial law was clamped
on this Belgian Congo port city Wednesday following the death of
eta Africans shot down by police In a riot Tuesday night.
Twenty more Africans were reported injured when police opened
fire on about 300 demonstrators in the African quarter who had
gathered there in defiance of a curfew. Twelve Europeans were
hospitalized after being manhandled by demonstrators.
After the police fired on the demonstrators the city wee plagued
by a series of running fights between police and Africans. The streets
were not quiet until dawn.
Soviets Seek NATO Nations' Credits
ROME — (UPI) — Soviet Russia has asked the NATO countries
for hundreds of millions of dollars in credits to stimulate trade be-
tween east and west, Premier Antonio Segni disclosed Tuesday
night. The Italian premier said the Russians requested the Equivalent
of a hundred million dollars in credits from Italy alone to be used
to buy Italian-made goods.
Segni made the disclosure at a meeting of his Christian Demo-
crat party parliamentary group to discuss various problems in con-
nection with a foreign police debate in the chamber of deputies Wed-
nesday. •
Curfew On Private Planes Over Cuba
HAVANA — (UPI) — The air force has imposed a I4-hour night-
ly "curfew" on private planes over Cuba as a result of reports that
rebels in Pinar Del Rio Province are being supplied by air.
An order published Tuesday decreed that in the future only air-
liners and Cuban warplanes will be allowed to fly over Cuba between
the hours of 6 p. m. and 8 p. m.
The order coincided with reports that an unidentified light plane
had been sighted over the western town of Guanajay — the third
instance in a week in which light planes have been reported over
Pinar Del Rio.
Rainiers Fete DeGaulles At Luncheon
PARIS — (UPI) — Prince Rainer of Monaco and his Philadelphia-
born Princess Grace end a three-day state visit to Paris Wednesday
giving a formal luncheon for President and Mrs. Charles Be Gaulle.
For Rainer it was a state visit, but for Grace it was a personal
triumph. Her pictures — with or without Rainer and with or with-
out De Gaulle — filled the Paris newspapers, and everywhere the
couple went there were cries of "Viva Grace."
The luncheon was at the Monegasque Legation in the Chic Pansy
neighborhood on Paris west side It was in return for a formal wel-
coming lunch De Gaulle gave the Rainers Monday when they arrived
for the state visit.
Chinese Reds Threaten Indian Troops
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — The Chinese Communists have warned
a unit of India's Assam Rifles brigade occupying the border post
at Khinizamene to withdraw at once or be forced out, it was report-
ed Wednesday.
A correspondent for the times of India reported from Shillong,
on India's southern border near Tibet, that the Communists did not
tell the Indian troops how far hack from Himzamene outpost they
must pull to satisfy the Red demand.
Ithimramene is on the border in the Khameng frontier division
of the North East Frontier Agency, the wild and mountainous area
along India's northern border. India has charged that the Chinese
have made "incursions" across the border in this and other areas
and occupied land long recognized as belonging to India.
Seek $700,000 Jewel Thief In Britian
.LONDON.— (UPI) — Scotland Yard's top investigators were re-
ported Wednesday to be seeking a tweedy little jail break artist as
the man who have masterminded a $700,000 jewel robbery this week-'
end — biggest in British history.
The Yard's criminal investigation division hustled under orders
to find Alfred George Hinds, a disguise expert who escaped from
Chelmsford prison 16 months ago while serving a 12-year sentence
for the eel-stick 539.000 robbery of Marples department store.
Hinds has been likened to Sing Sing's Willie (The Actbr) Sutton
because of his escapes and his use of disguises. Ile was last report-
ed seen in Ireland, sporting a black Van Dyke beard and side
whiskers, the London Daily Express said.
Runaway Barge Menaces St. Lawrence
MONTREAL — (UPI) — A runaway barge loaded with 229 cases
of high explosives broke loose from its moorings Monday and drift-
ed at the mercy of powerful winds. menacing shipping in the St.
Lawrence Seaway before it ran aground.
Vessels sailing on the lake and the seaway were alerted to be
on the lookout for the barge, painted red with the word "dynamite"
painted on its sides.
MIAMI—(UPI)—Hurricane Judith, a small storm as tropical
hurricanes go, aimed 75-mile-an-hour winds at the heavily-populated
Tampa Bay area on the Florida gulf coast Saturday night.
The storm sprang up suddenly in the gulf of Mexico and gave
residents of the threatened shoreline areas only a few hours warn-
ing. Evacuation of the beach areas was slow in starting.
At midnight residents were reported streaming off the heal
near Bradenton, about 35 miles south of Tampa.
Mamie Misses Dinner Due To Sore Throat
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower had a slight
sore throat Sunday night and was unable to attend a Mexican em•
bassy dinner in honor of her and the PreSident.
Mrs. Mary Jane McCaffree, the First Lady's personal secretary,
said Mrs. Eisenhower's condition was not serious, but that her phy-
sician had advised her to skip the dinner. It was given by visiting
Mexican President and Mrs. Adolfo Lopez Mateos.
Mrs. McCaffree said the ailment would not affect Mrs. Eisen-
hower's plan to play hostess to Mrs. Lopez Mateos at a White House
luncheon Monday honoring the Mexican First Lady.
Pope John Addresses Group In English
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII delighted American
visitors Sunday when he eddressed them for the first time in Eng-
lish — and used the occasion to indicate Mother Elizabeth Anne
Seton may become the first Arnerican-born,„person to he beatified.
A few hours earlier he had pleased and surrfsed Spanish-speak.
Mg persons the world over by speaking Spanish for the first time
In a radio speech closing the Argentine National Eucharistic Congress
at Cordoba, Argentina.
The pontiff's use of English came during a visit to the North
American college in Rome, now celebrating its centennial. Mon
he was receiving scores of American pilgrims and scheduled
audience with John Cardinal O'Hara, archbishop of Philadelphia.
Scientist Says Moon May Be Egg-Shaped
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet Scientist Vsevold Fedynsky sug-
gested Sunday in the newspaper Pravda that the moon may be egg-
shaped.
He made the observation as Lunik III; after having circled the
moon, began picking up speed on its return toward the earth. It is
expected to pass 24,840 miles from the earth on Oct. 18.
Fedynsky suggested that the moon, 'with one side always turned
towards the earth, may be a triaxial ellipsoid, I. E., it may be
elongated along its equatorial plane in the direction of the earth,"
Use Tapes In Effort To Revive Woman
OXFORD, England. — (UPI) — Physicians in Radcliffe Infirm•
ary here are using tape recordings of familiar sounds in an effort
to revive a woman who has lain unconscious for 500 days since a
car accident.
The woman is Veronica Wise, 21. She can open her eyes and
move her head but cannot speak and has shown no definite signs
of recognition.
Doctors began playing tape recording of her father, mother,
brother and sister talking, her dog barking and her favorite record
playing. The sounds are played over and over again but so far there
has been no sign that Veronica can hear,
HAVANA — (UPI) — An unidentified light plane parachuII I
machine guns, rifles and ammunition Saturday night into Pinar Del
Rio Province, a center of opposition to Premier Fidel Castro's
revolutionary regime.
Maj. Dermidio Escalona, military chief of the province, said
rural police captured all or most of the air-dropped supplies — in-
cluding a recent copy of the Miami Daily News.
Authorities were suspect the plane, may have been the same that
bombed a sugar mill in Pinar Del Rio Friday night, blowing up a
boiler but injuring no one.
Expect New Fish Epidemic In Florida
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — (UPI) — The fish-killing redriirle
epidemic appeared to be dying out Sunday, but conservation experts
warned shifting winds may 'bring a new threat to beaches front Ve-
nice to Sanibel Island along Florida's west coast.
A conservation Service spokesman said planes found the St.
Petersburgh and Clearwarter areas almost free of dead fish Sunday
except for scattered patches off a beach, west of here.
He said westerly winds Monday may wash some fish ashore at
the beach.
Predicts Jewish Improvement In Russia. •
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Jewish leader has predictetW
proved conditions for Jews in the Soviet Union after learning -that
President Eisenhower discussed the issue with Soviet Premier Nikita
S. Khrushchev,
Label A. Katz of New Orleans, president of B'nai B'rith, a
Jewish service organization, made public Sunday a letter from Pres-
idential Assistant Gen. Wilton B. Persons.
Ile said persons informed him that the situation of Jews in
Russia had been brought ep by Eisenhower in his Camp David, Md.,
talks with Khrushchev two weeks ago.
Reiterates Red Proposals For Germany
LONDON — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S Khrushchev has
reiterated his willingness to negotiate a German settlement with the
West and in the same speech said it "appears that a summit meet-
ing will be held in the none too distant future."
The Soviet News Agency Tans Tuesday night summarized a
speech the Russian premier made Saturday at Novosibrisk. Ile was
quoted as saying his meetings with President Eisenhower "will be of
great importance for a better understanding of the relations be-
tweeIn oruergacrodunto 
tries.Soviet"  proposals for a German peace treaty.
Khrushchev said "we are for negotiations and we want to prove t
if the Western powers are really willing In clear the road to (id
ship . . . we should remove the stones blocking this road by
efforts ..."

























































































EVENING SCHOOL Is a pomp
lar place for many alemphi-
ans interested In adding to
their store of knoMedge. With
numerous courses being taught
chances are there is something rear, supervises a class in 
so•
to meet every need and taste. rational typing.




TAILORING CLASS — Busy left to right. Mrs. Ora Lei 
structor; Mrs. Role Gooden, Mrs. Maezell Jackson.
at work in tailoring class are, Saxton, John H. 
George, in- Mrs. Ruth °nide Mason and
11th GRADE ENGLISH teach- project with riddle Cummings Coleman Wow the lessons In
or, Mrs. A. M. Roberts, as Betfasjs. Bolden and William the) textbooks.
gimp special attention le a
Learning Is Popular
With Adults At BTW
Booker T. Washington evening
school has become a mecca for
Memphians over 17 years of age
who are anxious to add to their
funds of knowledge. Almost 500
persons are now taking vocation-
al and high school courses from 6-
10 p. m. Monday and Thursdays.
According to the new principal of
BTW night school, William D. Cal-
lien, jr., the purpose of the school
is to provide instruction of the sup-
plemental type for the further de-
velopment of performance skills
technical knowledge, related in-
dustrial information, safety a n el
job judgement for persons already
employed in a trade and industrial
occupation.
Callian, who was formerly a
math teacher at Hamilton High
school, said certificates are award-
ed to students who complete vo-
cational courses and diplomas can
be won from the high school di-
vision. *alp
He said new students can still
enter vocational courses but those
desiring high school instruction
will have to wait until the next
registration in January.
Among the courses available at
Booker T. Washington evening
school are:
TAILORING: Practice is pro-
vided in alteration of garments,
repair of garments, pattern draft-
ing, garment making, care and
instruction is given in textiles, re-
eled mathematics, and pattern
drafting.
ROOFER: Instruction is given in
blue-print reading, types of roofs,
waterproofing, dampproofing, and
safety practices.
CHILD CARE: Instruction is giv-
en performing the more simple
duties concerned with the care of
children, such as washing and iron-
ing clothes, reading and playing
games with children, feeding arid
how to control and regulate the
child. Other subjects which per-
tain to children are also taught
SEWING: All types of sewrig
are taught including remodeling
and alterations. The correct Ise
of commercial patterns is featured
with original and individual adap-
tations for the students. Hard-
made children's clothing is em-
phasized and articles are made
for the homes. Gift making and
handmade gloves are featured
throughout the year.
BUSINESS EDUCATION: T •
instruction in this course includes
the basic techniques of typewrt-
ing and shorthand, the Parte of
the machine and their uses, the
placement of the hands on the
keyboard, posture. A beginning
course in the principles and thee
ry of Gregg shorthand simplified
for students without previous in-
struction in shorthand or adequate
preparation for more advanced
courses.
Other course offerings during
the year include accounting, au-
tomotive tune.up, cosmetology,
brick-masonry, and carpentry.
WALLACE WILBURN lectures sirs.
to class In high school phy-
SEWING — Mrs. Doris Rod. demonstration in pattern Gul-
den, left, gives sewing class ling.
MR2I. EATHERVN P. THOM- over shoulders of student, Mrs.
AS, standing. instructor in 57th Geneva Smith. , II
grade English course, looks
1DM-STATE DEFENDER
Set., Oct. 24, 1939
' There's nothing like the return
of a native Memphian to spur old
friends to entertain. . .and the re-
cent presence of Mrs. Alice Tay-
lor King of Austin, Tex., resulted
In a aeries of entertainments in
her honor. Charming Mrs. King
was the house guest of Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr. Many oth-
er members of our community re-
member Mrs. King and her son
and daughter, John and Edwina.
In Austin she manages the fam-
ily's undertaking establishment
which since the passing of her
husband. Edwina Is married to a
Prairie View College professor
and has a six month old daugh-
ter. . .while John, who has ac-
iitdred the Ph.D degree, is a pro-
feLsor at Tillotson college at Aus-
iih, whose family includes four
'children.
Her week-long visit was filled
p the hilt. . with the first three
days spent out at the Women's
Blinding during the Tri-State Fair
with Mrs. Lewis. .then on Satur-
day, John and Juanita Poston
were hosts at a dinner party at
Tuny's Inn. . followed by Dr.
and Mrs. A. K. Smith's dinner at
their home on Edith. followed by
'a sightseeing tour of the city, to
bring her up-to-date on the chang-
es which have come about on the
face of 'Our Town' in recent
years. Monday was set aside for
pop calling, . .and ON Tuesday,
Mrs. 0, B. Braithwaite held a
dinner - bridge party at her home
no East MeLemore, which includ-
ed also Mrs. M. L. Adams, Miss
Emma Crittenden, Miss Allison
Vance, Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. C.
M Roulhae. That same night,
Mrs. Thomas Watkins and her
daughter, Miss Marilyn Watkins
entertained with another dinner
entertainment at Four Way Grill.
Wednesday, Mies Emma Critten-
den entertained for her friend,
i Led the next day, Mrs. Roulhac
'entertained at a luncheon party.
Leaving Friday for a visit at Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., she is now back
,}t Austin, filled with the warm
llillarnories et, !ter many friends
Red their eciiiiktesfee here.
iLA VOGUE BRIDGE CLUBMembers of the La Vogue%ridge club were entertained at
It bridge dinner party by Mrs. M.
C. McCoy at her home at 700
Edith St., recently. And mem-
bers and guests at the party were
smartt-elad foils for the arrange-
ments of Fall flowers which were
Used as decoration. Special guests
*ere Mrs. Clinton (Bertha) Ray,
Mrs. Bernice McClellan, and Mrs.
Olivia Lewis. Members attending
Were Mrs. Visas Ward, M r a.
'George (Larcenia) Cain, M r s.
Warren Hawkins, Mrs. Cora Adult models were Miss Yvonne
Blackmon, Mrs. Joseph P. Dobbs, 
TleCoy, who wore a black walk-
Mg suit and fur cellar, and aMiss Ardente Herndon, Mre. Jo -,grey silk cocktail dress; Mrs.'aeph (Othello) .Shannen, Mrs. Al-p0117 C. Swayze who wore three
beAnderson.(Maggie)jo 
Jordan
nissianng fromd MrsLillian of her own creltions, a white wool
the fun of the evening were Mrs.
Burnadine Holmes, Mrs. Henry
Neal and Miss Belle McLean. Win-
berg of the lovely prizes award-
ed fm' highest bridge scores were
Mesdames Shannon, Cain a n d
Hawkins. . .while pert Maggie
Jordan won the mystery box that
Is always a feature at the La Vo-
gue parties.
AFOT OFAT CLUB
Charming matrons of the Afoy
Ofay Bridge club trekked to the
South Parkway home of Mrs, Her-
17 (Augusta) Cash last Saturaay
afternoon to enjoy their pastime
of bridge and the gourmet cuisine
for which Gus is famous. And the
affair met the overwhelming ap.
proval of all. . .and loud have
been their comments anent the de-
licious barbecued chicken, shrimp
spaghetti and other tasty embell-
ishments which completed t It e
dinner. Mestiamee A. Macen (Har-
riette) Walker Intl H. H. (Cather-
Ite) Johnson filled in for missing
members. Mrs. Philip (Alma)
Heath. Mrs. Fred (Mildred) Jor-
dan and Mrs. Marvin (Ethel) Tar-
pley won handsome prizes of a
beaded evening bag, perfume and
a perfume and 'iv combination
set.
' The Twelve Matrons club met Available
TWELVE MATRONS CLUB
with Mrs. Ellen Knight at her
home at ta W. Fields, to completel
their plans for their "Presidents' ,
Gourmet Stylearsma," which wiFll: rom COREbe held Sunday, Dec. 6, at Cur-
rie's Club Tropicana from II until
1. Styles and dinner in the French Nineteen Fifty.Nine Holiday
manner will prevail. . and many Cards. suitable for Christmas end.. 
the New Year are now availableclubs are expected to participate
with their presidents .from CORE (Congress of Racial
MBE DANCE lEquality according to James ft.LES S 
'Twas a 
,,sight For Lovers Robinson, executive secretary.
Only" theme carried out by Les, tin secretary.
Cherie Amiss Bridge Club at their Two new cards, "Figure in Ador-
eemi-formal dance held at Cur. ation" by Gilbert Harris and
ties' last Friday night. . .where "Birds of Many Colors" by Jerry
members of the club greeted Goldman, have been added to theguests as they arrived to enjoy CORE collection this year. The
the night of dancing and fun. "World Brotherhood" card by Har
Baby orehid corsages were given nil which was so popular last year
and the "HAPPY Holiday" cardthe ladies to adorn their lovely,
gowns I are still available.
Mr. Harris. 2e. winner of anPresenting an attractive picture!
were the chic members of the Opportunity Fellowship awarded
club .Mrs. Dorothy Slate — the FlV the John hay Whittle, Fnum
president. Mrs. Ezell* Parks.'.dation studied at the Art Students
Mrs. IL .7. Lockard. Mrs. Grace.LAISIA.
Conelson, Mrs. Bernice Rive r,
Mrs. Ann Scales, Mrs. Helen
Hooks, Mrs. Bernice Harris, Miss
Ophelia Van Pelt, Mrs. Martha
Fit wers, Mrs. Lula Wilson, Mrs.
Savannah Mayes, Mrs. Beulah
Preston, Mrs. Alma Holt, Mrs.
Elmse Flowers, Mrs. Winifred
Franklin and Mrs. Mollie Carter.
Scores of folk were invited. ..
and much was the joy of guests
and members alike. Striking too,
were the silver foil decorations
and black and silver glittered
streamers above the band stand,
spelling out the theme of the
dance.
TRE DINNER CLUB — Sees
are the members of The Din-
ner Club at their recent Pink
Champagne formal dance held
at the Flamingo Room, which
introduced three new mem•
hers, Mrs. B. Carruthers
CHILDREN'S BUREAU
The Case Committee of Chil-
dren's Bureau sponsored a "Back
to School" Fashion show at Abe
Scharff YMCA last Friday night,
to benefit the children who are in
foster .homes under the supervi-
sion of the bureau. Supported by
clubs and other organizations, the
proceeds will go to supply the
needs of the children and to make
a happy Christmas for each of
their wards. Mrs, Thelma Davie,
son, the committee chairman, and
Miss Gwen Featherstone were
seen busily steering the events of
the program, which included mus-
ical selections, modern dances by
the Porter Junior High dance
group, and fashions for children.
Adding to the enjoyment of the
show was the apnearance of adult
models, woe showed varied adult
fashion, for ladies. Appearing on
the program were hittl Yasmine
Boncile Ragsdale, who wore a uni-
que two-pl,ce cinrerella dress of
navy and white checks, have a
red over apron arnLqued with
acottie dogs of navy and white,
with garden flowers at the neck.
line. Others wer: Linea H a r•
!naves, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Hargraves; Patricia Ann
McClellan, daughtzr of Mr. a n d
Mrs. Thomas McClellan; Lynne
Millicent Ulm daughter of Mrs.
Marjorie Ulen; Joym Cochrane,
daughter si Mr, and Mrs. S. G.
Cochrane; Cassandra Whit e,
daughter of Mr. aid Mrs. Carr-
ie White; Lillian Drake, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Drake;
Gilda Lee, dsughtn of Lt. George
W. Lee — who modelled three out-
fits; Ophelts Rainer daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rainey; Gwendolyn
and JunJ Lacey, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs, John Larey; Erma
Fawkins. granddaughter of Mrs.
nertha Stigall; Carms \ Marie,
Nicholson, daughter of . Itfaryl
Green; Brenda Burns, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burns;
and little Madelyn Shaffer, daugh-
ter of Mr sod Mrs. Johnnie shat-ter.
weskit suit, a rust wool jersey
sheath dress and matching coat
lined with white satin, and a black
dinner dress. Mrs. Dorothy Mer-
rill modelled a gold velvet suit
and sheath shirt with cut away
coat, a tan jersey sheath dress
with fringed front panel and a
pink formal balloon gown. Miss
Harry Mae Simons was the nor
rator ef the show, Samuel Ruth-
erford, Director of Children's Bu-
reau Was presented, along with
the members of the committee.
ELITE CLUB
Lelia Walker Clubhoulte was the
scene of the recent meeting of the
Elite dub where Mrs. H. 14
Jones presided. Hostesses at the
meeting were Mrs. Walter Guy,
Sr., and Mrs. A. B. Owen. Miss-
ing from the meeting because of
illness were Mrs N, M. Watson,
Mrs. B F. McCleave, Mrs. Effie
Flagg and and Mrs. Vella Wiggins
. .And. at we ,;(1 to press, we
hone the, 'hese writ-known ladies
and all nhers in the con rnunity




Ebony Fashion Fair model
Alberta Culbreath is wearing
an unusual creation but gay
ensemble of ski and sports
clothes of hand knitted wool
from Italy, with matching
Bland, Mrs. Robert S. Lewis,
jr., and Mrs. William Oscar
Speight, jr. The outstanding
social event featured pink at-
tire for feminine guests. . •
and pink champagne punch
sei ted at a beautiful table
shoes. It was designed by
LIDA. Hmmm wonder what
goes in that huge pocket! Sew
this ensemble Nov. 12 when
the Ebony Fashion Fair comes
to Memphis.
highlighted with a pink pea-
cock centerpiece, with myriad
twinkling lights illuminating
the peacock's spread tail. .
matching other decorations of
silver and pink. Seen left to
right are the members of the
organization — Mrs. Frederick
Summer was good while it last-
ed but with the date of Autumn
well pass it looked as if the weath-
er would never correspond. At
last it is here and summer clothing
has been shed as that was the
only comfortable attire. The brisk
air feels good, doesn't it?
JACESONIANS ATTEND
Many ministers and laymen o
the Christain Methodist church
church were in Memphis last week
attending the annual conference
Some of the Jacksonian, in the
number were: all ministers of the
Jackson CME churches, Dr. C. A
Kirkendoll, president of Lane col-
lege, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Perkins, Mrs.
Georgia Kelley, T. R. White, S
H. Bronaugh, G. L. Thacker, Mrs,
Florence Ward, Mrs. Mae Chairs,
Mrs. Marie Penn, Mrs. Lucille
Davis and the Youth Choir, under
the direction of Sirs. Edna White
of liberty CME church of this
city were guest on Saturday when
Youth Day was observed.
The churches in the two dis-
tricts in which Jackson was repre-
sented were very happy to get
their ministers back. They are
Rev. C. F, Odem for Mother Lib-
erty, Rev. J. D. Atwater for St.
Paul, and Rev. H. C. Walker for
Lane Tabernacle. Mrs. Georgia
Kelly of Liberty CME church was
elected vice president of the Wom-
en's Missionary Society.
JACKSON YOUTH CITED
Edward Meltelvy of the Jackson
Oakland District was elected presi-
dent of the Christian Youth Fel-
lowship organization and Chester
$ A. Kirkendoll III of the North
Jackson District was elected tress-
Rivers, Mrs. T. C. D. Hayes,
Mrs. W. F. Nabors, Mrs.
Bland, Mrs. Lewis, Mrs C.
C Sawyer, president; Mrs W.
A. Young, Mrs. Speight; Mrs.
James S. Byes, Mrs. William
Owen and Miss Marlette
Trigg.
urer. Both are students at Merry
High school, Kirkendoll a senior
and McKelvy a junior. The newly
elected president is the son of
Rev. and Mrs. R. McKelvy of
the West Jackson District. Kirk-
endoll is the son of President and
Mrs. C. A. Kirkendoll, jr. Ross
Bruce Cheers, jr., the outgoing
president was present for the meet-
ing. Cheairs, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Cheairs, sr., of this
city is now enrolled in Fisk uni-
versity as a freshman.
EDUCATIONALLY
Begin to plant seeds early for
observance of American 
Edue 
a•
lion Week which is set for the
week of Nov. a - 14. The main
theme this year is "Praise and
Appraise Your Schools " The pro.
gram committee of the Jackson
City Teachers has planned a very
timely program centered around
the interpretation of the theme
which will be told in verse, song
and pantomine by the three els-
mentary schools, Washington -
Douglass, Lincoln, and South Jack-
son and the high school, Merry.
The topics for the week are: Sun-
day, The Child, What Does Edu-
cation Mean to Him?: Monday,
The Parent. How Can They Work
for Better Schools?: Tuesday, The
Teacher: What Is A Teacher?: The
People Next Door Who art they?
for Wednesday; Thursday. T h •
Schoolbaord member, What Are
His Responsibilities?: Friday, The
Adult Citizens; How Can The
Schools Serve Them?: and Satur-
day, The Voter, How Does He
Make His Decisions on !dues.
Hon?
Fresh front the fields of the rice country, his .‘ ice gives yon the
full natural flavor of the gleaming-white whole grains. So quick, go
easy to cook that pre-cooking or other special factory processing is not
necessary. So delightful to serve in so many ways! Riceland Rice is
wonderfully fluffy, tender. Tastes so much better. It's naturally better
for your co roily.
(time tot,
Recipe Booklet!
New, •xeltIng w•y• I• serve rl••































































REV. AND MRS. Harvey E.
Jones are seen cutting their
bridal cake at the wedding
reception which marked their
recent wedding. Mrs. Jones
is the former Mrs. Ella Mae
Jones.
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey E. Jones formerMrs. Ella Mae Jeae5.
were complimenteti at a wedding DECORATIONS








ti o m  is he, T utese- greenery and arrangements of
white stock decorated the rooms
of the home, while musical selee-If you want additional informa- lions were played by Mrs. Leetion on these topics, contact the
librarian in your area and above 
Ella Smith through the evening. 4
The bride was dress of em-ail, visit your schools during Amer-
ican Education Week and a n y
other time it is possible through-
out the school year, We must re-
member that good schools mean
higher incomes, greater purchas-
ing power, better citizens.
CLUB DOINGS
The Arthenian Art and Literary
broidersd crystal nylon and a
shoulder corsage of white orchids.
Among the first guests to ar-
rive were Bishop and Mrs. C. H.
Mason. Out of town guests includ-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bailey
and mother of Shervills, Ark.,
Paul Chatman anti his mother.
Chatman of St. Louis, Mo.,club had their first Fall meeting in Nir'•
the lovely home o the president, 
and Rev. Moses Cross of Chica-
go,Mrs. Rena Hay on Tanyard at. Ill.
last SaturdaySrhaee f iltzdgey afternoon ee 
car
atwsp.m. Assisting at the reception wereT
ried out since it is in the month
of October. At this meeting, of-
ficers were named for the year,
wsithpr NeIsrisd.eHntxy sbehie is a 
charter
ngelecteda gain Mrs, Bettye Lou Dickerson, Mrs.a
Jeannette Morris, Miss Julia Scott
member. and Miss Roberts Morris.
Other officers to serve with her Rey. eed Woo: Jonas ere SOW on
are Mrs. Fleas, Hutson, vice pre- their wedding trip in Cleveland,
ident; Mrs. Victoria Pulliam. sec- Ohio, and they will later visit
retary; Mrs. Claud Neal, treasur- friends in Milwaukee, Wis., and
et, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Fannie Hamilton, Mrs. Cur-
lie Davis, Mrs. Juanita Clay,
Mrs. Josephine Haley, Mrs. Rus-





with a safe, dependable
PET Milk formula!
It's no wonder PET Milk babies are known for
their healthy growth and happy dispositions. As
doctors can tell you, PET is a dependable milk,
always absolutely safe, always uniformly rich—
easy for babies to digest. And it's fortified with
important vitamin D, the sunshine vitamin that
helps build strong, straight bones and sound teeth.
Yes, when it comes to baby's bottle,
there's no finer milk than PET Milk.
More than fifty million babies have
been raised on this form of milk. Be
sure rer precious baby gets all the



























Bore at John Gaston hospital
Oct. 10, 1959
A daughter, Wanda Fay. to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Golden of 1382 Ells-
lyn.
A daughtern Carolyn Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Boyce of 1438
James.
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Thomas of 252 Pau.
line Cit. W,
IF YOUR DAD GAVE
YOU FIFTY CENTS, AN'




Amaden. ,Mre. Odell Jones of 832 N. Matti e
A daughtern Patricia, to Mr. and .at. I •"i‘ \s‘ .0,...."
Mrs. Eugene Rome of 252 Ayers. A son, Gerald Antonio, to Mr. : ' ..........,,,.., ,L ...‹•""°.
and Mrs. Pearlie Mack of 90.2j -- •
Florida. ..--:„.
A son, Timoth, Lynn, to Mr.I
A son, Kenneth Lewis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Wilson of 4613
Lakeview.
A daughter, Nanette Delon., and Mrs. George Shaw of 2483 Wi-j
to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Leavy of nona• I .
1867 Hunter. A son, Robert Earl, to Mr. andj
Mrs. Sammie Toney of i120 Geo',A son Lavne Kinnio. to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Williams of 906 Lavon.
A son, Keith Andrew, to Mr. A son, Odis. jr., to Mr. and A son, Fabian Willie, to Mr. it ,
and Mrs. James Z. Oliver of 16022 Mrs. Odle Reynolds. of 231 W. and Mrs. James Howard of 1441 -
Ely. Utah. Apple. it A son, Stanley Louis, to Mr. Oct. a I A daughter, Rhonda Lashell, tolDoMuysoiung 3)'‘our friends theirand Mrs. Lonnie Seals of 670 Mc- A son, Ronald L t' eShee, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Aren' Morman of :possessions. their opportunities.Rinley. W and Mrs. James Blake of 2107 922 Seattle it) their environment, their achieve-
A daughter, LeTanya Denise, to Stovall 
" 
'
iments, their progress' Plan solid
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Califon of 1510 A son, Wendell Dale. to Mr. A. sdaughter. Ruby Lee, to Mr and work your plan to gainAzalia. and Mrs. Marion F. Turner of 5116 and Mrs. Eddie Holland et 3042, your ends . . don't scheme. con'.4 son, Gregory Louis, to Mr. and Miss. Crystal.Mrs. Jones Foote of 674 Linden A daughter, Cynthia Renee, to 
spire and undermine. You cannot
A son, Michael, to Mr, a n d Mr. and Mrs Rayford Hudson and sNolArs..SivtoolvessetterltBBuutltelerr. 
In
Mr. 





A son to Mr. and Mrs. Octan A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Airs. 
build. You are not stronger be-
Mrs. Booker T. Guy of 348 S. 4th. of 1804 Kellner Cir. Williams.
Martin of 1527 Doris. 
A son, Freddie Lee, to Mr. and eRUAR you weaken someone else.
• Clenton Hoyle of 1594 S. Lauder- Mrs. John Banks of 303 High. You are not moving fore ard
Mr. and Mrs. William Grice 500 A son, Marcus Terrell. to Mr. 
a nAd ,diar us g ht Willier  RBoesrer y of Marie41 you push someone out of
A daughter, Pamela Denise, to dale.
tGoraMcer: rausethe way . . . at best you areCarpenter
A son, Roger. in Mr and Mrs. Hernando. 
only creating an illusion of progressand Mrs. Robert Lenton of .-58 wood.
A daughter. Barbara DeniseRobert Sherman of 806 Baltimore. A daughter, Anita. to Mr and Flynn, to Mr. and Mrs. RayfieldOct. 11 Mrs. Theodore Neal of 1209 Louis-
A son, Dennis Edward, M Af r. vliie• Can you tell me what is the bestand Mrs, James F. Smith of 6022 A daughter. Blunders Jo, to Mr. 
Carpenter. and Mrs. Roosevelt Boyd of 616
A daughter, Anita Curvet, to S. Wellington.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Sanford A daughter. Lisa Virginia. to
of 2983 Airways. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Norfleet
A daughter, Jean, to Mr. and of 485 1.ipford.
Mrs. Willie Graham of 5157 Mt.
Moriah. 
A son, Herman Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Dubose of 1021
A daughter, Shelby Marie, to Mr. Lewis.
and Mrs. Theodore Dorsey of 793 A son. Jessie James, jr., to Mr.
Hazelwood. and Mrs. Jessie J. Clear of 1051
A son, Ernest Eugene, to Mr. Tupelo.
and Mrs. Billy S. Brazen of ii175 Oct. 14
Warlord.
A son, Kenneth Darrell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert II. Taylor of
581 St. Paul.
A son, Reginald Cortes, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Johnson, of 833
Mt. Pisgah.
A daughter, Ave Gale. to Mr.
and Mrs. Ira D. West of 951 Alma.
A son, Jerry Leen to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Moore of 855 Majes-
tic.
Oct. 12
A deughter, Cristy Arnett, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Ivy of t53 Crump.
A son, Billy Genne. to Mr. and







'I, fuel affea.into toe Nest
Flynn of 133 Huling.
A son, Roy Lee jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L. Ruffin of 421 Vance.
A son, Elex, Jr., to Mr and Mrs.
Ellex Jennings of 387 Boyd.
A daughter, Terry Felecian In Afr
and Mrs. Haywood Alexander of
1680 Kansas.
Bore at E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital
Oct. I
A daughter, 011ie Lee. 10 Sir
and Mrs Waverly Brown of 1381
Eloise rd.
Oct 2
A son, Alexis to Mr. and Mrs. Twin son and daughter, Victor
Floyd Alivitell of .1st I•1•-• • • - Edward and Vicki Elaine, to Mr.,
A son. Terry Wayne. to Mr. and and Mrs Rufus Jones of 1492 S.I
Mrs. Willie Cade of 999 N. Ring- Barksdale.
ham.
A daughter, Annelle. to Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Moore of 1654 Penney!.
vanity
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Dallas of ma Grand.
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Pruitt of 335 N. Dunlap.
A daughter, Patricia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Davis of 1051 Tupelo.
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Mr.
arid Mrs. Perry Watson of 1046 S.
Dunlap,
A daughter, Veronica Ann, to
KT. and Mrs. Willie Ellis of 744
Stephenson.
made by the widening gap of aft
other's retreat.
Dear Carlotta:
A daughtern Myrna Dell, to Mr.:
and Airs. Joe N. Corbett of 783
Marechalneal
A daughter. Stepheme Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Major Harris of
2297 Sparks rd.
A daughter, Deborah Rose, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Mix of 306
Essex.
Oct. 2 0
A daughter, Gloria .lean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Echols of s445
Boston, Apt. 3.
A daughter, Rita De•Nesa. to Mr
and Mrs. Joe Ed Harris of 016
Alma it.
A son, Edward Lee. to Mr. A son, Oscarn, jr. to Mr and
and Mrs. Osie Watson of 563 Plum. Mrs. Oscar Renfro. of 1579 Nor
Oct. IS ris.
A son. Michael Wayne. to Mr. Oct. 4
and Mrs. Clers Sanders of 380 S. A daughter. Roxanne. to Mr. and
Driver. Mrs. John Borders of 1281 Vol-
A son, Erroll Pnitier, to Mr. and: lentine.
• -
SEN. HENRY CLAY thought so
highly of JAMES Csow's whiskey
he ordered it by the barrel. (Re-
port,- ,n a newspaperof the 1800's).
The day James Crow perfected his bourbon,
a masterpiece was born. Today, there is still
no near rival to light, mild Old Crow.
It is America's preferred bourbon.




way to lose weight? I know why
boys don't like to take me out to
dances. I am too fat. If I were
thinner, I could have as many
dates as other girls Tell me how
I can lose fat. F. V. C.
STil [WORT
Dear F. V. C.,
Cutting out sweets and 1st ..t.
Arnow: of starchy food, eating
more meat, eggs, milk, fruit and
fresh vegetables, taking no sec-
ond helpings . . . this is the hard
way but usually the best.
Lots of teen-agers are too fat
or too thin, too tall or too short
because they are growing faster in
some ways than in others tempor-
arily their whole body is out of
balance. There is a possibility of
your becoming proportioned as
)0I1 grow older, if this is the
case Find something else to do
when the urge comes over you is
eat toast piled with jam. Find
another enduring satisfaction . .
other than double hot-fudge sun-
dae or malted milk. People often
overeat because they want to pay
themselves hack for something
they feel they are missing in life
even though they are not quite
aware of it. If this is your prob-
PITTSBURGH, Pa. -- George
Washington Carver Week will be
observed here Jan. 3-9, 1960. Men
and ts:onien of all races and reli-
gtons, from schools, elite, religious
and labor organizations will joint
hands in promoting the annual'
tribute to the life of the great
hum snit a rian.
Highlight of the week will be a
luncheon at the Georgian Room,
Webster Hall Tuesday, Jan. 5, at
12:15 p.m. Dr. Ethel J. Appenfels,
educator and anthropologist, New
York university, will address the
luncheon.
Organizations and friends are re-
quested to make reservations to
attend the luncheon at $3.50 per
person from Mrs. Goldie Hamilton,
Council of Churches, 220 Grant at.,
Pittsburgh 19, PA.
hem (which doubt) then eating
something good may make you
feel better for a moment, But
only when you have faced the
deeper cause of dissatisfaction will
your thoughts turn less to food
Our column is sonic .siiht short
this week due to circumstances be
,.unit our (nitro!. Tao, n.mier•
ence season with some, and assts.
coition season with others a nd
pastors appreciation time with
!still others, therefore everyone is
busy, busy, busy.
The Brownsville District, under
the guidance of Rev. W. C. Rog
ersn Rev. N. Trent and Rev. J
Buckley as commuteemen in
charge, Mrs. Johnnie Jamison. Mr.
James Williams from Dyer, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Howard, Mrs
Mary Curry, Mmes. Mary L
Moore, Bessie Garrett, Blonnie
Chapman, 11Pssrs. M. Marsh
James Johnsnn, and 011iftts or the
Martin Tabernacle Church of Tren-
ton, planned and served a beauti-
ful punch service in the basement
following a very inspiring pro-
gram.
Thin program was given in hon-
or of the retiring presiding el-
der of the district, the Rev. C. D.
McKelvy and wife. Highlights of
the program, included readings,
from Mrs. Josephine Barnett and
Miss Judy Patton of Martin, solo
from Mrs. Virginia O'Daniet of
Dyer, Mr, L. Taylor of Martin,
Miss Brenda McGee of Union
City.
Greetings from Dr. 0. W. Boush,
testimonial remarks by Revs. A.
C. Cole, Charles Ward, 0. J.
Graves. Mrs. Ruby jayeocks,
Prof. W. L. Burnett and Miss
Dorothy Bigham.
A very nice cash donation was
given to the Elder along with
cards and other articles of apprec-
iation.
Mrs. Esther Jehniums entertain•
ed the Neighborhood Monday night
in her spacious home and opened
the meeting with supper for all.
Barhequed ehicken, potato dups.
pickles, cherries, candies. n u t a,
cake and ice cream went together
to make the affair a wholesome
"Write me personally!"
says NAT 'KING' COLE
"I want you to write me personally—and write me now
—so that I can tell you all about a great new insurance
company that is ready to make you the hest offer of your
life. Jesse Owens, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Paul R.
Williams, Dr. M. C. Williams, many other outstanding
Americana and myself have joined in the formation of
International Opportunity Life Insurance Company. Here
at last is an integrated insurance company that stands for
the rights and privileges you and I believe in. Our com-
pany opens the door of opportunity for all. Just take a
look at this offer and you'll see what I mean. You'll see
why I want you to fill in the coupon below and mail it
to me right away—for full free information on todayS
most amazing buy in insurance."
NOW—THE MOST REMARKABLE 1/FE INSURANCE COMPANY IN THE WORLD—OFFERS YOU
anai $51 a Mora',
DIRECT TO YOU-THE LOWEST RATES OF ANY LEADING COMPANY-ON THE AMAZING POLICY AVAILABLE TO
EVERY FAMILY AT ONE LOW PREMIUM! LIMITED TIME ONLY AT THIS LOW RATE! YOU MUST ACT AT ONCE!
Now, from the integrated Company founded by great Americans who believe in opportunity for
all—comes an amazing new plan! A plan for every family—a plan that includes every member of




✓. LEI BALIPonak ease of Witten
Insui,nee Man
ROI* R. tiLIWILL. ChM hod Ihtsinesa
bratty
PAUL R. WILLIOMI, liedloar Anodes*
kcnitect
as U. C. WILLIAMS. rotiodar of I ot,netione;
oppolunity ens We I•ik,00rn Cistaymao
sal 1. WAS11111113011, Pitertn, of Mlnorttthe,
Republican NatIOMI Committee
RR, ORTON RINI CURRY, as., KetionatV
assinctse Mester
up TO $3,000.00 11'.:SUR4NC9! FOR
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD depending
on age at time of death. Financial hard-
ship will nescr destroy the happy mem-
ories you gave theml
UP TO $1,000.06 ON YOUR WWI,
to lessen the financial burden at a time
of heavy expense and sorrow.
UP TO $400.04 ON EACH CHILD—
regardlesa of how many children you
have. There is no limit.
PAID-LIP INSURANCE. Should head
of household pass on, initiratICt on wife
and children is automatically paid up.
No further premium payments required.
VALVE OF HUSBAND'S INSUR-
ANCE INCREA.SES, should wife die
Amount of wife's insurance is automati-
cally added on to husband's insurance.
In case of remarriasenotify company and
2nd wife will receive insurance protection.
NO CHANGE. OF RATES, regardless
of your age, from 18 to 60, regardlem
of how many children you have. Any
children born after you have taken out
this policy arc automatically included its
the benefits.
THE LOWEST RATES EVER OFFERED, SAVE THREE WAYS
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE! For a limited time
only—to introduce this great new policy—you can protect
your family for this one low rate.... ACT NOW—this offer
may be withdrawn.
DMECT.TO-YOU-SAVINGSI Yost deal directly with the




No agent will call you'
fee . . . or the cost of maintaining expensive sales ofBoes.
CASH DIVIDENDS' In addition to paying the lowest rata.
your International Opportunity policy earns regular divi-
dends. You receive cash dividends in the mail, or they may
be applied to your monthly premium. or they may belch on
depoiiit with the Company and earn addibooal interest.
NO Moe Cfallo
INTERNATIONAL OreORTUNITY INSUIRAMCI COMPASS,
P. O. Um #4,
DENVER 1, COLORADO
12 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 24, 1959
BE SOCIABLE Is the advice
given by Elizabeth Prudent,
left, and Helen Duncan at Miss fashion events.
Duncan', production of "Sheer )pa•ty October le at the home of
L. S. Border Patrol. 
Mrs Katherine lappan, 3457 W.
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUTTON; Hem Lake ltd.
SHOW, Starring Betty Hutton and We teL highty honored to have
featuring Gigi Perreau, Richardi some of ills most distinguished
S Mlles and Dennis Joel. "Goldie 1 People of Walker Homes as our
Knots the Old School Tie." Goldie guests Among them were Mrs.




II:15 to 900 a m. CAPTAIN
KANGAROO, Todays feature Is
Strong nt. Mrs. Elmira Dockery.
Our guests were greeted by the
member! of the club. After all
had sufficiently dined on a lavish
ineat, the president gave the mot-
to of the club: "It is better to
give than to receive." Our objec-
ive is to help someone less fortu-
nate .han ourselves.
Mrs. Gooch encouraged mem-
bers with some very inspiring re-
marks. Our colors are red a n d
white Our club flower is red car-
nation. The uniquely decorated
table consisted of a center piece
of red and white carnations.
The club proudly accepted into
Membership Mrs. Johnnie M a e
Peters and Mrs Katie Ma, Cole-
man.
CHURCH NEWS 1
Tht Riverside M. B. church
held regulae worship services
Sunday October 11, at 11 a.m.
The Rev. 0. D White, pa‘tor
pri•ached a very inspiring sermon.
415 text was taken from the sev-
enth chapter of St. Matthews. His
aubject was "Two Roads and Too
Gates.' Nine new members were
accepted into the church.
SHEER ARTISTRY was the
name of the show as well as
an aPt description of the per-
forrnances of these models
who appeared at the style
event produced by Miss Helen
Duncan at Club Tropicanna.
Left to right are Helen Ann
Prudent, Elizabeth Prudent,
Dorothy Truitt, Juda Eiland,
Walter Sphinx, Rose Caviness,
Sallie Taylor, A. C. Wit-
toe
Hams, Helen Duncan, Pauline
Swayze, Martha Jean Stein-
began, %mantle Battles, Mary
Anthony Beasley and Janie
Prudent,
MELROSE REVIEW Fayette County News
Mete were approximately 250 
 ' Since the close of school for thememlers and friends present for; Hello there everybody, this itellomecoming events. The crown-, harvest break there hasn't been
ed at 248 Mitchell road. Sunday
the services. The church is local.- 
ling of the Queen and congratulat-I any news around Somerville and 
students were overwhelmingly out-, your reporter schooling you on the; .ng
terithrt Joe H. Denton with about 1. 
the adjoining towns. That is, until .standing at the 1959-60 Tri-Stateschool was conducted by Superin- 
,i of her court filled the atmos-
latest happenings and mishappen-;phere of the mounds. the opening of the many and vat,' Fair.
250 rresent. There were also a
large number present for the BTU 
Inv; around the biggest "M" float-' Our attractive Queen, Miss Caro- ied contests at the 1959-60 Tri-State _
tog. I'm sure you'll stick with'hec of such
lyn 1.ove is a senior and a mem- Fair. Students who attend Fayette!
an exhibit of farm machinery. Ford Road school; Mrs. Amelia Mrs. Thelma Clark.
at 6 p.m., under the direction of me all the way. I tions as the National Honor So-
prominent organiza• County training school participated;
wholeheartedly and one-hundredBINGO, Thursday. Cwt. 13, the Golderdciety and the Charmettes. M i s s per cent in most every competitive
4:00 to 5:30 p. m., EARLY 1110V-
IE WITH KITTY KELLY, "State starring Don Durent as Johnny Katie Mae Coleman, Mrs. Dante  
s. Charlene Dandridge is Wildcats celebrated their annual Love was represented by her moth-' affair available.Department ft 649" with Wil-
liam Lundigan and Virginia Bruce.
U. S. Foreign Agent sacrifices all'
to stop Chinese warlord. (Adv.
6:30 to 7:00 BORDER PATAROL,'
Crooks try to collect payoff from
foreigners in U. S. by telling them
immigration quotas will be in-
creased and that they can
have relatives brought into coun-
try . . for a price. Richard Webb
stars as Deputy Don Jagger of the
Ringo, new sheriff of Valarde, church reporter.
Arizona Territory. The new
deputy sheriff, a fast draw but no'
killer kills his first man and the i
psychological impact is overwhelm-
ing. Karen Sharpe is featured as
Laura, Johnny's girl friend. Cully
is the deputy sheriff, played by
Mark Goddard.
8:00 to 8.30,ZANE GREY THE-
ATRE, Dick Powell is host. Barry
Sullivan stars in "Lonely Gun" a
western. A lonely and bitter gun
MAIDS (issi isrIMED AT ONCE man visits s trouble-making neph,Guaranteed Jobe. 550-10 weekly. beet ...homer. 'femora. town, tickets advanced. r-W and puts him on the straight
131111.1,218, roam board free. A-1 Agency, and narrow from a life of trouble.100A MIln Si Hemp‘ea4
Long Wend. N. Y making.
— 8:30 to 10:00, THE BIG PARTY
BY REVLON, Greer Gerson, host-ACHING MUSCLES em: guest stars Martha Raye, Wal-
Relieve pains of tired. sora &chin.
enuselee with STANBACK, tablets
se powders. 111TANSACK sets fast
to brine orrenforting relief . .
booming the IFIANSACK formula
weenbinos 1 oreeeription typo




For the first time er.ence has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Host
amazing of all -results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (1310-13yneli-di1-
covery of a world-famous research
Instoute.This substance is now avail-
able in suppository or ointment feral
called Preparation HT. At all drug
counters — money back guarantee.
ng-standingupsets a 
Shelby County Council of Parentpaying a visit to the exclusive boys
school attended by her youngestl Teachers Associations: Mrs. John
sic Mae Peters, vice president ofcharge.
7:30 to 8:00, JOHNNY ' Eddins, Mrs. Bettie Wilson, Mrs. Mr
GO B Y B
er at the ceremony, Mrs. Joe Lost.:
'and her guest of honor, Rozelle
Blanchard. Her attendants 
we
' Miss Jean Barnett, senior first al-1
ternate; Miss Margret Sherrod,1
Junior alternate: Miss Mary Wal-I
I▪ lace, sophomore alternate; andlMiss Thelma Glass, freshman al-1
•ternale. These lovely ladies were
all escorted by the tabuloul
Knights, an all male organization
on the campus sponsored by 0. V.
Nelson.
The senior class presented a
barn dance last Wednesday with
Hunky Dory of WLOK spinning
the records. Familiar faces seen
'lopping all over the place were
Maxine Draper, Lawrence Collins,
I Wansa McClara, Willmetta Park-
er, Fred Carr and Clevon Rank-
Everybody is wondering why
Lynn Rumpus made her exit be-
fore the dance ended.
Clara Smith and Jewel Reed —
Unchained Melody.
I Arthur Hull anti Charlene Kinn- ,king, chaplain. row, !er — It's Too Lateleft to right, Mrs. Kate Mae : Floice McKnight and HattieColemiui, Mrs. Dante Strong, Smith — Everything Will Be AllMrs. .krdenia Gooch, Mrs. El- , Right.Mrs. Mildred Wright, presi• nora Dockery, Mrs. Amelia • Barbara Mull and Donald Mitch-
White and Perfect", with Mary less fortunate than they a r e. dent; Mrs. Katherine Tappan, Eddins, Mrs. Bettie Wilson ell — I'm Gonna CryShayne battles smugglers and — —
Beth Hughes, Lloyd Nolan. Mike Left to right are, first row. treasurer; Mrs. Bernice Dalt- and Mrs. Johnie Mae Peters. 
Eddie Dale Ford and Fred , —spies Over ,' blue white and perfect dance, cowboy who returns to Charles C. visits with James and! Saturday, Oct. 24 , Carr — I'll Never Love Nobody! AdGilllette
Lie place of his departui.e, George- Jamela Mason, actor and actress 730 to 9:00, FARMER ALFAL- Like You, I Wonder Why? ..
' diamonds.
town. in the Colorado Territory, at home in Beverly Hills. Also Ed Jean Campbell and Pat Young
6:30 to 7.30, RAWHIDE. Hour. 
FA, Cartoons straight from the Adjustahle Razor
;long western with Eric Fleming,and takes over as part owner of ith Head, chief costume designer!are known as the Informationland Clint Eastwood in "The Thir• 'Hotel De Paree. tvith Jeanette No-.. for Paramount Pictures. 
, 
barnyard.[ Booth.9:00 to 9130, HECKLE AND. AN. 
,lan..Sundance hides the suspect of, 
rgret Sherrod has her mind on
teenth Man". When Howdy and 10:00 to 10:30, U. S. MARSHAL,' 
.
Cartoons
a girl's murder, unwilling to al- e 
,J. P over at Hamilton.
,the cook go to town to see a dent- i . . Needlepoint." A mix up in pick.,
• 930 to 10:00 MIGHTY MOUSE' .
:ow him to become victim of a 
, • 1 A certain sophomore has a eer-
• ist the town sheriff grabs both ing of a suitcase of sewing, leade,
PLAYHOUSE, 
and puts them on the jury of a lynch crowd. to the capture of a narcotics ped-  Cartoons !lain senior puzzled about a par-
8:00 to 9:00. DESILU PLAY- dling gang accomplished by U. Si 10:00 to 10:30, I LOVE LUCY Ocular senior. I
ringed murder trial
• ,
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA • • Marshall John Bromfield.
10USE Joan Fontaine Maxilif
. 10:30 to 11:00, LONE RANGER, Ernestine Stroud won't reveal'it Schell and John Williams co- 
il identity of Eddie???
it . . .31i .loithaen stars as Sun '-
star in "ParPous" a tense spy dra- 
1030 'n 12:00, L1TE MOVIE,' "The frightened Woman." A pret-. --)?
' Kenneth Cox shedded 10000 tears'
,•ea . .1 .„ YANK IN THE R.A.F. with Ty- Y 
I
t widow who has witnessed a
bandit., after the last game.n robbery is the target of a
Bettye Nell Hunter, a senior at•
FCT was the first place winner use
in a New Homemakers of America
sewing contest. Evans C. Hall
rated highest among a group of
boys participating on a livestock
judging team.
' But of all the winners in the
contests, Miss Dora Louise Cross,
an eighth grader at Langtown ele-
tnentary school here in Fayette
County rated highest in all our
minds. Dora is the grand
pion speller for the Mid-South for
the year 1959-60. She won this 1.L
tIe after a tiresome and tense
time of wondering, hoping, and
wishing (by us in the audience)
that the second place contestant
would incorrectly spell irreparable.
Who was the chick Floice Mc- 
Miss Cross made the rebound at the
Knight was talking that noise to? word
word and after spelling one more






• tnc drop. at OUTOR010 Iring blared
gustjr,rat tormenting pole of larrown 0.11
0 RO tansbees it. akin andereaath rho
ost 
?orf hoe p.io sod OVIT rff.73-
avviabl. at el drug eamoters..
5Ii
not disclos he 
none Power. Betty Grable. A bras
-11.1meariLocand tonne r s heoo4n.s tah : , : b ar titsl e  girlo f veinr3oncet.0
= of PRE-WAR Berlin. An anti-
tiii:::,z, ‘avi.;ichn 1,2 1iit 
German
 in milaenri ibnut i .can  in iyThe kids on the campus are real-t
Dunkirk climaxes the adventure 
HARDY. coli2n:e3Oci,„ LAUREL AND C-L-0-T-H-E-S. Some of the kids







Wither ethool lo :fated it Walk
er Home', will mit acne their
(
(teen h.,14, end dedication Nov. 15
from 5.7 o m PrOicipal Charles
Horner .a mit.n.le al. iv:Ration
to every one to attend,
Mitcee,I head ,c.10.1 in A held
I its regular eieetine Tiesdey Oct.
13 Th : main o etinss vs. the
memb,•rship eamosign. It w a a
,.greed be the but' that the PTA
would launch a i 0.•-tot c5 • drive
Po. new members Sirs N. A.
Crawford, reside,' gm, some
inspiring ree;arks and ii o•oduced
Aft,i. Mai o L. At 'is, cteirman
of member. Iip. Pr-i AI i,„( Wea-
ver is .,te 'pal.
The Wstker echo. • PTA will be
honored to hive L r l's rrer, jr.,
editor -f it& Tri-S'..te Di fender,
as ;nest :raker a !it •ir 'Tauter
monthly meeting Tuesday, Octo-
ber 27, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Kather-
ine Tappan, president, extends an
invitation to all.
Artistry." The style show pros"- SOCIAL
ed to he one of the season's toP The Faithful 12 Charitable club
'celebrated its first get acquainted
ter Slezak, Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy; Mike Nichols a n d
Elaine May, John Bubbles and
Sal Minces.
10100 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
"Claudia" with Robert Young,
Dorothy MeQuire, Ina Claire, Regi-
nald Gardner. Story of a young
couple, the courage they have
when they learn their mother
is dying of cancer.
Friday, Oct. 23
4:00 to 5:30 p. in , EARLY MON"
IF WITH KITTY KELLY, 'Blue,
t-
FAITHFUL 12 CHARITABLE
Club meets in Walker Homes
and poses for Tri-State De'
fender lensman. The group is
dedicated to helping others
e r purpose untilthe
= pressure beromej_iso strong she
Drama dealing with stranger-than-
= • . wit; .S • t
= -usual . . . floshts into the imagi-
-
= inust choose exposure or revela
TELEVISION TIMEEx_ lion,
• Fast 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE. wn.
• Safe
MEMPHIS TRANS! I CO
Formerly
= limeter Shrew.- with Ida Lupino
= Story of an aging screen queen
-= who lives in the past thru the
▪ = showing of her old movies in 16
=- mm. Jerome Cowen and Martin
-21- Balsam are featured
▪ hitMrrilo J litt I RA iLirru tau. EISnO,;o:Imilo'c? F1'ioEsRt
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111113, this _popular lets take a-visit show
DO YOU HAVE A SON
OR DAUGHTER
in COLLEGE
Keep your collegian abreast
with the latest developments
'; in the Mid-South. Send a sub-
' scription to the TRI-STATE
DEFENDER — A thoughtful
gift that never stoDs aivina!
Cell! 1 4k,
One Year $6.00 -- Six Akr!nfis $3.50
Place Your Order—We'll Bill You
Mrs. Mettle L. Adams, Secre-




seen wearing saarp crew :m. :':s
are Tommie Martin, Joe Sinn,
Ann William, Jean Campbell, Cur-
lene Sigger.
The Melrose Top Ten seems tobe Stone What's Going On. Let's
take a peek. Gents: Kenneth Cox,
arthur Hull, William Wood s,
Charles Glass, Floice McKnight.'
roe Smith, Fred Malone, Cleve-land Cox, Charles Oliver and Ed-die Stevens.
Deals: Carolyn Love, Dorothy
Burnett, Barbara Perry, Barbara
McKissack, Emma Moore, Ethel
Ruffin, Pat Young, Doris Oakley,
Lynn Bumpus and Ann Williams.
Last but not least are the rockand rollers known as the stoppers.
Eddie Willis, Barbara Mull, Bar-
bara Harris, Pat Young, Thelma
Jones, Margret Sherrod, Jean'
Burnett and Carolyn Love. The
spinners. Eddie Stephens, James
Franklin, Horace Edmondson, Ra-
ther Jeffies and Joe Smith. Oh,
well . . it's about that time — for
me to fall off the fence until next
t'Aul ,








Olt Tell $tts& 110111
IS "IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD'tm
MAKING YOU
ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
Are You So Run-Down You Can't Olvo Your Husband arid Family
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
Sliscal-Sfronothenits, Action of This Spacial Iron Tonle foe Wawa**,
How tragic when a woman feels
so tired, so weak and run-down
she can't be I real companion'
Luckily, it's often due to -Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple Iron de-
ficiency anemia) Then it's need-
less for those women to suffer
gur h awful wearinesa
Now, • wonderful iron tonic
can help relieve this condition...
thus renew your vitality! It's
Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablete, only
Iron tonic made especially for
women! Rich in iron. Pinkham's
Tablets start to strengteen
"Iron-Hungry Blood" in one dayt
Thus quickly help build rich, red
blood to rotore strength and
energy so you feel fine Again fast!
Pinkham•s unique formula can
also bring blessed relief from
functionally-caused monthly
cramps and "Hot Tlaehes- of
change-of-lifel No wonder an
many women use Plnkham's
Tableta all through their tweet
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" had
left you weak and run-down —
only "half" a woman—get Pink-
ham's Tablets from druggists.
Then Ste If you don't soon two
"all" woman again!








• Coetaim pure, impotted One. ON
and genuine Oil of ergsmat!• perfect as a pressing. tool
• Keeps the 'love Look" a sow
bale'
So you can see Fayette Cnuntl
the bk that .":„Lysol" CATIowe.eltlet
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you want to be!
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
kills the very germs that cause
embarrassing odor!
Every time you douche with
"Lysol" you can be confident!
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
you!
FOr free booklet





Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M. --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M. --- 3:30 P.M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.












































































E NO RAMC OR PARKING PROBLEM by Rod Sterling. -The Sixteen-Mil-.
LET'S QUIZ 'EM
The scholastic excellence of IS
Memphis. Shelby County and Mid-
South high schools will go on
display when student panels air
current events knowledge in the
third annual Quit'em on the Air
series.
Co-sponsored by the Commer-
cial Appeal and radio station
WDIA, the quiz is being broad
east each Saturday at 12;30
p. m., Oct. 24. Hamilton High
school will versa Man sssss . So,
tune 111.
CLUB
The FELA (Future Business Lead-
ers of America) met Monday,
Oct. 12. The purpose of the meet-
ing was to elect new officers. They
are as follows:
President, Robert Flynn; vice
president, W'illiametta Parker:
secretary, Bettye Ewing, assist-
secretary, Helen West. treas.
r, Doris Watkins; Parliament-
an, Julius Flynn: sergeant at
arms, Bobbie Nfitchell: business
Manager, Antonia Moore; chap
lain, Georgia Carroll and reporter.
Yvonne Parham.
The FBLA is off to one of the
best seasons it has ever had. Ti
is one of the best clubs on the
campus and it will strive to ac
complish that much more.
SPORTS
The spotlight falls gently on our
most prized possessions. Those
who faithfully represent our be-
loved school. Last football season
our wonderous team didn't achieve




GRAVEDONA, Italy — (UP1)—
Farmer Luigi Rossotti, owes his
life to a conversation with a mule.
Russotti. who often talked to his
mule in the fields, told him "take
me to the house. I am dying." He
lost consciousness and the mute
carried, him home where a doctor
treated him for what was describ-
ed as a near-fatal internal infec-
tion.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111k
in third, but his year there is an
altogether different &tors
The Wildcats defeated the BTW
Warriors Oct. 16, 33 to 1. The skill
of the Wildcats was perfectly exe-
cuted and carrying out the execii
tion were none other than Steke
Payton, Oscar Shepherd, Ervin
Freeman, Lawrence Fant, Walter
Powell, Robert Flynn. Malfred Bol- .
den, Claborn Burrus, Harold,
Smith, Curtis Smith and George
Molten.
coP THIS
If it wasn't for love what would
Maxine Davis and Robert Davis
do l Donald Mitchell is counting
the sheep while Samuel Love is
counting the stars with Carol Dog-
ey . . . Hey little girl with the
high school sweater. Suretha Toy
and in the crazy skin tight skirt,
Annie Ruth Phillips . . . "Poison
Is y.' Miners., '0 vu, and Hazel
Brown "Getting Nearer . . . Tiny
Robinson and Gcorle stollen .
"Let Them Talk" Ethel Ruffle!
and Russell Pernell . . . "The'
Bell kept on rinqiiv" Ass done.
Rucker and Albers, Ingram
"You Better Know It" Hai,
Smith and Barbara Knight . . .
Have you noticed that Shirley Mer-
riwether is chinine a MI Ply-
mouth'
Robbye Banks( Maxine liollings,
worth, Sherlene Body and foot-
ball players . . . "A Hog for you
Baby" Roger James and Billie
Gale Baker . . "Let Nobody
Love Tor" Larry Mitchell an d
Georgia James ... ''The Angels
Listen In ' Elroy Carroll and Glen-
doria Gilbert . . . "Is It Real"
Steve Payton and Dorothy Fant.
Top Junior Boys: Russell Per-
neU, Steve Payton, Larry Mitchell,
George Motten, Robert Pool,
Charles Terry, Samson Brisco, Os-
bie froward.
Top Junior Girls: Rose Cooper,
Carlene Pearson, Lois Davis, Clau-
dette Greene, Deloris Flynn, Bet-
tye Bowen, Brenda Jefferiesn
Erma Button.
•tTOP!
Let's Slop. All you stoppers and
hoppers, there will be another
"Slop Hop" October 27, Hamilton
Mr. It promises to be a turn
out success. Will you be there?
-I will — Oh Yes."
The swingingest boy in the first




Individual Nome:FOR Or Duplexes — Call
J.D. MARKS REALTY
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
403 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
Herbert Str•uli • Since 11171 • Welter Stroull
DIEM; INCORPORATED —
Don Harris, proprietor of the
unique Ideas Incorporated
firm which deals in our
home decorating needs, goes
over a piece of material with
coworkers Miss Bonnie Dean
Mack and Mrs Charity Street.
The firm, which is now at 7210
Jefferson, recently moved
from Bellevue at Lamar.
Ideas Incorporated specializes
In designing interiors of
homes, furniture, draperies,
carpeting, reupholstering and
all accessories. The firm, own-
Memphis Building Methods Being
Studied: May Wind Up In Chile
Chile, the string-bean shaped
country on South America's West
coast, is a country of extremes.
Takes 13 hours to fly its length
from North to South but only 10
LeMOYNE ALUMNI
LeMoyne College's Pre-Alumni
club, a student organization, will
conduct its annual program before
a student assembly in Bruce Hall,
minutes to zip across the East- houaing supply, and utilize exist-
West girth. It gets fiercely cold in leg natural resources.
the South, and unbearably hot in WOOD IN FLOORING
the North. He said wood is used in floor-
Patricio Schmidt. professor of ing and millwork, but not used to
Architecture at the University of sufficient extent in building mem-
bers or in frame house construc-
tion. Part of the reason is the im-
proper grading and drying, and
inefficient use of lumber in fram-
ing in Chile.
Santiago, who visited Memphis
last week, is concerned with anoth-
er extreme — on the one hand
era huge forest resources available
for the taking, and on the other
hand a severe shortage of housing
Friday morning, Oct. 23, at 10:30. In Memphis architect Schmidt
Benjamin Ward, a senior and pres-
ident of the club, annonn-ed that




Mare's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
Itch, sorrel itch, chafing, rub and eczema
with an ernaling new scientific formula
nuiaul LANACANE. This feat•acting, wain.
kw medico...4 creme, kill, harmful bacteria
germ while it mooches raw, irritated and
inflamed akin tinkle. Strp. scratching—en
speeds healing. Don t autter.nother rnInuto.











Full lasement—$13,175— $92 per month
$700 Moves You In
Full lasement—$12,900—$118 per
$650 Moves You In
The Residential Development Mentioned In
TIME AND JET MAGAZINES
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South en Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road, drive south
en Horn Lake Road ter one block South of Coster School.
who is on a five month study tour
of U. S. housing, showed keen in-
terest in techniques and materials
used by Memphis home builders
Our system of constructing wood
floor joists seemed to him a pos-
sible solution to one Chilean house
building problem — how to utilize
wood to its fullest extent. He was
guest of the Home Builders As
sociation, and also visited th e
oak flooring industry.
USE CONCRETE t.AR
He said, "In Chile the concrete
FHA Interest
Worry Cleared
Front all indication It will net/
, be illegal for insurance companiesj
1 banks and other lending institu-
tion to charge the 6 1 4 per cent
i on FHA loans for new homes. ,
Widespread fear that the new
5 3-4 per cent interest rate on
FHA 221 loans, plus the lit per-
cent mortgage insurance rate
would push the total abose the 6
per cent maximum allowed by Ten.
nessee law. So widespread was
the fear that some wondered if
money for new housing Notild be
cut oif .
Legal opinons, however, seem
to agree that charging of the 6,3
per cent will not be illegal and no
holdup in building is expected.
NAACP Meet
All members are urged to he
presiSnt at the regular monthly
meeting of the Slemplu, Branch
NAACP. The confab will be held
Oct 25, 4 p.m., at Mt, oh\ e
ChM Cathedral, corner Linden at
Lauderdale. Business of import-
ance will be discussed. Rev. D. S.
Cunningham is president
ed by Don and Dottie Harris,
husbandisife team, are knows
throughout !Memphis as taste-
ful operators, having done
mirk for some of Memphis'
most prominent citizens,
long term amortized financing.
Looking at the vast panorama
of homes tinder construction in
Memphis, Mr. Schmidt sighed,
"In Chile we still have a long
way to go."
"We could never use brick the
way you do here because of our,
earthquake problem," he said. To
resist damage from earthquakes,
he said he discovered a new meth-
od in Madison, Wisc., at the For-
est Products Laboratories which
he felt would improve Chilean
housing. "They use ply • wood
sheathing both nailed and glued
to the supporting wall studs.
which makes the wall about 12
times stronger than walls fastened
with nails only."
Mr. Schmidt's tour is sponsor-
ed by the International Cooperation
Administration. In addition to hisslab floor is commonly used. But duties as professor of architecturewith wood construction we won't
have to wait for the concrete to
cure before continuing construc-
tion." He plans to initiate builders
in Chile in this method of con-
struction, as well as propose
many other changes. He is par-
ticularly impressed with the use
of pre-assembled roof trusses and
wall sections by U. S. builders.
"However, due to the smaller
market for new homes in Chile,
we are unable to pre-fabricate en-
tire houses on an assembly line
basis," he said. pointing out it
would not be economically feasi-
ble to produce only limited quan-
tities of the variety of styles and
sizes of homes.
he has an extensive practice in
architecture. "Chilean architects.
design everything," he said. He
showed a design for a modern
high school his firm is working on
at present.
He plans to write a hook based
on uses of wood in construction
when he returns to Chile, and will
confer with his country's president
to advise on ways and means of
improving the housing situation
"One major problem that's hold
iing s hack," said Mr. Schmidt,
who looks more German than
Latin-American," is the need for
long range financing." He said his
government is urging the savings
and loan institution to ponideCoupled with
d 
the need for howl.' 
in g is th e nee for alleviating un-
employment of labor and capital
in the house construction indust-
ry. Better use of the wood re-
souces, "Mrs. Schmidt thought"
would perform the three-fold
function of creating a new form
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5 Plans Available ToFit Your Needs
"Are Economy Plan
















IC executing superb for•
nishings to complement
your way of hying. Terms
available.
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ure • Draperies • Carpeting • Accessories Uphc
720 JEFFERSON AVENUE
INTERIOR DESIGN BYideas incorporated DOT TIE & DON HARRIS
Open 'Til 3 P.M. Daily—Later by Appointment Only—JA, 6- 7124



















NO MONEY DOWN! UP TO 11 YEARS TO PAY
Telephone WH. 6-8525 Today!
We Will Help You Design Your Carport Complete With
Cement Work And Give You A Free Estimate
One Call Does All.
HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY









Many of the coaches and loyal
fans of the prep league have
been asking about former players
of the prep league. They are won-
dering, what part are they play-
ing in the college ranks. I have
not delved into this extensively,
but the Tigers in Nashville have
eight Memphis lads wearing the
Blue and White. Seven of these
boys are freshmenm Up in the
''Show me" state, Missouri, there
are eight players from the loop
performing for Lincoln universii-y
Six of the eight are freshmen.
Down in the state of the ba-
yetle are a number of talented
footallera from the Bluff City,
Southern university.
These schools are giants among
the nation's football powers.
There are a host of other stal-
warts performing in the smaller
colleges.
This is a true indication that
this loop is at the apex of the
times. That introduction has led
me to answer the question, Has
the league reached its peak and
Is now on the decline! The ans-
wer to the question is an emphatic
not The teams are getting bet-
ter and the coaching is getting
better. The youth movement and
, to subdue a big and vicious Gram-
bling eleven. This boy is and will
be a vital cog in the big Blue's
attack for a long time. Bill "Bo"
Phillips, that devastating runner
from the northside, Manassas, has
become the "Missouri Express"
at Lincoln. At the present time
he is the conference leader in
yards gained and touchdowns.
The ivory hunters will spend;
many more week ends in our
fair city. They have some 15 to.
20 reasons to sleep on certain boys
door steps. The Hamilton Wildcats
have some fine looking collegel
prospects. These boys look superb I
in their victory over Washington.
Douglass is loaded with senior
talent and Melrose has three
backs that any school would wel-
come with open arms. Manassas
and Washington and Bertrand
have three or four boys with the
size and ability to make any
college team in the nation.
So much for our past pigskin
stars. Now let us look at these
unpredictable football games for
he week. Thursday night, Doug-
ass's defense will get its sternest
test against the high powered of-
fense of the Mitchellmen. It shouldl
be a good evening for football. I I
LeMOYNE'S MAGICIANS —
These youngsters will repre-
sent LeMoyne college on Oa
basketball court this season.
Front roe, left to right: Sam
Parks of Memphis, a Jun-
ior guard: Hasid Gaines, a
flashy freshman guard from
Detroit nho was All-City and
Tri-State DefenderSports
All-Michigan In his senior year
at Northeast high; Carroll
Bledsoe, freshman guard from
Manassas high, Memphis; .Atte
Starkey, freshman guard from
Robert Taft liSsh, Cincinnati;
Ray Smith, freshman for-
ward from Melrose Hi g h,
Memphis. Back row, left to
right: Robert Nelson, fresh-
man center from Douglass
High, Henderson, Ky.; William
Castleberry, freshman forward
from Central High, Cincinnati;
Willie Brown, freshman cen-
ter from Manassas High, Mem
phis; Chester Collins, a sen•
shake up in the league's coach- am going with the boys from . iling staffs have certainly improved the mound. Friday night the city's, •
the offensive play of the teams. oldest rivalries will clash. This is .
These young coaches know how the one contest that you wouldn't'
to score and the game IS herons- i pick
log 
dare st ck your neck out and c
ins more wide open than close to the winner unless you didn't mind
anthe belt. This was the trademark being criticized severely. Being 
of the past coaches, staying close individual that can accept criti-I
to the belt and controlling the cism, I am going to pick the
ball, but this new blood has given speedy Tigers from the northinde,
impetus to circuit play by scoring I shall see you there. ITTA BENA, Miss. — The Miss MVC QB Floyd Williams hit leftfront any where. sissippi S'ocational College Delta endOstranda Lane with a touch-To substantiate my emphatic .1 2 22. Dev Is, idle last week end, are down pass to tie it up. M. I.i'no" recruiters from Southern col. Phiiander Runs taking advantage of the time to•pulled ahead again when halfbacklege& are spending many week
ends hers, and it's not a social!
call. They have one thing in mind
and that is securing some of this
city's football talent to foster, Over Tougaloo
maintain, and build a grid ma-
chine at their respective schools.
Yes, our lads are doing fine on
the gridirob at yours and my
loop. Just to mention a couple of
boys that we all remember from
last season and their present ex-
ploits at Tennessee State and Lin-
colnm Arthur Holmon, freshman
halfback from Melrose gave Ten-
nessee the spark and momentum
/ aul QuinniXavier Romps
auk Oct. 24
prep for their Oct. 24 clash with John Redmond cut corners fora
Paul Quinn college after having' marker to give M. I. a first quar-.
won their first victory of the sea-ter 12-6 lead.
son by defeating Mississippi In-; In the second quarter MVC
dustrial college 28-18 here last' went out front to stay when Wil- by the score of 22-6 at Xavier its-PhilanderSaturday in Magnolia stad um. 'Hams hit lefthalf Eddie Goodwin
aloo 30-12 last Saturday, Oct. 
 Smith trampled Tops- 
Hungry for the sweet smell of with another touchdown pass and dim". Oct- IT,-• 
d fthird ThdIM
as half back Elijah Pitts, dynam-
. leas an e saw Dawson go- 
success after having been on thelfullback Las Preston bowled thru Playing his first season of col--
alma meter. They are wearing the ic broken field runner r or d 
short end of the sock in two for the bonus PAT and a 1442 
previous outings, the Devils over-' halftime lead. the muck as if it were beautiful
lege football. Bisbee can throughs e
.
colors proudly and displaying the, three touchdowns. Quarterback.
skills that were learned in this Eddie Boone ran 105 yards for the 
came two early green turf as he batted the Bull. 
dogsforward wall and outraced




final touchdown. All six conver-
sions were made.
Philander eyes the Gulf Coast
championship when it plays Rust
college for its Homecoming game,
Oct. 24. The team is coached by
Wallace Bly.
Bowls hariars Vacaans Bays, Mesa
and Parts and Parts
APPLIANCE REPAIRS








, Rants sad TT Tubes Chested PnVO
760 Union Ave.-jA 7-2631 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
went on to gain the victory before ing for 30 yards to score and QB
a delightfuly hysterical home Billy Knight added the PAT for a
crowd. 22-12 lead. In the final stanza M.
On the second play in the first I's Redmond recovered a fumble
quarter, M. l's halfback James and scored, but Goodwin cut
Thomas broke loose on a 80 yard around left end to wrap it up for
paydirt jaunt for a quick 8-0 lead. MVC 28-18.
Devil fullback Daniel Dawson re- The M. I. win gave the Devils a
turned the kick to M. Ifs 20 to 1-0 South Central Conference rec-
set up what looked like a cinch ord with Paul Quinn, Alcorn and
tally when penalties caused the Leland the remaining conference
Devils to miss their chance. foes.
However, all was rect fied when
Fisk Bulldogs Rack
Up Second Victory
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — The Fisk
univetsity Bulldogs turned feroci-
ous Saturday and mauled Dillard
20-0 to chalk up their second
staight 1.in. They turned the trick,
by combining a tight defense and ,
a powerhouse offense which really
rolled in the last half.
Dillard held Coach Eugene Ste-
venson's Bulldogs to a standstill
until late in the third quarter.
Fisk had been stopped only a few
minutes earlier on the Dillard
five. Fiat they roared right back
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chased:1 or straight...w
Feel films straight or a mixed drink'
Gilbey's is the Ofte gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the tante is great straight_ That's why
rt's the great favogite, all around the world.
GILBEYIS GIN
th!Q gin cleated in
15 countries and served




I when Speedy Fullback Don Knight
' raced 17 yards to score the
game's first TD.
Fisk exploded again midway
the final stanza when Theo Mit-
chell of Greenville, S. C., got off way. Quarterback Joe Lewis hitthe bench and entered the fray. Sweeney with a pass to add twoThe first time the crafty halfback extra points.got his hands on the ball he trot- Dillard never saw inside t h eted 27 yards to score. Fisk 20 yard line. Coach Steven
Hardly had the cheers died son called the game "very fine."
down when Robert Hale, Nash- He said he would he working his
ville 'ankle, intercepted a pass on squad "real hard" for the next
Dillatd's 35 and raced to the 10, encounter with Howard next Sat-
Oswald Sweeney also of Nashville, urday, Homecoming Day f o r
took the pigskin the rest of the Fiskites
Lead by Freshman backs Don
ald Bisbee and Grant Ward Xav-
ier university amassed 328 yards
in the mud and rain to complete-
ly submerge a game Alabama
A&M team from Huntsville. Ala.,
NEW YORK — (I1PD — A holi-
day crowd of 80,070 — six ters-
est turnout in New York racing
history watched Tempted set a
new American record of 2:09 flat
for a mile and five-sixteenths in
the Ladies Handicap at Aque-
duct. The old record for the old
distance was set 51 years ago by
Ballot at Sheepshead Bay.
KANSAS CITY — (UPI) — Bob
Trowbridge, a 29-year-old hard. 
luckrighthander who couldn't
quite "cut the mustard" with the
Milwaukee Braves, will start a
new career with the Kansas City
Athletics in 1960.
Trowbridge, who had a 1-0 won -
lost record while working in only
30 innings with the Braves last
season, was purchased by the Ath•
titles.
MADAM BELL
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
(English Lady)
'This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM MILL Is hack after a
long time of being sway and at last aim is
back to stay is her new home
Are yen Dissatisfied with marriage? Nave
Toy lost fedi M your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yin
I. had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these ar• your
problems, come let MADAM SELL advise you at ones, ills
will read bite to you just as she would read am open book
Tell you why your Ws or business is not • success If you hays
failed In the real come see MADAM BELL it ones
Located On MOWS, it Soups, hint Over Mississippi SW*
!me, on Ike way le Hernando. Her hern• is 3 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside th• Debate Motel. Be sure
Catch yellow has marked Whitehayen Stabs Lino aid gm
off at Sta,e Lisa and wall, I blocks end see MADAM 1191,18
RAND AIWA
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY 1111 TOO LATE
I. look for the RED RIMS ROUSE end you'll find her there
at all times iSise aaaaa had an Wire In West Memphis.)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
flours P a m t• 5 p.m
Readings Belly Open en Sundays
lor center and captain of Mem-
phis; Charles Gregory, junior
and forward of Memphis; and
Robert Williams, a freshman
forward from Hickory, N. C.
LeMoyne Will Unfold
Brand New Cage Team
fast youngsters.t
Coach Jerry C. Johnson willi But, in their places are some
floor almost a brand new basket-
ball team when playing schedule! David Gaines, a freshman guard,
rolls around Dec. 1, and the consen-' .
sus of the bleacher 'experts' 
adds.is fast, deceptive and an accurate
Magicians will be far superior to Moyne front Northeast High school
up to this: "The current crop of point-maker. He conies to La-
test year's outfit." And, in case in Detroit where he made An.
you might have forgotten, last
year's Magicians were some real 
tog his senior year. Gaines is suresharp boys.
oJohnson began putting his boys f himself and packs plenty el
through the paces Oct. 15. He'lli confidence.
Bledsoe, a guard fromalmost a month and a half
to get them ready for the opening; Manassas high, made All-City '
Brucecontes t
Hall atihnest night of 
Dhee year, and is almost assured ocre 1.1n;'
top pot with the Magicians. Abe
The coach was reluctant to make I Starkey, a guard from Robert Taft
any predictions, but from the looks high in Cincinnati, is fast and as-
of the Magicians they are a real curate and will prove troublesome.
fine lot. Ray Smith, a forward from Book-
The team this year will be corn- ', er T. Washington, and Willie Flynn,
posed mostly of freshmen. Only' a forward from Melrose, nave
two standouts on last year's team shown exceptional ability,
are back: Chester Collins, the Robert Nelson, standing six feet,
lanky center who has been named five inches and weighing 205
captain of the 1959-60 team, and pounds. is the big man on the
charles Gregory, the sharp-shoot- squad and is out to win the con.
ing forward. ter position. He hails from Doug-
Back also are the plugging Sam lass High in Henderson, Ky. An-
Parks, a guard, and Willie Here- other man standing six feet, five
ton who was a substitute ,!entor. inches and weighing 190 pounds
STALWARTS GONE is freshman forward William Cis-
Gone are stalwarts like Gus tleherry from Central High in Cin-
Johnson, who was graduated, and cinnati. Best guess here in that
Melvin Bailey and Marvin Doggett, he will make the starting five.
City and All-State prep teams dur-
Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps
Every Monday thru Friday.... 6:00 p.m.
Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thee' Fri., 7:15 p.m.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
Wednesday, October 21, 10:00 P.M.
•
"Foxes Of Harrow" awni tdh iviReaxurHeaenrrios;a•ra
Thursday, October 22, 10:00 P.M.
" with Robert Young Claudia" and Dorothy McGuire
Friday, Cctober 23, 10:30 P.M.
with Tyrone Power"A Yank In The R.M. and Betty Grable
Saturday, October 24, 10.30 P.M.
starring Joel McCrea"Ramrod" and Veronica Lake
Sunday, October 25, 10:00 P.M.
"The Moon Is Down" with Lee J. Cobband Sir Cedric Hardwicke
 Monday, October 26, 10:00 P.M. 
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Title STILL omen s VOIT BARRED
Selma Barbour, top flight south won the Chicago Women's Golf
bids amateur golf personality, i club closed handicap over 36 holes
SET-MA BARBOUR, beauteous
ateur golf figure who won
' RICHMOND, Calif. — (UPI) —
Jimmy Carter seeking to win the
world's lightweight crown for the
fourth time, took a firm step on
i'the •oMeback trail last night by.,.iknocking out Jimmy Smith of Oak-
land in the third round of a ached-
en 10-rounder.
Carter, the only man to win
• title three times, caught Smith
ush on the jaw with a smashing
ght. Toe txattlead elesiawr sass
down for the count — and was
nneonscious a full minute before
he was revived by the ring phy-
sician.
Both fighters came In at 140
ti11;1cl ory Carter's second and
most impreasive of the year, he
outpointe, Kildo Nunez in an un-




ATLANTA — Clark College and
Tuskegee Institute kept their un-
beaten records intact Friday night
tri Atlanta when they fought to a
44 tie at waterlogged Herndon
Stadium.
The Clark squad wired late in
e second period from 25 yards
ut on a pass from quarterback
onald Jones to end Arthur Car-
ter. Tuskegee tied the score mid.
says the third period no a similar a Sammy Frier punt, Franklin Colts haven't hit their stride yet
play with Willie Williams tossing Muse, a wiry speedster took a Joe but that he's glad they don't have
In Freddy Holland. Robinson pitchout and circled
k The STAC-leading Tuskegee Ti-right end for a T. I). Robert 
any more games with the De-
sera so far this season have won Van Ness' kick was good. troit Lions this season.
over Fist and Xavier Clark has With 50 seconds remaining in Ewboink's Colts, the defending
butstored Clothe and Fort Val- the first quarter, George Forest, National Football League chant-
lark will remain idle for two Morgan State end, recovered a pion., had to come frithn behind PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — (Sp.-now before meeting Ala- Hawk miscue on the Maryland Sunday at Detroit to edge the
ha a State at Montgomery. State 13. Jimmy Allen and Earl Lions, 31-24. The Colts also had then P611) 
Prairie View College's Pan- — Big Wilt Chamberlain led the
y to top the Lions in their 
e rum ed to a 67-12 triumph Philadelphia Warriors in a furiousTuskegee takes on Knoxville col- Bowen took turns carrying and the, to rall
 season opener, 20-9. 
here over Allen University in an final three-minute rally here forlege at Knoxville on Oct. 17. oval was on the I. Frier sneaked;
intersectional match thet saw a 106-105 victory over the St.
"I'm glad we're through with Panther linemen allow the South Louis Hawks.
the Lions for the year. They'reCarolina team only 57 yards by It was the fifth victory for the
going to get better and beat someirushing while a dozen Prairie revitalized Warriors in an eight-
Mktg. Women's Golf club
handicap title last week
at Pipe O'Peace course, 131st at.
and Halsted at She scored with
an 1$ stroke handicap.
Runnerup was Jean Robertson
who scored a 149 with a handicap
II 17. Anna Mae Robinson placed


















The meet closed the golfing sea-
son for the CWGC. Former cham-
pion, Mrs. Ann Gregory of Gary,
Ind., was hospitalized and was un-
able to defend her title. Mrs. Bar-
bour has been runnerup to Mrs.
Gregory for three times before she
finally took the title.
A pot luck party was held at the
home of Mrs. Lucille Bowsaw, of
11360 S. Aberdeen at., where hus-
bands and friends of the members
of the club dined, danced and
looked at movies of Mrs. Anna
Mae Robinson's pictures made In
Europe.
Maxine Harris is president of
the Chicago Women's Golf club,
Anna Mae Robinson is tourna-
ment director and Marcia Jones
is assistant tournament director.
\ DETROIT — (UPI) — Bill Mat-ney, secretary of the Michi-gan Boxing Commission, said fight
manager Jim Riley has been un-
der suspension by the National
Boxing Association since 1931.
Riley, acting manager of De-
troit middleweight Henry Hank,
was placed under suspension in.
Louisiana pending a full investid
gation of what Emile Bruneau,l
secretary of the Louisiana Corn-!
mission, termed an alleged sus-
pension in Detroit. 1
"This is a long and involved
case," Matney said, "and it isn't
quite correct to say Riley was sus-
pended in Detroit."
and Morgan scored. Douglas Ferd-
gerson's try for the extra point
split the uprights.
Maryland State registered again
when Quiney Cooper plunged from
the one yard stripe for a second
T.D. after the pesky Franklin Muse
and irrepressible "Shadow" Gray
had delivered the pigskin to that
point. The whole caper started
when end Dennis Tanner recover-
ed a Crawley fumble on the Bear
36. CS
A scoreless third quarter pass-
ed but in the fourth frame, the
tough hard hitting Maryland
State "Shadow" Gray lunged to
the 14. Seconds later he tore
around the right end for the final
touchdown of the fray. Van Ness
try for the extra point lenl away
Maryland State 20, Morgan State
T.
Matney said Riley was accused
of representing a "Ringer" in a
1954 bout in Chicago, or using a
fighter under the name of another
boxer.
"Illinois suspended Riley a n d
asked Michigan to do likewise,"
Matney said. "Then the NBA went,
along with the suspension and it
still exists."
Mantney said Louisiana issued a
manager's license to Riley, ap
parently unaware of the NBA su,.
pension. lie said the NBA sends
a list of persons under suspension
to each stale monthly.
"Everyone in Detroit know Ri-
ley has been manager of many
fighters during the suspension,"
Matney said. "But no one can
prove it. Ile picked up Hank when
nobody else would take him and
now Henry, is a top attraction."
Matney said records here show
that Jim Boland is Hank's nun
ager, but Boland signed pow-
er of attorney for the fighter to
Riley, enabling the latter to sign
documents and contracts.
"We've sent our complete file
on Riley to the Louisiana Commis
sion," Matney said. "No mattei
what action is taken in Louisiana
Riley still stands suspended in





MVC 611111) MENTORS direct- st,i1 mentors (3-r) John A. dos, line coach and Hemp-
ing the 311sslasittP1 Vocational hell, head coach; Paul Coi• ton smith. backfield coach.
College Delta Devils in the lins, end coach; Curtis Mad- SRC Staff Photo)
lila football wars are MSC
EZZARD CHARLES. former world
heavyweight champion, who says
Willie Wood Back As QB he's "got to fight" because that'sall he knows. Charles, one of thegreatest ring tacticians of them
all, Is but a shell of Ms former
At Soui ern California
By ALEX KHAN
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Coach Don Clark announced that
Southern California's star quarter
back, Willie Wood, was returning
to practice after having virtual-
ly been written off for the season
with a shoulder separation.
IN DUAL ROLE — Charles
Whose, senior halfback with
A&T College Aggies, who
it a dual role at Saturday's
homecoming football tilt he-
tween the Attlee and Mary-
land State College in G 
N. C. ot only entered Irvin
BALTIMORE — A 20 - T defeat
was the unsavory farewell dish
served to Eddie Hurt and his Mot,
gas State Bears, in Memorial
Stadium, before nearly 5,000 pay-
ing guests, by a tough, fast think-
ing, high spirited "Skip" Mc-
Cain coached Maryland State
Squad.
An she pageantry and whoop-do-
do of this the third annual All
Maryland Pigskin Classic was pre-
sent: the marching bands, the re-
dio station WEBB Silver trophy
going to the winner, the spec-
tacle of lighted batons, the intri-
cate formations of Maryland State
drill team and the Angel Flight,
and the prize sedan, a giveaway
feature must have given Eddie
Hurt scant comfort, as he thought
of his glorious yesteryears.
But McCain's fleet backs were
running and they gave him no
time for reminiscing. Perhaps in c H
V
trying to pin down sensational Bil-
ly "The Shadow" Gray 
(they' aven
didn't), Maryland State's Norfolk,
Va, phantom, they forgot to watch
Danny ("Boy") Miller and a new
Hawk find, Franklin Muse. It coat
the locals the ball gams.
HAWKS SCORE FIRST
Five minutes and 46 seconds
after the opening whistle Mary-
land State scored when Billy "the
Shadow" Gray had carried to the
Morgan 27. After a run back of
the game as starting halfback,
but greeted the homecoming
crowd immediately before the
game as president of the Stu-
dent Council. Debose, a honor
student. was elected to the




BALTIMORE — (UPI) — Coach
Wee, Ewbank said his Baltimore
of the other teams," Ewbank said.
Ewbank said the Colts, who
dropped a 26-21 decision to the
Chicago Bears a week ago, should
play better when Johnny Unitag
begins clicking with his p nd
when two of his key receivers,
Ray derry and Lenny Moore, re-
cover from injuries.
"Unitas has had five p  In-
tercepted in three games this
year," Ewbank said. "Last year
he had only four intercepted in
the first 10 games.
"Two of his receivers have been
hurt. Berry missed the pre-season
play because of a leg injury suf-
fered in the All-Star game and
Moore was able to practice only





CORAL GABLES, FIE. — (UPI)
—Racial integration has come
quietly, almost unnoticed, to golf
courses of this fashionable Miami
suburb.
And clty officials this week end
disclosed they will make no at-
tempts tc, stop it.
Two Negro golfers, a man and
wife, played for the first time yes-
terday on the Grande Golf course.
The Negroes, who asked not to be
identified, waited for nearly an
hour with other white golfers for
their turn to tel off.
While they waited, the woman
practiced on the putting green and
her husband entertained a group
of teenage golfers with magic
tricks.
The Negroes were allowed to
play as a twosome on the crowded
course. White golfers were put
into foursomes by the starter.
Mayor John M. Montgomery dis-
closed that Negroes have played
several times in the last two
months at the city's Biltmore
course.
View runners figured in the wild
scoring spree which included eight
touchdowns, two safeties and a
field goal.
Although badly outclassed, the
Allen Yeliewjacks paced by half-
back Gene Johnson scored twice,
once on a recovered fumble by
Carl Ashford and a Smooth 65 yard
pass play front James Walker to
Maceo Pickett,
ORANGEBURG. S. ';—A S. T
Aggies in two 60 yal-rf power
drives and 40 yard field goat rolled
over South Carolina State college
in a drenching rain Saturday
night in Bulldog Stadium.
A & T scored in the middle o
the first quarter after a 61 yard
drive when Harold Carillo wen
over from the two. Lloyd Oakley
added two points from a runm
State scored in the second quar-
ter on a 60 yard run from a
pitchout to William Houston. State
threatened again when the whistle
ended the half.
Clark told the Southern Cali-
rnia Football Writers Associa-
'on that it was a question if the
quarterback would be ready for
this Saturday's big game against
Washington at Seattle. Rut he said
he nas hopeful of being able to use
Woct before long alternating with
WILLIE WOOD, ailing South- and in shape for f titers
ern California quarterback games on l'SC grid calendar.
star, who la reported mended I. PI Telephoto.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)
gams exhibition series with the
defending Western Division cham-
pions.
After falling behind 2-0 on the
opening play of the nationally
televised game, the Hawks as-
sumed command and led through-
out the contest by as much AA
IS points until the final minutes
Bob Pettit, the Hawks' ace and
leading scorer In the game with Hagan hit 21 for the Hawks.
R. C. OWENS, greet Ran Fran- Title in second period of re
risco end, falls as he drops tent Green Bay-49ers game at
Pan from quaiifrback Y. A. Green Bay. Packer 38, Van
34, went out with five minutes to
play after a world elbow in a
scramble for the ball inflicted a
gash over his left eye.
With Pettit out of t he way,
Chamberlain, who had 25 re-
bounds, controlled the hoards and
slipped in six points within two
minutes, deadlocking the score at
101-101 with 1:54 to play.
Then Paul Arizin hit two bask-
ets and Andy Johnson one for the
Warriors while the Hawks were
limited to two set shots by Bob
Ferry.
Chamberlain had 22 points and
Arizin 20 for the winners. Cliff
Currie, broke up the Pass
and Gteen Ray won, 21-20.
CPI Telephoto.
Dave Charnley, lightweight charm-
pion of the British Empire,
signed for his shot at Jr.. Brown's
world title in Houston, Tea., Dec.
2.
Manager Arthur Borgia also
signed the contracts, which pro-
vide that Charnley receive 20 per
cent of the net gate and 20 per
cent of TV, movie and radio re-
ceipts.
The fighter and manager, with
all traveling expenses paid by
Wood was injured in the Pitts-
burgh game three weeks ago and
Charles took over for him as the
top passer in that victory and also
two weeks ago against Ohio State.
After weeks of refusing to eval-
uate the strength of his Trojan
squad, Clark admitted it could de-
velop into a top team.
"We have a good, solid football
team now," he confessed. "It can
improve into a real good one if
it continues i n the next few
weeks as it has so far."
But the coach then warned that
Southern Cal was facing a "real
tough one" in Washington and he
said the huskies were more
anxious to defeat the Trojans than
any other team on their sched-
ule.
Coach Bill Barnes of UCLA said
that the University of California
Was a lot stronger team than its
record indicated because the Bears
were beaten by the top teams in
the nation when they went down
before Iowa, Tex. and Notre Dame.
"We anticipate a knockdown
and drag out battle from Cali-
fornia here Saturday," Barnes
said. "We have recovered from
our injuries during the past week's
bye and our tailback, Bill Kil-
mer, is going to be quicker row
that he has trimmed himself
down."
The Los Angeles Rams drew
high praise from Coach Sid Gill-
man who addressed the writers
by telephone from Chicago where
his squad upset the Bears Sun-
day.
"I don't recall any Rant team
that put out as much as our team
did Sunday," he said. "Our plan
was to run 011ie Matson as much
as possible. No other team had
tried to run against the Bears al
we did and it worked."
Gillman said the situation In
which Chicago safetyman Johnny
Morris held up his hand as though
signaling for a fair catch and then
claimed that Morris carried the
from the sun called for a clari-
fying rule for such cases. He also
claimed that Morn i carried the
ball back of his own goal line and
when he fumbled there It should
have been called a Rant touch-
down on the recovery.
For his work against the Bears,
Matson was chosen Pro Player of
the Week. With both UCLA and
Southern Cal idle last week end,
Stan Wilkerson and Erwin Evans
of the undefeated Los Angeles
State college team were chosen
co-players of the week in college
ranks. Mike McKeever of the
Trojans was named Player of





CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Pow. 
elCrosley, president of the Cin-
cinnati Reds baseball team and
Gabe Paul, general manager, said
they have withdrawn application
for membership In the new pro-
feselonal Americas Football
League.
Paul, who was reported recently
to have offered some money and
the use of Crosley Filed, home of
the Reds, as a playing site, said
he and Croaley had been unable
to organize a syndicate to back the
football team within the time al-
I ted  the league.o by •
Cincinnati was among sit cities
which were being studied as can- been required to need backing of
dictates to till two vacancies In the $300,000 and a playing site tes
league. form a team under league require-
Cincinnati was believed to have mints.





SALT LAKE CITY — (PUI) —
Gene Fullmer and Spider Webb
formally signed contracts for Full-
mer's defense of his National Box-
ing Assn. middleweight champion-
ship Dec. 4 at Logan, Utah.
The signing took place in the
governor's board room at the Utah
capitol building before members
of the New State Athletic Corn'
mission, promoters, and manager
of both fighters.
Under terms of the contract,
Fullmer will receive 40 per cent
of the gate and Webb will receive
20 per cent. Both fighters will
receive similar percentages of
the $100,000 television rights.
Chairman Ned Winder of the
Utah Athletic Commission presid-
ed at the signing ceremonies, Com-
mission members Golden Allem
and Frantis Kiholm also. attended.
The contract also has a rematch
clause in the event Webb wins.
The rematch would be held June
10 in Salt Lake City.
Winder said the contest would
be scored under the 10-point must
system and that the three knock-
down rule and the mandatory
eight count rule would be waived
for the fight.
Others attending the ceremonies
were Promoter Norman Roths-
child of Syracuse, N. Y., Joe Du-
pler, Fran Haun, and Laurel
Brown of the co-sponsoring Inter-
mountain Boxing Club,
Manager Mary Jenson and Hea-
ter Knowles were also in attend-
ance.
In other action, the commission
voted to seek membership in the
NBA.
The fight Is scheduled for the





Two sophomore passers. Mel
Meyers of Illinois and John Hen-
ry Jackson of Indiana, were the
early leaders in total offense Is
Big Ten Statistics.
Meyers, ranked only fifth among
the passers, has gained 217 yards
in the air and four yards rush-
ing for a 221 total to take the
lead. Jackson, with 140 yards
passing, has a 20$ total and Olen
Treadway, Iowa quarterback was
third with 192 yards on 200 yards
gained passing and eight yards
lost rushing.
Purdue's Jack Laraway led In
ball carrying with an average a
7.9 yards per try, with Iowa half-
back Bob Jeer second with a 7.7
average and fullback Blanche Mar-
tin, Michigan State, third with
7.2.
Treadway led the passers with
Jackson second and Dean Look of
Michigan State third. Jackson
has gained 140 yards M the
air and Look 172.
LONDON — (UPI) — Southpaw the Houston promoter, plan le
fly to Texas on Nov. 9 or 11.
If Charnley takes the world
crown from Brown, he is contract-
ed to grant Brown a return crack
at the championship within 96
days; but that bout would be held
in Great Britain
This will be Charnloy's first
fight in the western hemis-
phere. Wife Ruth and many fans
from hometown Dartford, Kent,
art planning to fly over tor the
fight.
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National Urban League
Honors Mewy, Bristol
George Me/1m,, president of the opportunities for Negroes and bet-
AFL-CIO, and Lee H. Bristol„ tering race relations in the Unit'
chairman of the board of Bristol- ed States.
Myers company, will be honored
at the Equal Opportunity Day din-
ner to be given at the Waldorf-
Astoria hotel on Tuesday, Nov. 17.
The dinner will be sponsored by
the National Urban League to com-
memorate Equal Opportunity Day,
Nov. 19, an annual observance de-
signed to remind the nation of the
principle — equal opportunity for
all-
Mr. Meany will receive the Ur-
ban League award in recognition
of the constructive efforts of organ-
ized labor to eliminate racial dis-
crimination in the nation's work
force.,
The Urban League selected Mr.
Bristol for the honor because he
has attempted to make the prin-
ciple of equal opportunity a reali-
ty in American industry.
A native of New York City, Mr.
Meany was born in 1984, the son
of a trade unionist. He went to
work as a plumber's helper in
1910, was elected president of the
AFL in 1952, and has been serv-
ing as president of the merged
AFL-CIO since it was combined In
1955.
Mr. Bristol, a widower, re-
sides in Bay Head, N. J. He was
graduated from Hamilton college
in 1914, and was awarded an hon-
orary LL D. by his alma mater
In 1952.
Each year the League presents
the EOD award to a representa-
tive of industry and one from la-
bor in behalf of equal opportunity.
The National Urban League,
founded in 1910, is an interracial




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Cub
purchases of E and H Savings
Bonds during the month of Sep-
tember amounted to $300 miWon.
Accumulated interest on oudtstand-
ing E Bonds during the same per-
iod was $90 million.
Redemptions of E and H Bonds
during the month of September
were $409 million. This represents
original investments of $383 mil-
lion, plus accumulated interest of
$96 million.
The total for the first nine
months of 1959 shows that cash
sales of E and II Bonds amounted
to $3,258 million. Accumulation of
interest during the period on out-
standing IS Bonds amounted to
$878 million. Redemptions during
the same period totaled $4,180
million, which includes interest
payments by the Treasury of
$709 million to bond holders.
The cash value of B and H
Bonds outstanding on Sept. 30, 1959,
was 142,540 million — a net de-
crease of $49 million since Dee. 1,
1958.
Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 366 days
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Sunday. Phone JA. 6.5385 or mafi a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number tot
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating own-
panics In America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience-
Part Time Agents Needed — Good Pay.
MITCHEL FIELD, L. I. —
Stricken with paralytic polio
last Aug. 8, after one polio
shot. Elise Francis, 17-year•
old twin of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
was flown here Oct. 11 ha
Iron lung "mercy flight from
Nashville, Tenn., by MATS
(Military Air Transport Sent-
ice) and New York March of
Dimes. Elise had been vi,iting
married sister at Stewart Air
Force Base, near Naslitille,
when polio struck savagely,
sending her to March of Dimes
supported respiratory center
at Vanderbilt University Hos-
pital. After being carefully
moved from plane by Air
Force medical personnel at
Mitchell Field, ambulance then
rushed her to Jack Martin
Respiratory and Rehabilitation
Center at Mount Sinai hospital,
New York City, also support-
ed by March of Dimes contri-
butions. New York March of
Dimes has expended more than




William H. Vanstone has been instructor, later with supervision
recently appointed the new admit-
strator for the George W. Hubbard
hospital, better known as Meharry
hospital, of Nahvile, Tenn.
Mr. Vantone comes to Nashville
from the City hospital in Martins-
burg@ W. Va. He was born in Der-
honshire, England, came the U.
S. in 1954 and received his certifl-
at* of naturalization in 1958.
A veteran, he went to France in
1939 as a member of the B. E. F.,
and was under the command of
Major General Montgomery. He
spent nearly five years in PW
camps in Poland and Bavaria.
While in England he utilised
his time to study under the au-
spices of Oxford and London uni-
versities. He received a diploma
(with honors) in industrial organi-
zation, money and banking, and
international economics front
Oxford uiversity; and English,
mathematics, economics, German,
and English literature from London
university.
Transferring from the Royal Ar-
tillery K. the Royal Army Ed3-
cation Corps, in 1945, Mr. Van-
stone mas primarily concerned
mith adult education, first as an
"We've Got the Foundation!"
Tennessee's suczess In attracting new industries and the vitality
of her established enterprises have brought her to the forefront
in the South's industrial growth.
Another banner year for Tennessee's industrial development
seems to be in the making. In the first six months of 1959, new
and additional industrial investments ran over $150,000,000.
Seventy-five new industries got started in Tennessee, and 75
existing concerns were expanded. A conservative estimate of new
job opportunities created would run well over 8,000.
Southern Bell is an enthusiastic partner in Tenneseee's prog-
ress. We have planned to spend around $33,000,000 in the state
this year to bring you the best telephone service available. By the
end of the year, we expect to he serving over 50,000 more
telephones than at the beginning of the year.
We welcome newcomers and salute the many industries which
mske Tennessee one of the leading industrial states in the South.
eouthern Bell
"Thanks for Ca/hop"
of instruction, and finally with ad-
ministration, being an administra-
tive officer (Major) on retirement
in 1954.
Mrs. Vanstone was the form-
er Annie Laurie Anderson, daugh-
ter of the late Rev. Alden Scott
Anderson, and Mrs. Anderson of
Staunton, Va. Mrs. Vanstone
was graduated from Queen' col-
lege, Charlotte, N. C.
The Vanstones have three child-
ren, Roslyn, 7; Keith, 6; and
Blair, 4, and will reside at 111G




President T, T. Willard will at-
tend the annual Tennessee Baptist
Missionary and Education conven-
tion at Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct.
19. Mr. Willard will give a report
on the progress of the college at
the Owen College Trustee meeting.
An inspirational talk will be giv-
en to the main body of the con-
vention. Owen college will be a
display booth in the lobby of the
convention headquarters.
E. C. Curtis, English instructor,
delivered some very inspiring word
to the Alumni Association at the
special program at the New Hope
Baptist church. The group was re-
minded of the fact that the word
Owen is derived from an old Eng-
lish word meaning debt, and each
graduate owes a debt to the col.
lege. In his challenging words, he
described Owen as 0 - obligation,
W - willing to serve, E - effort
or extra effort, N - now, immed-
iately, if not sooner.
A brief meeting was held after
the program and plans were made
to start a newsletter for alumni
members. Rev. Charles Burgs
was chosen as representative of
the group to the BM&E conven- are necessary to keep unscrupulous
men from taking advantage of the
workers. However, neither busi-
ness nor unions should be in the
price-control business. That should
be left to supply and demand.
The non business • non union
group could help see that this is
Should There Be A
Consumers' Union
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Should the independent consum-
ers organize?
By independent consumers, I
mean people who do not operate
businesses and don't belong to la-
bor unions. Such persons have to
pay more when prices rise but
have no way to increase their in-
comes. Price spirals hurt them
worse than they do anyone else.
If the present trend continues
it will put more on the public
welfare and thus hurt the whole
country, since the governments,
national, state and local must take
before they can give. This would
be bad at any time. It would be
tragic at this time while the na-
tion is engaged in a giant struggle
against Soviet expansion.
The American capitalist system
is good. It ha no nobility like
the old European system. The
upper class here is the same that
was called the middle class in the
old European system.
CLASS TURNOVER
One of the finest things about
it is the fact that anyone can
get into either class. The rich may
become poor and the poor may
become rich. Big industries are
necessary if we are to hold our
place in world affairs. Unions
mai buy. ' I am not I'm going
have a good time. If you work
and make money, the government
will tax you, if you don't they
will give you something."
Something for nothing, unjust
profits and wage increases that de-
stray profits are all bad.
Greed, selfishness and hate cal
deism.: our country as complete-




C. Brown, BMI affiliated
songwriter, announced the eolith-
1 shment of a publishing firm this
week. The name of the firm
will be known as Acquarian Mu-
sic. The company will publish
rock and roll and spiritual num-
bers.
Brown is writer of the tune
Long Time" recorded by Na
Brown on Savoy. The two tunes
cut by the Five Blind Boys on
Marathon Label, "Take Your
Burdens to Jesus" and Weeping
For a Mighty Long Time" are
being published by the writer.
The company is doing business
at 512 Mobile st., Hattiesburg.
Sugarmon To Speak
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
is quite a busy young man these
days. Another speaking engage-
her is responsible for the pro- done, mint has been added to his ached-
gram. W. E. Jones, librarian, this Two teen-agers strolling up the We. He is due to he the guest
week's sponsor, announces that street recently discussing the fu- speaker at the Annual EnidAtty. R. B. Sugarmon, jr., will be lure were overheard to say the Memphis Civic League Tea setthe guest speaker. The public is following: First boy: "I am go- for Sunday, Oct. 26, G p.m.. imam
invited to come and hear 5femph- mg on through school and come Lester elementary school auditor.
Is' most popular attorney. I out and get a good job, etc." Sec- ium.
lion. Refreshments were served.
President W. A. Adkino urges
the support of all members and
requests their attendance at fu-
ture meetings.
Each Monday at the 10 a. m.
assembly period, a faculty mem-
Contented...
"Healthy Baby" Darrel Nunley of Detroit
her doctor recommended CARNATION
-America's "healthy baby" milk!
Trust Carnation in the Red
and White Can. It's the safest,
most nourishing and digestible
form of milk for baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to
their babies than any other brand.
And more Carnation is used in
hospital formula rooms through-
out the world than all other brands
combined! Prepared formulas that
claim to be complete are expensive
compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation.
It's the milk every doctor know*.
BEST BRAND FOR
YOUR COFFEE, TO01
Creamy-smooth Carnation makes coffee
taste just grand! Richer and more
flavorful, the way you like it!
World's Loading Brand of E7Iporata Milk
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